
Note that running DHCP does not have to mean you hand out diferent IP
addresses for your sysieme (which is what DHCP normally is used for). You can
manually bind |P addresses to the physical interfaces and keep the same IP
address each tima the server starts. DHCP would only be the easy way to
configura the IP stack of each systam.

You could even do dynamic IP addresses for your servers. This would be an
option when combined with Dynamic Domain Name Service (DDNS)}. In that
case, aach systam would register through DONS, for example, as the next
system offering a particular service. Round-robin ONS would then cause the
traffic to ba spread over multiple systems.

10.4.5 When to apply the configuration changes

There are at least two different ways to apply the changes to the copied disks for
tha new Linux image,

® Store a small script in the boot process to apply these changes thefirst time
ihe cloned mage is axacuted, Instead of using a custom script with
hardcoded values, you can write a qanaric script that obtains the IP address
and hostname through some other mechanism. The hep command from the
cpint package can be used to obtain the user ID of the virtual machine
running the image.

® Mount the file system into an existing running Linux image and run a script to
apply the changes. This is a more flexible choice, because you can do
different repair actlons thal may be necessary (like Installing additional
packages). Unfortunately, it is currently difficult to access thefile system of a
Linux image that is not running (also known as a “dead penguin’), or one that
does not have a network connection.

Which method will work best in your situation depends on various aspects of your
installation (such as network topology, naming convention, etc).

10.5 Sharing code among images
The process outlined in 10.4, “Copying disks instead of doing a full install” on

page 213 can simpley the install process, but it doas not yet axplort z/VM facilities
for sharing resources, For those who are used to working with VM, it appears
obvious that you want to share the common code between your Linux images.
Fora “default insialf of SuSE, about 459: of the disk space is used for the /usr
directory of the file system. Most packages have their binaries installed in ‘usr, so
it seems obvious that this also should be shared.
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The Linux Standard Base (LSB) datines the file system hierarchy such that /usr
can be shared among images (outside the 5/390 workd, over NFS),
Unfortunately, it also defines thal application code should be installed in ‘opt,
which makes sharing /usr lass attractive,

Tha file sysiam can be split over two separate minidisks after installation, but it's
much easier to let YaST do that job; during installation, you define one disk to
hold the ‘usr diractory and YaST will copy all thosefiles to that minidisk. This
process is apparenth $0 obvious that many people have built Linux images that
had a RO link to a common minidisk holding the ‘usr subtree of the file system.
This results in a significant reduction in disk space requiraments for running a
large number of Linux images,

However, as with many cheap solutions, this one also comes with a lew
drawbacks.

& Once a Linux image is using the sharéd /usr disk, fis no longer possible to
make changes to the contents of the disk.

In CMS, to share R/O minidisks, people have developed tnexs to deal with tha
“ane writer - many readers”situation, but for Linux this doas not work because
every Linux image will buffer parts of that disk in its buffer cache.

» Portions of applications live outside the ‘usr directory, for example in /bin and
‘shin. When those other portions are part of the private disk space of the
Linux image,it will be difficult to maintain consistency when upgrading
packages. This means there is no easy way to upgrade the sysiems
alterward.

» Many applications and users need to write into portions of ‘usrfor thelr
function. An example of this is the package manager rpm that keapsits
database (the software inventory) in ‘usr, as wall,

® Many applications do not separate code and data (like WebSphere, writing
the log file in the bin directory by default), which makes it very difficult to share
oode.

» The recent standards define /opt to hold packages that ara not part of the
code systam, This would make sharing /usr less effective,

We believe a realistic answer to this could be a new device driver as described in

“Shadowed disk support’ on page 413, This code is not available yet.

Despite thase drawbacks, this simple way of sharing the disk may be attractive
for special situations (for example, “disposable penguins” only needed for a
limited périod). lfan application has a specific requiramentto write in an
otherwise F/O diractory, 4 private writable directory can be provided through a
symlink to another part of the file system, or by “ovennounting® with another
block device (via the loop driver, for example}.
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10.6 Breeding a colony of penguins

Fora demonsiration of the cloning process, we had to use a configuration with
usr on a separate F/O linked minidisk, despite the drawbacks illustrated iin 10.5,
“Sharing code among images" on page 221. Trying the cloning process with
private disk space for each cloned penguin would have been too expansive, both
in disk space and in time to create the images.

Unfortunately, YaST runs SuSEcontig after the first reboot, which tums out to
write into the ‘usr diractory. This maans we need to finish tha install process
completely before we have a file system thal can be copied and used by others.
Since other installations may have similar restrictions, we decided to take a more
generic approach and complete the install before copying the disks,

The cloning process is demonstrated with each of the steps invoked by hand,
This doas not mean the process could not ba automated, but i's probably easier
to follow this way than with 4 single program that doasall.

10.6.1 Images used in the cloning process

The images used in the cloning process will have a few minidisks:

07A0 A 100-cylinder private disk to hold the rootfile system

02A0 A/O link to the oniginal root file system for copying

O1A1 A 2000-cylindar disk linked R/O by all images

owocD AO link to a starter disk with initrd

Each of the cloned images willhave an IUCY connection to 4 single common VM
TCPIP stack.

10.6.2 Create a patchfile for cloning

We create a patch for the cloning process as described in “Using diff to find the
changes’ on page 216, Doing this after finishing the install is not much different
from deing it earlier in (he process.

Obviously, diff will also find a lot of diffarancas in log tiles and other things that
you do not want to énd up in the patch, so you can get those out of the process
as soon as possible with, for example, a few grep commands before sorting the
list of filanames.

To create the two differant disks to compare, we copied the 0140 disk of the
install system to a new minidisk and then ran YaST in the installation system to
change the IP address and hostname.
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Although tha chosen network setup resulted in identical gateway addrasses and
default routes for ach of the cloned images, we decided to pul thal in the patch
anyway to have a more generic patch.

Example 10-10 Patoh generated for tha demo setuo

--- afete/HOSTHAME Wed Aug 8 02:54:04 2001
++ bfeteHOS THAME Hed Aug § 02:04:17 2001
Ba =] +] GB

- tubs tr

+hastname:

--- afete/hosts Wed Aug 4 02:54:04 2001
++ bfeteshasts wed Aug 8 02:04:11" F001
ba 21,4 4214 a8

ff022:2 ipvb-al l routers
ff022:3 ipvé-al lhosts

-192.184.6,254 tuxdastr.hubé.itso. 1 Bm. can tuxdns tr

‘mip: thastname: .hubé.1tso.ibm.com :hostnane:
== afete/rc.config Wed Aug 8 02:54:02 2001
++ bfetesrc config Hed Aug 8 02:04:16 2001
bY -132,7 +132,7 Ba

# IP Adresses

4

~ TPADOR_O-" 192, 1h. 234"
+1PADOR_O=":myip:"

IPADOR_1="*
TPADOR 2=""

TPADOR,3="*
BH -151,7 +151,7 8

# sample entry for ethernet:
# TFOOWFIG"192. 164.41.2) broadcast 192. 160.81.6] netmask 255.255.2955 224"
f

=TFCOMF IGO="192.168.6.254 polmtopoimt 192. 168.6.1 mtu 1B up"
+TFCOMFIG_O="smyip: polintopoint sqwips mba sganmtu: up"

TFCOMFIG1=""
TRCOMFIG¢=""
TFCOMFTGJ=""

Ba 2? 7 AAD? ae

# fe.g. "rienann.suse.de" ar "huge, | iru. de")
# don't forget ta also edit fetc/hosts for your system
#

~ POHDS THANE ="tus tr. hubb. itso, ba, com"

+POHOSTHAME=":hastname: hubh.itso.7bm.can"

#

# Shall suskcontig maintain fete/resoly.cont (needed for OWS) 7
--- afetc/raute.conf Tho Aug 9 16:21:37 2001

H+ bfete/rautescomf=Thu Aug 9 16:19:37 2001
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ba 34,4 4944 OB

#192, 168,01 0.0.0.0 255.255, 255, 255 i ppp
# default 192. 164.0.1

192 .164.6,1 0.0.4 256.255.255.255 Tueve

«default 197, 66.6.1

+defaul £ equip:

The resulting patch is shown in Example 10-10. It tums out ta be vary small, It
touches only four files in the systam (those marked with +++ characters). This
patch was stored in the root directory of the installation system so that it would be
available in each cloned image as well.

Copy the root file system and IPL starter system
The root file system is copied using tha COPYDISK program shown in
Example 10-11. Exploiting the fact that this rootfile system is filled for 70%, this
tumed out to be the fastest solution.

Example 10-17 The COPYDISK program

/* Copy a raserved disk to a formatted disk */

signal on errar
arg cuwl cuue .

"ACCESS" cuul ‘J!

"PIPE COMMAND LISTFILE * * J | var infile'
parse var Intilea fm .
"ACCESS" cid 'K!

queue '1'; "RESERVE' fm userid() 'K'
"PIPE <" infile,

'| spec number 1.10 ri l-* n',
'! net verify Li-* x00",
'| fileupdate’ fn userid{) 'k'

"PIPE mdiskblk number J) 1.2 | miskblk write K°
retum re

After the root file system is copied, the RAMdisk system is started,

Example 10-12 Copying the rootfle systam and JPL with AAMalsk

copydisk gad lad

DNSACC?T24] 240 replaces J (2A0)
DNSACPAZ31 J (240) R/O

DNSACCK241 LAO replaces K [140]
DNSESVHOIR RESERVE will erase all files on disk K(LAO). Oo you wish to
continue? Enter 1 (YES) or & {NO}.
1

DMSRSW? 331 Reserving disk kK
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Ready; Te. SA/0.80 20243215

ipl fed clear
Linux yarsian 2.2.16 fraoteikretape.susede) [gec version 2.95.2 LUsg1d24
(release)) #1 SMP Tue May 1 11:47:19 GMT 2001
Command line fs: ro ramdisk_size=32766 root=/dev/ram0 ro

Load the DASD driver and mountthe disks

Now the DASO driver is baded and the new disks are mounted.

Example 10-13 Acoesaing the oiake from fhe AAMoisk systen

# insmod dasd dasd=1a0,1lal
Using /Vib/medules/2.2.16/block/dasd.o
dasd: initializing...
daid:Registerad successfully ta major no 94

dasdfeckd):ECKD discipline initializing
dasd:Registered ECKD discipline successfully
dasd(fbapsFBA discipline initializing
dasd:Reqistered FRA discipline successfully

dasd(eckd):0140 on seh Os 2390/0C(CU:d990/04) Cyl:100 Heads 15 Sec:224
dasdfackd):0140 on sch Dd: TIG0/0C (CU: 3990/04): Configuration data read
dasd: deve Oe01A0 on subchannel 0 {ECKD) is fdev/dasda (94:0)
dasd(eckd):O1A1 on sch Gs 3990/0C (CU: 3990/04) Cy1:1500 Heads15 Secs224
dasd(eckd):01A1 on seh 9s 3990/00 (CU; 3990/04); Configuration data read
dasd: devno De02Al on subchannel 9 (ECKO) is fdevidasdhb (94:4)
dasdrwaiting for responses...
dasd(eckd): fdev{dasda [OLA0): capacity (4kB Bikes): 72000kKE at 48kE/trk
dasda:(CM51)/TUXLAO: (MOSK) dasda dasdal

dasd(eckd):/dev/dasdb (O1Al): capacity (4kB bikes}: LORQ000kB at 48kB/trk
dasdb: (CM51)/TUXDAL: (MOSK) dasdb dasdbl

dasd: initialization finished

4 mount /dev/dasdal jot

# mount. /dev/dasdbl jmat/usr -r

Apply the patch to the copied file system
The patch is applied to the copied file system by running the updclone.sh
program. By running the program with chroot, it saes thefile systam mounted at
‘mint asits root file system for the duration of the program,

# chroot fot fupdelone.sh tux80000 197.166.8.2 1927.165.6.1 S158

patching file ete,HOSTMAME
patching file etc/hosts
patching file ete/rc.config
patching file ete/route, conf
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The updelone.sh script reads the ganenc patch and transforms that into a patch
apecific for this image using Ihe host name and IP address specified, For a less
afror-prone implementation, you should consider storing the host names and IP
addresses ina table on that disk, That way, a grep could ba used to gat the
arguments for the updelone.sh script.

Example 10-14 The updciona.sh program fo apply fhe patoh

a! bin/sh

if | =z $4 J; then
echo "Heed hostname [P-acdiress gateway-ip gateway-mtu"
exit

fi

cat generic. diff \
| sed "s/:hostname:/$1/ "4
| sed “sfrmyips/$ef "4
| sed "sfrqwips/$ay "4
| sed "sfrqemtus ($4 "
| patch -pl 45

if you régistar the Linux images in ONS, you could aven consider getting the
arguments lor updelone.sh from thal. The hep command could be used to get the
user ID of the virtual machine. Given a practical naming convention, ns]ockup
could get you the IP address of the Linux image and the gateway.

Shut down the system
The system shutdown should not only unrmaunt the file systems cleanly, but alsa
laave network connections in a better state to be restarted when the image is
rebooted. Unfortunately, the starter systam does nat load a disabled-wait PSW,
but loops alter a shutdown, You get out of this using tha #CP command to do the
IPL.

Example 10-15 Shutting down the starter system

# shutdown -h naw

Syncing all buffers...

Sending KILL signal to linuxre for shutdown, ..
Sending all processes the TERM signal...

Aug 9 222052? suse exiting on signal 15

Sending all processes the KILL signal...
Syncing all buffers...
Turning off swap...
Inmnaunting file syitem...
fdev/dasdbl unmounted

fdev/dasdal unmounted

fdewsram2 unmounted
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IPL from the patched root file system
With the patches applied, the Linux image can now be booted from the new disk.

Example 10-1 JPL from the root file system alter the patch was annlied

IPL 140 CLEAR

Linux version #.2.16 {root@Tape.suse.del face version 2.95.7 19991094
(release))

#1 SMP Sun Nay 6 (6315:49 GT 2001

Command Vine is: ro dascd20 00000041 cd, 0100, 0101 roote/dev/dasdbl noinitred
jucw=$TCPIF

he are running under V4

This machine has an TEEE fpu
Initial randisk at: Oe) (1677216 bytes}

Detected device O10 on subchannel MM) - PIM = Fo, PAM = FO, PON = FF

Detected device (008 on subchannel M01 - PIM = &), PAM = 40, POM = FF

letected device W000 on subchannel Mile = PIM = Bl, PAM = a0, POM = FI

10.7 Linux IPL from NSS

A Named Saved System (N55) Is like a snapshot copy of part of the mamary of a
Virtual machine. In addition to simulating the normal 5/390 IPL of a devica, VM
can also [PL a virtual machine from a NSS. This is especially efficient for CMS,
because the WSS for CMS ts defined such that large portions of it can be shared
between virtual machines. This reduces the storage réquiraments for running a
large number of CMS virtual machines.

An NSS can have shared and non-shared pages. The $/390 architecture
requiras all pages in a single 1 MB segment to be either shared or non-shared.
The shared pages will be shared among all virtual machines that IPL the NSS.
For the non-shared pages, each virtual machine will get its own copy, initialized
from the NSS.

10.7.1 Using an NSSwith just the kernel
Uniortunately,the Linux for $390 kernel is not designed to be shared among

images. The writable portions of the kemeal are mixed with the read-only portions,
Whila the non-shared pages do not raduea overall mamory raquiramants, having
memory initialized at startup should at least speed up the boot process.
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One of the complications with running the kernal from an NSS is that the kemel
parameters (6.9. disk addresses forthe DASD driver) need to be tha samefor
each Linux image using this NSS. Fortunately, VM allows us to tailor the virtual
machine to fit on the addresses defined for tha kernal that was saved in tha NSS.

Whila you can create tha NSS by IPL from the virtual reader, it is easier ta do
when booting fram disk because silo gives you the information you need to
define your NSS.

Example 10-1? Output of silo to compute WSS adoresses

original paraneterfile is: '/beot/parnfile’...ak...
final parameterfile is: ‘/boot/parnfile.map'...ok...
in O: offset: (592 count: Oc address: OxOi

iv 1: offset: (59f count: 60 address: OxO)opei)

ix 2: offset: M61 count: BO address: Oxolclbemp

ix 3: offset: [69f count: %h address: O00) hem

Ix 4: offset: (1609 count: O01 address: OxQO0aRID

Bootnap is in black mo: OxO000140a

When you run siloeto make a disk bootable, it displays the mamory addrass
where the Kennel is going to be loaded. The addresses in Example 10-17 show
that different portions of the kernel use the memory from 0 to 0x00182000, This
means thatthe NSS should at least contain the pages 0-181? in exclusive write
(EW) mode (and there is no reason to do more than that).

To freeze the Linux image at the correct point during the IPL process, you can
use the CP TRACE command. The current Linux for S990 kemel starts

execution at address Ox070000, so the following TRACE command will cause the
Linux image to stop at that point.

When execution is stopped at that point, the TRACE command causes the
segment to be saved and also ends the trace.

Example 10-18 Defining the NSS and saving it

DEFSYS SUSE 0-181 EW MINSIZE=404

HOPASO4401 The Kaned Saved System (NSS) SUSE was successfully defined in fileid
(G9,

TRACE INST RANGE 100002 CH SAVESYS SIISE "TRACE END ALL

[FL 160 CLEAR

Tracing active at [PL
“= OOO BASR OOD 2

HOPASS4401 Haned Saved System {N55} SUSE was successfully saved in fileid oo84,
Trace ended

* You can use the “Scientific® mode of the calculator in your MS Windows accessories to do the computations
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Aftartha NSS has been saved as shown in Example 10-18, the Linux images can
boot this kernel with a simple IPL SUSE command.

CPF IPL SUSE

Linux version 2.2.18 (roat@vml inusé) [geo version 2.95.2 1999] 00d
SMP Thu Jul 24 Wdedsa) EST 2001

Bacausa the NSS is defined as axclusive write (EW), the kernel pages are not
shared by the Linux images and using the NSS dogs not reduce overall storage
requirements as it doas with CMS. Work is in progress to change the layout of
tha Kamel such that significant portions of the code can be shared,

10.7.2 Using an NSS as a starter system

To simplity the boot process, we packaged the kamel with the RANdisk mage in
a single NSS thal was completely defined as EW. We compared an NSS with a
compressed RAMdisk image to one with an uncompressed RAMdisk image,
axpacting an impressive parnarmance boost when skipping ihe HAMdisk
uncompress at each IPL. However, Table 10-2 shows that the opposite was true
in our case.

fable 10-2 Elapsed fime to boot fram WSS

CongaNa a Uncompressed RAMdisk image

A more detailed comparison of the two scenarios showed us that the CPU usage
for an IPL from the compressed RAMdisK is indeed significantly higher (as
axpected), but the 10 seconds of elapsed time missing in the case of ihe
uncompressed RAMdisk tum out to be spooling IO for CP loading the pages of
tha NSS in (one at a time).

However, when a Linux image was already running from its non-shared copy of
tha NSS,the next image could IPL from NSS in 3 seconds—this suggests that
CP incorrectly considers all EW pages fram a NSS as if they were shared pages
(where ilis sale to say EW is the most obvious indication of not sharing the
page).

For an NSS like CMS,this is not a significant issue since there are just afew EW
pages in the segment. However, we can assumethat excessive use of an NSS
with a lot of EW pages should be avoided,

10.7.3 Picking up IPL parameters

200

One of the probleme with an IPL from NSS ts that the kemel parameters are

defined in the NSS and will be the same for each image that |PLs the NSS
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The CP IPL command im z/VM has a PARM option that allows the user to pass
parameters to the system thal is being |PLed. Traditionally, this ig used by CMS
to control some options in the IPL process (like bypass execution of the system
profile). A logical extension of this is to usa that option to tailor the commana line
parameters for Linux as well (for example, to specify what disks ta use).

In ordar to éxperiment with this, a “quick and dirty” patch was written against the
Linux kemel to pick up the argumentfrom the IPL command,

Example 10-19 Patch fo pass |FL parameters to the Kemal

--- boel inue-2.2.16/arch/st0/bootipleckd.=Mon Apr 30 1722241 2001
+++ | inuxfarchs390/boot/ipleckd.5 Wed Aug 8 1B:20:17 2001
Ba -41,6 +41,7 o8

org Ox fp # Lets start naw...
start: .globl start

+ sbn Sr SrL5 tied # gave the registers for later
rl,LCSUBCHANNEL[0D # get IPL-subchannel from lowcare

st ark,Le_TPLDEY # keep it for reipl
stsch =. Lrdedata

ba 112.7 #113,23 oe

mc=e256,43) odo(ard)
Mc (me00(756,63) ,Ox1b0(Sr4)
ive OMTOO(F56, 263) ,dx2B0(4r4)

-Lrunkain:

+,Lrunkern: # We align here to (x02n)
+ j shopnas 4 because that 15 easy ta
+ org ie020x) # remember for the trace
+ SToOnss:

+ In Erg ,2rl5 mdfco # last instr when not M55
+ ain erg arl4 tedyco # first instr fran WSs

+ tr MeofcO64,0),.ehcase #¢ translate saved registers
+ In ard era, .Latart
+. Pinel:

‘ cli OedOO(sr2) ded 4 end af string?
+ la Srt,UfSr3)
+ ine find
+ mei Oef(Srd) dnd) # put a blank instead af Oxf
+ mec edAO(6d 273) OKOfod
+ mi (mdcOfsrd) ald 4 and a Ux00 in case all 64 used

+ In art er4,.Litart
+ motnss:

é i ar?i
# él] ar? 12

# st &r lL Oxoiic{er?] # store iplsubchannel to lowcore
Pd -296,7 +3134) 08

slong OF40010, 000000004. Llodata
Lrdecw:
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long 08640000), honoio00
arg Oat)

org Oxeld # FRCDIC to lowercase ASCII] table
sPHCaSCE

byte=m0nO] ONO020x07 Oc Od? , Oc? F

ehybe=007 Oe? O07 eB, O00 OcOe, OocOF

ebyte=Qh) OK 2 cSOx? Oecd Ot, Ooch
ehyte=(L009 0N07el? Ox? Onc! ood, Oot
sbyte=OmOFod? OKLtot? 0x07 doded? onl
cyte 0007 de,OnO7 de? x07 00S 0006, Oot?

chyte=OM07 007 0x16,0x07 x07 0c07 0007, Ome

ehyte=e070)O0707edcSed? OA

ebyte=(20O0FF OMS 084 O65 OcOd? , Doe

ehyte=M87Ad O98 0028Onde O282B, Ore

byte=e2b 0082 ONES89OBAOc ea, Oot
byte DBD UEM214deAcesSE, OA
byte=Oe? 002FON07 008EO07 0007 Od? , OeBF

-bybe=eeAS, ONOreedeS OKIE, Ona F

ehyte=M07 090OKO oc? OF Oc a?Oe?

hyke=Oe),60, 0n3A,2d,OdeetoD, Ones

byte =0? mh]nbhd, ObedhS06, Ob?

byte=(ee 0059, 00K OMAP 0x07 tod ond, OMF 1
byte©00F8,066A, ONGB 0080, ONGD OME OMF, Onrd

byte O07] 007? OmAG OAT 0891 00007 0002, OT

rhybe=OM EARPE, On 3 dard,tSere Oar? Ones

ebybe 79 Onc OADCABOe? Oochad? Ooch
ehyte=MSE,0690OSDPAOM Oc Oe? OA

byte=(AB On? OeB OSD 0x07 OcOd? , doh
byte=ONT B,(hl Oni? 083, Oxi4 00S On66, Ooh?

cbyte©068,089, ONOT 093,094 0095 ,0KA7, O07

byte«©007 006A, 0x68, 0080, 0x60 OeGk ,OndF, Oxra

byte=Om 1 OeF2 ON07 0096081 O97Ad, O08

ehyte=QC0eFR 0073hdOSereer? Ore

ebyte 079nF, ORF Ol?99 Olt Chol? , Ooo?
ebyte QaUe OndeddedddSeb,Oe
byte 00380099, 0007 0007 0094O07 ond? , Ont?

FFFPFRRRFFFRRRHRHERRRHReFHFHFPRRHHFHrHHHHHHHT
fend of pre initialized data is here (CMarea follows
# from hers we load 1k blocklist

# end af function

Note that the patch shown in Example 10-19 is nota production-strength
solution, and it has not yet baen submitted to the IBM team in Boablingen who
maintain the &'390-specific portions of the kernel source.
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Note: The IPL parameters are not restricted to the IPL from NSS. You can
also use therm whenyou IPL trom disk. With a little morecodein lhekernel, It's

_ possible to make the cadeoesSAVESYSostossaveefhis SE, as 5done for CMS. Ha

The length of the parameters passed on the IPL command is restricted to 64
characters. This may not be sufficient in many casas, so we wrote the code such
that ihe parameters ara appended to whatever ig already in the Kamel(i.e. tha
parameters in the parameterfile as it was used in silo).

Tip: Additional parameters specified in thekemelcommand line (not uséd by
“the kemelor devios drivers) end up as environment variables tothe boot
scnpts.This can be used to pass options to the boot scripts (e.g. IP address).

To exploit this patch, a trace should be set up to stop execution at Ox0200, at
which pointthe SAVESYS command can ba issued, as shown in Example 10-20.

Examme 10-20 Defining and saving the NSS

CP OOEFSYS SUSE2]HA 0-18] El MINSIZE=40M PARMREGS=0-15

The Wamed Saved System (N53) SUSEFI64 was successfully defined in fileid OLlO.
TRACE T A fan.

[PL 1A CLEAR

Tracing active at [PL
== DOM0ZI LN SHOR ORCI O0OOFOI co?

SAVESTS SUSEZ164

Haned Saved System (N53) SUSEZ]44 was successfully saved in fileid O10,
TRACE EMD ALL
Trace anded

This is very similar to what is shown in 10.7.1, “Using an NSS with just the
kernal" on page 228, except for the different address to fraeze the IPL.

Exanle 10-27 Demonstrate ie modiied kernel conmfrand lire

TPL SUSEZDGA PARM TEST=EMAMPLE

Linux version 2.2.16 (root@tux80000) (gec version 2.95.2 [4d (release) ) #1
SMP Wed Aug 1 lhs2ls2? EST 2001
Command line is: fo dasd=200 0LA0LAL Ged rmoot=)cevidasds] aoinitrd

test=exanple

We are running under ‘WH
This machine has an [EEE fpu

Initial ramdisk at: CxO0OO00 [16777216 bytes}
Detected device J1A0 on subchannel] GO00 - PLA = FO, PAM = Fd, PON = FF

Detected deviled D1Al on subehanne! G0] = PLA = FO, PRM = Fo, POM = FF

Detected deviled O00 en subchannel! O02 = PLA = BO, PRM = 80, POM = FF
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2a4

The IPL in Example 10-21 shows the test-example option added to the IPL
command. This shows up again al the end of the command line echoed by the
kernal.

Note: Because CP walluppercasetha command when typedinonthe
console, the patch was made to translate it to lowercase. This way we can
specifythe options for Linux that need to be lowercase. This obviously causes

_ problems when you want tto da thingsiin.ineSaasit igrewi take: mote thinking and more coding. 73

The currant implementation of tha DASD driver requiras all disks to ba specified
ina single dasd= parameter. If we want to tailor the list of disks al each IPL, wa
need to specify them all on the IPL command. When the dasd= parameteris
specified more than once, the last one is used. This & useful because the patch
allows us to override thelist of disks defined in the parameterfile.

You can do more with this than override the dasd= parameter. Parameters that
are not processed by the built-in driver during the boot process will ba made
available as environment variables to the init process. This means you can pick
up valuas in the boot scripts (@.g. to configure your IP address). If you need the
values after tha init process has completed, you can take the contents of the
oroe!cmdline pseude file to retrieve the parameters.
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Network infrastructure

design

This chapter uses the networking theory introduced in Chapter 4, “Networking a
penguin colony” on page 73 to help you design your virtual networking
environment.
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11.1 Virtual IP addressing

In this section we describe how to set up our virtual IP address solution using the

Linux dummy interface. In4.2.3, “Virtual |P addressing’ on page 79, wa introduce
tha concept of virtual IP addressing using dummy, and this method becomes part
of the solution presented in the remainder of this chapter.

11.1.1 Sample configuration

In our example scenario, we have a single Linux instance which uses private IP
addressing on the CTC device to the router, but requires a public IP addrass for
network connectivity.

11.1.2 Compiling dummy.o

206

if dummy interface support is not present in your kemel, you'll have to build it.
Although this is not a major task, instructions on how to build a complete new
kamal are beyond the scope of this book. Instead, you can refer to the Linux
HOWTOs to find ona on kernal complication that deseribas the basics.

In your kernal configuration fila, dummy support is controlled by the
CONFIG_DUMMY variable. Make this value ¥ or to include dummy support.
Figure 11-1 on page 237 shows amake menuconfig session al the 5/390

Network davica support panel Hara, wa have selected to add tha dummy
support as a module. We recommend that the dummy support be built as a
module, as this provides the least intrusive way of adding the support to a
running system.
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S33) feteork device cupport
Arrow keys navigate the menu, “Enter? selects submenus -—-),
Highlighted letters are hotkeys, Pressing <Y> includes, <N> excludes,
“> modulerizes Feabures, Pras: (Esee(Eso> ta anit. <7) For Help,
Legends [#] Built-in [ J eweluded ¢M> module < > module capable

[8]MHturk device support
=== S390 Hetwork devices

TD TC device support
[#) UCY device 3 & (WH only?

[4] thernet (10 or LOOMbIE)
[#] oken Ring driver support

SORE Exit «Help?

 
Figura 17-1 Compiling dummy net driver support info kamel

Once you have updated the kernel configuration, you can make just the network
modula directory with the following command {issued from the root of the Linux
source tree):

nake modules SUBDIRSdrivers,net

In our case, we received the following output from the compilation:

# fake modules SUBDDRS=drivers/net

make =-C drivers/net CFLAGS="=Wall =Wstrict-prototypes -(2

-fomi t-frane-petriter -tho-strict-aliasing -D_SMP -pipe
~fro-strangth-reduce -DMODULE" MAKING _NOOULES=1 modules
make[1]: Entering directory */usr/sre/linus-2,2.16,$uSE/drivers/net'
gcc =)KERNEL -D/usr/sre/linuxfinclude -Wall -Wstrict-prototypes -0?
-fomit-frame-patnter -tno-strict-aliasing -D_SAP -pipe
fro=strength=reduce -DMODULE =c =0 dummy.o dummy.c
rin -f $TOPDIR modules (METMOOULES
echo=dunmy.o => $TOPOIR/modules WET MODULES
echo drivers/net/

drivers/net/

od STOPDIRmodules; for i im dunmy.o; do \
In -3f ..fdrivers/net/s$1 33 done

make[l): Leaving directory ~“fusefsre/)inus-2.2. 16. 5uSf/drivers/net *
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Once the module has been built, tt must be copied to the /libimodulas tree so that
tha Kernel utililies can find the module when required. Tha easiest way is to
simply copy the module using the following command:

# cp drivers/net/dumy.o /1ib/medules/2.2.16/net/

This is obviously fora 2.2.16 kamel: you will naed to confirm the correct directory
under lih'modules! for your system,

Aitention: Usually the command rake modulesinstall is used to copy
newly-compiledmodules into the right ‘Hb‘modulas directory, However, if‘you

usedthe wake command shownabove andhave not previously bbuill @ kernel
and full modules in this source irae, do notusetha make modulesinstall

_ commandto instal the new module, Doingso would delete as of yourexisting
, Moca. | : i : i : i : i eee ee ee ce ee i : ir :

After copying the module, run the command depnod -a to recreate the module
dependency file. Once this is complete, you can issue modprobe or insmod to
install thea dummy module:

# insmod durmy
ising #libfnedules/?. 2.167net/dumny .a

YoU are now ready to configure a dummy interface.

11.1.3 Configuring dummy0

In our éxamplé, our Linux instance has a CTC davice configured with an |P
address of 192.168.11.1. We want to add a dummy interface with the IP address
9.12.6.99, which is visible to outside ourneatwork, Tha following command will do
this:

£ ifconfig dummy) 9.127.6.99 broadcast 9.126.990 nebrask 255.2595,.295,755 mtu 150e

Now, we can ping our interlace to see that it is active:

# ping 9.17.6.99

PING 9.12.6.99 [9.12.6.99}): 56 data bytes
64 bytes from 9.12.6.99: fomposeqe’l ttl-255 timer 10.469 om
64 bytes from 9.12.6.99: ieomposeqel] ttl=255 time-5.903 ms
--- 9,12.6.99 ping statistics ---

2 packets Lransmilted, 2 packets received, O& packet loss
round-trip mingavg’max = 5.903/6. 186/10.4649 om
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Qur dummy interface is ready to receive traffic. To complete the configuration, ihe
rest of tha network will have to be configured to direct traffic forthe virtual IP
address to the correct Linux instance. In ourtest case, we onterad static routesin
the intervening routers, This allowed us to connect to services from Windows
machines on the network to our Linux instance using the virtual IP address; see
Figure 11-2:

PTTL ed Ce emetm eye ila

Welcometo SuSE, Linux

Locally installed SuSE Documentation The SuSE Website
 
Figura 11-2 Accessing server using virtual IP address

The next step would be to add the virtual IP address to name resolution services
such as DNS or NIS. When clients raquest the address for our server, thease
services should respond with the virtual IP address rather than an interface
address. The intedace addresses can remain in the name server, bul wiha

different name that identifies which imerface inthe server the address belongs to
(such as hub port or device name). This can aid problem rasolulion when tracing
connectivity faults.
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11.1.4 Using virtual IP addressing in penguin colonies

It may seem intensive to use host routes to access virtual IP addresses on
numerous Linux instances, However, when combined with a hierarchical routing
modal, the routes required ta reach the Linus servers can be aggregated into
small network routes.

For example, if you have a number of second-level Linux routers with worker
penguins behind them, you would allocate a small subnet of IP addresses to
each Linux router. The addresses used by the workers would be allocated fram
this subnet. This enables you to have only a single subnetroute, for the
addresses behind each Linux router, This process could be continued back up
tha chain of Linux routers, “supernetting’ the addresses from each lower level.

 
In this example, worker penguins reside al the third level of a penguin colony
design. Two levels of routing ara being performed,with the first level dona by a
VM TCP/IP quest.
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Figure 17-3 Example penguin colony netvork

We are using IUCV connections inside the penguin colony shown in Figure 11-3,
so wa work within the limitations of the IUCY driver in having a maximum of 10
IUCY links defined. This means thal each router serves nine workers. We also

must work within TCP/IP subnatting rules, which dictate that to provide 9 IP
addresses ina subnet we must use a‘/28' mask, which provides 14 addresses
for use (this gives us a small amount of room for expansion),

Virtual Subnet Router name Virtual IP hosts Route served
TUXnetA TUXAA 9.12.42.1-9.12.4914 9.12.420/28

TUXnetB TUXR2 9.12.42.17-912.42.90 9.12.42.16/08

TUXnetC TUXRS 9.12.42.39 - 9.12.4246 $12.4242/28

TUAnetD TUR 9.124249-9.1242.62 9.12.42.48/28
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Each router penguin must have the host routes to all the worker panguinsit
manages (hese would usually be added automatically when the inlerlaces are
configured, but because we are using virtual addresses on dummy interfaces,
thay would have to be configured in advance). In the VM TCP/IP stack, however,
only the four subnet routes shown in tha previous table are needed. The relevant
saction of the GATEWAY statament from the TCP/IP PROFILE of the TCP/IP

quest is shown here:

GATEMAY

s IF Wetwork First Link Max, Packet Subnet Subnet
; Address=Hop Hare: Size (MTU) Mask Value
 cietetttetitatd attained dats iittt

3 192. 168.1.1 TUKRL 150 Neo 552d ede

9 192.168.1.2 TUKR? 150) 0.255.255.2480 O.le.d2. 1b

9 La7.2b8.1,2 TURK 150) Obs 25524 Oeade

9 142. 0h58.1.4 TUR 1500 OSS PSSA Oaae

Routers in the enterprise network that need to direct traffic to VIM TCP/IP for
forwarding now only require a single route thal covers all of our worker penguins.
In this case,the total range of host addresses goes from 9.12.42.1 to
9.12.42.62. This is the 9.12.42.0 network with a 255.255.255.192 mask.

As an example, if the network uses Cisco routers, the IOS configuration
command to add this network route is:

Rtratcanfig})? ip route $.12.47.0 255.255.755.197 197.168.0.1

where 192.168.0.1 is the addrass of the OSA adapter used by VM TCPRIP to
connect to the IP network. This command would be entered at the router

adjacent to the OSA.

- Note: Ht should not be necessary to manually antar this route into all routers in
tha network, A dynamic routing protocol in theIPnetworkwould usuallytake
careof propagating the route fothe restofthe network. Also, by using a
ikeaAPP SBPin WeTOPAF, Wr eal ylaeaCain
Altamatively, to allow a Linux hast on the same network as the O54 to connect to
tha penguin colony, the route command would look like this:

# route add -net 9.12.42.0 netmask 255.755.255.192 gw 192.168.0.1

To verify this, we can follow the path of a packet through the network. In our
diagram, hostA starts a Web browser and requests a document from
TUXCWWW. The IP address of TUXCWWW is 9.12.42.33. which is within the

network 9.12.420/26.
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The routars inthe network have laamed that the bottom routar in the diagram is
tha path te the 9.12.42.0/26 network, so the packel is forwarded thera, and that
router forwards itto VM TCPRAP. When the Vi TCPIP stack receives the packet,
it racagnizas that $.12.42.33 is part of the 9.12.4232/28 network, and forwards
tha packet to TUXRS.

Finally the packel arrives al TUXAS, and it knows that $.12.42.39 is a host route
accessible via the IUCV connection to the TUXCWWW guest, The packet is
forwarded to TUXCWWV. the destination,

The path for return traffic, while inside the penguin colony, would simply use
default routes. The worker penguins nominate the router penguin as default, and
tha router penguins nominate VM TCP/IP as default, V4 TCPAP, in tum, would
use the appropriate nelwork router as default. Once inte the IP network, normal
IF routing would retum the traffic to hasta,

if we néed to add more routers for more penguins, changing the mask from
255.255.255.192 to 255.255.255.128 would change the definition to the
9.12.42.0/25 network, which covers host addrasses from 9.12.42.1 to

9.12.47.126. This means that we can add another four routers to the

configuration, carrying on the same pattem for subnet allocation as the original
four routers,

"Attention: Consult your networking team, or a reference on TCPAP routing,
- before you decide on an addressing scheme. There are dependencies on
_ subnetting and supemetting that can bacoma complex and are noteasily

changed afta ththeneti is intJEELLEIPanneforiaeeeispayi important.
Aloo hle douutrfk tc foulvo thohcrtd doiavhaae il
"properly distributed to the IP network must be analyzed.Ashost contigurators,
- don't assumethat just becausethe routingnetwork uses adynamic routing
- protocol, thatthe right thing will happen “automagically. Discuss your ||- requirementswith the network tam,aac aaaripeeuea_agreeablacan beachieved. Poi i

11.2 Packet filtering and NAT with IPTables
In this section we present an example configuration using the designs discussed
in 4.3, “Packel filtering and Network Address Translation” on page 81.
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11.2.1 What you need to run packet filtering

To set up a packet fitter server with |PTables, your Linux installation needs to
meet the following requirements:

1. You need kernel Version 2.4.5 or higher with the latest $/290 patches from the
Linux for 5/390 developerWorks page at:

https!haw0. software. hn. comdevel opersorks/opensource/ 1 1nuxse)/ index. stitial

We recommend that you use the latest available stable version. The kernel
has to be compiled with support for netfiltars, This means that you have to
selact CONFIG_NETFILTERin the kernel configuration. Depending of your
packel fitering configuration, you also need to select the proper configuration
options under IP: Netfilter Configuration. We recommend that you compile
all your networking options and available modules. if you want to use your
Linux server as a router, choose IP - advanced router under TCP/IP

networking. This wil also increase the routing performance.

2. Loadable kernel modules version 2.4.6 or newer with the latest 5/390 patches
from the Linux for 5/390 daveloperVorks page.

3. IPTables 1.2.2 or newer.

Important: |P Tables is the follow-on to [PChains, which was used in the 2.2
kernel.

fi your Linux installation doas not include the required software levels, you should
download all available patches and compile new versions of (he software
yourself, Usually the kernel that comes with a distribution is not enabled to
support netiitters, so you need to recompile the Kernel with the required support.

11.2.2 Network configuration for a packet filtering implementation

In this section we describe our lab network setup for implementing a packet
filtering solution,
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AS YOU can see in Figura 11-4, wa set up a two-layered router/firawall
implementation. All our Linux images are running inside VMIn the example we
have the following setup:

1. vmlinux4

vmlinux is acting as a main router for our panguin colony. It is connected to
the outside world via an Ethernet connection using an Ics driver. The setup for
ihe ethd interface is as follows:

ETHO 9. 12.6.80 255265255.0

ymilinux4 is then connected to the second-layer routerfirawall VM Linux over
the IUCV connection:

CVO 192.768. 7.7 Pointopaint 192. 168. 1.2

In our example, we used SuSE 7.2 31-bit distribution; the entries in the
‘eterre.config file for this setup are shown in Example 17-1 on page 246.
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Exenpie 17-7 sefete.conig fle anines for vrmiinuxd

#

# Hetworki ng
#

# Number of network cards: "0" for one, "0 1 2 3" for four cards
#

KETOONFTG="_) 1"

+

oP Adresses

2

TPADDR0="9.12,.6.80"
[PADDR1="192.168.1.1"
TPADDR2°"192.168.2,1"
[PADDR3="10.0.0,1"

#

2 Network device mames fe.g. “ethi")
2

HETOEW(= "ethi"
HETOEW1="iucwh"
WETDEW2="WOWE"
WETDEW_3="HOWE

2

# Parameters for ifconfig, simply enter "bootp" ar "dhepelient" to use the
# respective service for configuration.
# Sample entry for ethernet:
# TFCOMFIGG°"192.166.81.38 broadcast 192.166.81.63 netmask 255,255,255 224"
#

TFCONFIG O="9.12.6.80 Broadcast 9.12.0.255 netmask 255.255. 255.0 mtu 1492 up"
[FCOWFIGD="192.166.1.1 pointopoint 192. 166.1.2 mtu 1492 up"
[FCONFIG2=""
IPCONFIG3=""

#

# funtine-canfigurable parameter: forward [PF packets.
# Ts this hast a router? (yes/no)
2

[P_FORWARD="yes"

We also have to set up the correct routing tables so that our second-level
routartirawall and the servers connacted to it willbe accessible from the

outside world. In our example, all (he servers connected to the second-layer
routertirewall have IP addresses in the 192.168.2.0 subnet.
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In our axampla we have the following routes:

— Default route 9.12.6,75

- Route to the 192.168.2.0 subnet via the second-layer router'firewall

This means that we forward all the traffic to the subnet 192.168.2.0 to the

second-level routerfirewall,

Example 11-2 shows the /ete/route.cont fila used in our installation:

Exanige 17-2 Aeferoutecont ive for vminugd

9.12.60 0.00.0 255.255 255 0) etho

192. 168. 1.2 0.0.0.0 255,255,255 254 iucwd

default 9.12.6.75 0.0.0.0 etho

1a?. 1687.0 147, 144. 1.2 P55.755.755.0 iucwil

2, vmlinux

vmlinux? is our second layer router/firewall. vmlinuxd is connected to the
ymilinux4 overtha IUCY connaction IUCYVO:

TUCTO 192.168.1.2 Pointopoint 192,166.1.1

Fach server connected to the routerfirawall on the second layer uses its own
IWC interlace. In our example, we have two servers connected with IUCV1
and IWCV2 connections:

TUCTO 10,0,.0.1 Pointopoint 1.0.0.2

TUCTO 10.0,.1.1 Pointopoint 1.0.1.2

Example 11-3 shows the /ete/re_config file entries for this setup:

Example 11-3 ete're.config fle anirias for wnlinu

é

# Networking
#

# Number of network cards: "0" for one, “0 1 2 3" for four cards
#

HETCOMFTG="0 1 2"

#

TF Adresses

FI

TPADDR_O="192.168. 1.2"
TPADDE1="10,0.0,1"
IPADDR2-"10,0,1,1"
[PADDR3=""

#

# Network device names fe.g, "athd")
2

HETOEG="iucwh"
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HETEWl="iuewl"
KETOEW2="iucw2"
KETDEW_3=""

#

# Parameters for ifconfig, simply enter “bootp" ar “dhepclient" to use the
# respective service for configuration.

# Sample entry for ethernet:

# LT PCONF IGO="192. 1668.81.38 broadcast 192.168.81.63 netmask 255,255,255, 224"
A

[FCOWFIGO="192.168.1.2 pointopoint L9%.158,1.1 mtu 1492 up"

[FCOWFIG1="10.0.0.1 pointepoint 10.0.0.2 mtu 14927 up"
TRCONFTG2="10.0.1.1 pointopoint 10.1.2 mtu 149? up"
TFCONFIG3-""

i

# huntime-canfigurable parameter: forward [F packets.
# 1s this hast a router? {yes/no}
2

TP_FORWARD= "yes"

We also have to set up the corract routing tables so that tha servers
connected to this router will ba accessible from outside world. In our example,
all servers have IP addresses in the 192.168.2.0 subnet and wa have the

following routes:

— Defaull rouble 192.168.1.1

- Route to the 192.168.2.1 address va the IUCV1 connection

= Route to the 192.168.2.2 address via the IUCV? connection

The trattic for each individual server is forwarded to the unique connection
used just for this server. In this case, only the packets with the address of the
destination server will go to this Server.

Example 11-4 shows the Jetc/route.contfila used in our configuration:

Exanple 11-4 Aefe‘roule. conf file for wmilinuxd

192. 16.1.1 0.0.0.0 255.255.2545 254 iucvil

1.0.0.2 0.0.0.0 oe55 25454 iucw]

Wo.1.2 00,00 P55 755 755 2545 iucw2

default 197, 18.1.1 0.0.0.0 iucwi

142. 168.2.1 1.0.0.2 295 255 25555 iucwl

142. 168.202 10.9.1.2 255.255.2595 255 jucve

3. tuxOmstr

tuxOmstr is 4 first server in our colony. It has an IUCV connection IUICVO to
ihe second-layer routerTirewall vmlinux:

TUCO 1.0.0.2 Pointopoint 1.0.0.1
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The real addrass of the server is implemented on tha DUMMY0 interface. Wa
used this approach because we wanted to have the réal subnet in the
connection to the routan'firawall:

DUMAYO 192, 168.2.1 255.255.255.255

Example 11-5 shows the corresponding entries in the /ete'rc.contig fila used
in our configuration:

Example 17-8 jetetre.coniig file aninas for fuxdmetr

A

# Hetworking
#

# Number of network cards: "0" for one, "0 1 2 3" for four cards
#

RETCOMFIG="0 1"

4

4 IP Adresses

:

[PADDR O="10.0.0.2"
[PADDR1="192.168.2.1"
TPADDR_2=""
TPADIDR_3=""

#

# Wetwork device names (e.g. "eth0")
2

HETOEWO="fucwo"
HETOEW1°" dummy"
HETOEW2-""
HETHEW3=*"

#

# Parameters for ifconfig, simply enter “bootp" ar “dhepelient" to use the
# raspective service for configuration.

# Sample entry fer ethernet:

OT FCONFIGO="192.168.81.38 broadcast 192.168.81.63 netmask 255,255,255, 224"
#

[FCOWFIGO="100.0.2 pointepoint 10,0.0,1 mtu 1432 up"
[FCONFIG_1="192.168.2.1 broadcast 192.168.2.1 netmask 255.255.255.255 mtu 1492
up"

TFCONFIS2=""
[FOONFIG3-""

a

# huntife-canfigurable parameter: forward [FP packets.
# Is this hast a router? (yes/no)
2
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[P_FORWARD= "yes"

For the routing, we just néed to set up the default route to the second-layer
routartirawall. This means that all the packets are traveling back to the router.

Example 11-6 shows the /etc/route.cont fila used in our configuration:

Example 11-6 tux@matr ‘etc‘rovta.contfile

10.0.0.1 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.255 jucw

default 10.0.0.1 U.0.00 jucvdl

4, TUXOO000

TUXO0000 is our second serverin the colony and uses the same approach
for the network satup as tuxOmstr. Example 11-7 shows the /ate/re.config file
antries:

Example 11-7 /etere.coniig fle entries for TLUXoOODD

4

# Hetworking
a

# Number af network cards: “O* for one, “0 1 2 3" for four cards
2

HETCONFT&G="0 1"

é

OTP Adresses

e

[PADDR O="10.0.1.2"
[PADDRl="192. 168.22"
[PADDR2-""
[PADDR36""

#

# Hetwork device mames fe.g. "ethi")
#

KETOEWJ="{ucwi"
KETOEW1="durmyo"
HETOEW2=""
WETDEW3=""

#

# Parameters for ifconfig, simply enter “bootp" ar “dhepelient" to use the
# ragpective service for configuration.

# Sample entry for ethernet:

# TFCONFIGG="192.166.81.38 broadcast 192,166.01.63 netmask 255,255,255, 224"
a

TFCONFIG O="10.0.1.2 pointepoint 1.0.1.1 mtu 1492 up"
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[FCOWFTDe"19?.166.2.% broadcast 197 .166.7.2 metmask 265.755.755.255 mtu 1447
up"
[FCONFIG2=""
[FCONFIG_3=""

2

# Runtime-canfigqurable parameter: forward [P packets.

# Is this host a router? (yes/no)
#

[P_PORWARLI= "yes"

Example 11-8 shows the /etc/route.contfila used in our configuration:

Example 17-8 TUMOO00) Jeteroute. con file

W.0.1.1 0.0.0.0 oo 2b ebb ao Tew

default L0.0.1.1 1.0.0.0 junc)

As you can sea from tha /ete/rc.config fila antnias, we anabled IP forwarding on
bath of our routersTirewalls and servers, With IP forwarding enabled, Linux can
act asa router. in our example we did not use any router daemons for the routing
purposes, but instead simply defined static routes.

11.2.3 How to permanently enable IP forwarding

By default, IP Forwarding is not enabled, In order to enable it, adit tha
fate/re.cortig file and make sure IP_FORWARD is set to yes. You can check the
status of IP_FORWARAD setting with ihe following command:

# grep [P_PORWARD fetc/rc.config

The output should be similar to:

IP_FORMARD="yes"

Run SuSEcontig to commit the changes, and rastart the network by typing the
following:

F pcnetwark restart

Altematively, you can execute the following command:

# fetefinit.d/metwark restart

You can check if your IP forwarding is enabled by executing the following
command:

fcat fproc/sysfnetfipva/ip forward

IP forwarding is enabled, the output of this command will be 1.
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Now your sarvar is raady to act as a router, You can varify this by pinging the athO
interface with IP address 9.12.6.80from the tuxOmetr Linux on 192.168.2.1 IP

address; you are pinging the extemal interface in our main router from the Linux
server on the 10.0.0.2 IP

As you'll matics, thera will ba no raply to this ping because tha ping command will
use the IP address of the IUCVO connection as the sourca addrass—not the

address of the DUMM0 adapter that is used to assign the extemal addressof
the server. When the packet is received by the main routerfirewall, this will reply
to the address 10.0.0.2, because this address was specified as the source forthe
ping.

Sinea we have not have defined any special route to the 10.0,0.0 subnet, the
packet will go the default gateway 9.12.6.75, and of course the gateway will drop
tha packet because i does not have ihe route definition for the 10.0.0.0 subnet.

To resolve this issue, we have to add the following route to the ‘ete/raute.cont file
on the vmlinux4 Linux system:

- Route te the 10,0.0.0 subnet via the second layer routenirewall

Example 17-9 shows the modified /ete/route.cant file:

Examme 17-9 Modifiedsetere.contig Me

9,17.6.0 0.0.0.0 755.755.755.0 etho

192.168. 1.2 0.0.0.0 255.295.205.259 imc

default 9.12 .6.75 0.0.0.0 eth

142. 168.20 L192. 168.1.2 255.255.2550 jucwl

1.0.0.0 Loz. 18.1.2 255.255.0.0 jucwd

After moditying this file, you should execute the following command:

# fetealtdodfraute restart

Now you should try to execute the ping command on the tuxOmetr Linux again:

# ping $.12.6.40

it the ping is successful, both of your routers ara working correctly. You will sea
output similar to Example 11-10:

Example 17-70 Pinging the main router axtamalinterface

tuxdnstr:” # ping 9.12.6.80
PING 9.12.6.80 (9.12.6.80): S6 data bytes

f4 bytes fram 4.12.6.80; temp_seg-0 ttl=254 times. 405 ms
64 Oytes fram 4.12.6.80: tempsegs] ttl=254 times. 425
64 bytes fram 9.12.6.50: iemp sags? ttl=254 times). 430 im

f4 bytes fram 9.12.8.90: fempsaged Ltl=254 Lime=0.427 ms
f4 bytes fram 9.12.6.80: icmpsage4 ttl=254 time=0.403 ms
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woo 9.17.6.80 ping statistics ---
§ packets transmitted, 4 packets received, 0% packet lass
round-trip minfavginak = 0.4030, 4140,420 om

To access the servers on 192.168.2.0 subnet in our colony from the outside
world, the routers on the network have to be updated to reflect this configuration,
This means that all the traffic for the 192.168.2.0 subnet has to go to the IP
address 9.12.6.80 in our example.

In our test environment, we had the computers on the same subnet as our main
router extemal interface. So we simply added the static route with the command
from the Windows 2000 command prompt, and we were able to access the
servers in our colony:

Crk> poute add 192, 168.2.0 mask 255.255. 255.0 9.12.6,80

Al this point, following our process, the routers for your Linux colony inside the
zSeries should also be successfully set up.

11.2.4 Thefirst IP Tables rules

Now we can deploy the routers, We want to limit the access to our servers in the
colony, as shown in Figure 17-4 on page 245, so in our example, we'll allow only
HTTP protocol to our servers, Batore we implement our protection, however, we
try to ping our server with the command:

# ping 192.164.2.1

Example 17-11 shows the result:

Example ti-17 Pinging the senver

Ci\>ping 192.168.2.1

Pinging 192.168.2.1 with 32 bytes of data:

Reply from 192. 188.2.1: bytes=32 time=1ms TTL=253
Reply Prom 197. 188.2.1: bybes=32 timesLOms TTL="54

Reply from 182.188.2212 bytes=3? time<1ms TTL=253

Reply from 192.168.2.1: bytes-32 time<ldms TTL=253

Ping statistics for 147, 16.2.1;
Packets: Sent = 4, Received = 4, Lost = 0 [06 loss),

Approxtmate round trip times in milli-saconds:

Minimun = Ons, Maximum = 1dms, Average = 2m

The following steps will implement security rules for the servers,
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Note: We discuss the meaning of theiptables commands in “Using IP Tables”
fieAa

1. We created a mew chain for our rules with the command:

f iptables -N Aittpal low

2. We defined the rule, in our htlpallow chain, which allows all connections fram
the computer were using for remote management of the router'tirewall with
the command:

# iptables -A fktpallow -3 9.12.4.123 -j ACCEPT

3. We defined the rules, in our httpallow chain, which allows buikding a new
connection only for the HTTP profocal with the command:

# iptables -A httpallow - state --state AEM =p TCP --dport waw =] ACCEPT
# iptables -A httpallow - state --state NEM -p UDP--dport waw -Jj ACCEPT

4. We defined the rule, in our httpallow chain, which keeps alive the established
and related connections with the command:

f iptables -A httpallow -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT

5. With the following command we defined the rula, in our hittpallow chain, which
drops all other incoming packets:

# iptables -A httpallow -j DROP

6. Finally, with the following commands, we need to define that all the packets
from the INPUT and FORWARD chain will jump into our httpallow chain:

# iptables -A TMPUT -j hittpallow
# iptables -A FORWARD -j hetpallow

Now we were ready fo fest our security implementation, We pinged the server
with the command:

# ping 192.168.7.1

Example 11-12 shows the output:

Example 11-12 Pinging after applying sacunty makes

Cr\eping 1927,.164.2.1

Pinging 192.168.2.1 with 32 bytes of data:

heply from 9.32.44.4: Destination hast unreachable.
Heply from 9.32.44.3: Destination host unreachable.
Haply from 9.32.44.9: Destination host unreachable.
Request Limad owt.
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Ping statistics for 192. 168.6.1:
Packets: Sent = 4, Received = 3, Lost = 1 (25% loss),

Approxiiate round trip times in mil ]i-seconds:
Minimum = Ons, Maximum = O95, Average = Corn.

As you can see, ping isnot working. This means our security was successtul!
Next we tried to connect to the server with a browser: Figure 11-5 shows the
screen wa received:

Seioe

Thig is only @ teat page for the vebsarver!
GWBE 25 mek pospeomsible For bie confeets of bias doin!

Operating system: [ SSE Linum FF (5330) |
Haet:| iuoctmst ito ibm com, Keeral: 22.19 [59904]

Wobeawervareion:

{ Agee 319 (Unie) (SuSEincu) mad_padh 25]

Instaled modules:

[PAPmodile ip nev ineladad|
[ Ageahe per module (mod_peord] ]
[Ages DAY modula (mod dav]
[Apache Ponmoniule (mod_pytian| isoinalad|
[This boatra notconfiguredas server for the SuSEhelp systam |

[Apache manual A retinesed}

 
Figura 17-5 Accessing fhe Web server aterapplying secunty mies

11.2.5 Checking yourfilter

With the /usr/sbin/iptables command you can set up your rules for packet
checking.
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Note: By default, all checking paticies are set to Accept, Thismeans that all

eee=aeenee_Festrictions, —

You can examine the current checking policies by using the -L flag with the
iptables command. You should see output similar to that shown in
Example 11-13:

Example 71-13 Listing of the davaut IP Tablas policies

# iptables -L

Chain INPUT {policy ACCEPT)
target prot oot source destination

Chain FORMARD (policy ACCEPT}
target prot opt source destination

Chain WTPUT fpalicy ACCEPT)

target prot opt source destination

11.2.6 Using IP Tables

With the fusr/sbin/iptables command, you can create, change or delete your
own policies for checking packets or you can modify built-in policies, You cannot
delete the built-in chains, but you can append your rules to the existing chains or
even create your own chains.

To manage whole chains you can use ihe parameters described in Table 11-1.

Table 17-1 Parameters for managing the whole chang

En
[meaensvene

[PF__[etiepaseoeatmaen

F____[Pettersson

a
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For manipulating rules inside the chain, you can usa the parameters explained in
Table 11-2.

Table 17-2 Parameters for managing rules in the chain

Appand new rule to a chain

|Insert a new rule in a chain at some position
Replace a rule at some position in a chain

PD Delete a rule at some position in a chain
Do Delete the first rule that matches in a chain

11.2.7 How to create a rule

Each rule specitias a sat of conditions the packet must meet, and what to do if
those conditions are met.

 
The most common syntax for creating a new rula is as follows:

# fuse/sbin/iptables -t table -A IMPUT -s source <d destination
f -p protocol -i input_interface -o owtput_imterface -f -p extension \
# -m match_extension -j target

The parameters are described in the Table 11-3.

Table 11-3 IP Tables parameters

The table to manipulate. If you omit this parameter, the
table “filterwillbe used, The “filter table holds the rules

for packet filtering.

-A INPUT Append a new rule to an INPUT chain,

IP address or host name of the source.

. Fragmants flag - if this is used, the rule is onby valid for
second and further fragments through.
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-pexiension With this you invoke extension, The following “new
match’ extensions are available (you can also use 8
custom-suppliad extension):

1. TOP (-p top), the parameters are:

~tep-llags
(ALL,SYN,ACK,FIN, AST.URG,PSH,NONE)

--6yn (short for --top-flags SYM,ASTACKSh}

~sport (source port}

--dport (destination port}

--tep-aption jaxamine TGP options)

2, UOP (-p udp), the parameters are:

--sport (source port}

-dport (destination port}

3. ICMP /-p lemp), the parameters are:

~iomp-typa (icmp type)

-m maich_extansian With this option you load “other match” extensions:

1. mac (+m mac), the parameters are:

~-Mac-source (source MAG address}

limit {-m limit}, the parameters are:

--limit (maximum average number of matches per
second)

--limii-burst (maxinum burst, befora —imit takes
over)

cewmer {-m owner), the parameters are:

--Uid-camar (user 1D)

--gid-owner (group ID)

~-pid-amer (process ID)

--éid-owner (session ID)

. Sate [-m state), the parameters are:

--stale (NEW - new packets, ESTABLISHED-
packets which belong ta the established connection,
RELATED - related packets, INVALID - unidentified
packets}
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-| target What we do with the packet that matches the rule, The
built-in targets are:

1. ACCEPT - packet wil ba accepted

2. DROP - packet willbe dropped

For the targel, you can also use a user-defined chain.
By providing a kernel module or iptables exlension, you
can have additional targats, Tha dafaull axtansion in the
piables distribution ara:

1. LOG - kame! logging of matching packets; the
paramaters are:

~log-level flog level)

~log-prefix (the string up to 29 characters, which will
showal the baginning of the message)

. REJECT - the same as DAOPbut sendaris sant the

[COMP port unraachable error message. In some
cases the message is not sent = RRO 1122, the

parameters are:

~feject-with (you can aller the replay packel used)

There are aleo two special builtin tangets:

1. RETURN - fora built-in chain, the policy of the chain
is executed: for a user-defined chain, ihe traversal

continues at the previous chain, just after the rule
which jumped to this chain

. QUEUE - the packet is queued to the userspace
processing

 
For example, f you want to create a rule for danying the ICMP protocol packets,
which are used when you execute the ping command,for a specific IP address
you will do this by executing the command:

fo fuse/shinfiptables -4 input <3 [Pacdress -p dcop -] OROP

if you omit the protecel definition, aff packets will be denied. So for example, to
block access to your machine from network 172.168.1.0 with subnet mask
255,255.255,0, execute the following command:

# fuse/sbinfiptables -A input -5 172. 168,1.0/755.265,755.0 -j DROP

Or you can use:

# fuse/sbin/iptables -A imput -3 172, 158,1.0/24 -] DROP

As you can sea, ihe subnet mask can be specified with the number of used bits
for that mask.
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To disallow aaytraffic from your server to network 172.168.1.0 with subnet mask
2ou.200.200,0, use this command:

# fusrfshinfiptables -A autput -d 172.188.1.0/74 -j DROP

Hare we used the -d parameter to specify the destination address.

11.2.8 Using the inversion ! option

With some parameters, you can use the inversion option |, which means thatthe
rule will be applied to everything excem the parameters specified after !, For
example, if you want to deny packels that come [rom all IP addresses except
from network 192.168.1.0 with subnet mask 255,.255.255.0, you can do this by
executing the command:

# /uerfsbin/ iptables -A input -s ! 192.158.1.0/24 -] ONOF

=Note: the rules you make sre notpermanent60 nex ime you restart the
_ Server they will ba lost, : i

11.2.9 Making the rules permanent

To make rules permanent, you have to create the script with the |PTables
commands and integrate this script into your boot process. Using the example
from 71.2.4, “The first IP Tablas rules" on page 253, we craated a script similar to
that shown in Example 11-14:

Example 11-14 Soret for setting up rules

#! /binysh

fusr/shinf iptables -N httpallow
fusr/sbin/ iptables -A tittpallow <5 9.12.6,133 -j ACCEPT

fusr/sbin/ iptables -4 httpallow -m state --state MEW -p TCP --dport wow -] ACCEPT
fusr/shinf/ iptables -A httpallow -m state --state ESTABLISHED, RELATED -,j ACCEPT
fusrfsbin! iptables =4 httpallow =] DROP

fusrfsthin/ iptables -A INPUT -j httpal low
Merishins iptables =A FORWARD = J hittpallow

In our example we named this seript /ete/init.d‘filters. Because the default run
level for our system is 3, we positioned this script to execute at the and of the run

level 3 with the following command:

fin -3 fetefinit.dfrea.d/Soitilters fetes init.d! filters

Afier rebooting, we verified that the rules were loaded by using the following
command:

# fuseysbin/iptahles -L
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Example 11-15 shows our output:

Example 11-15 Currant rulas

# fusr/sbinfiptables -|
Chain TMPUT {pol tey ACCEPT)
Largel meat ook squrce destination

httpallow all -- anywhere anywhere

Chain FORMARD (policy ACCEPT)
target prot opl saurce destination
httgallaw all -- anywhere anywhere

Chain QUIFUT (policy ACCEPT)
target rat opt source destination

Chain hittpallow {2 references)
target prot opt source destination
ACCEPT all -- totA?.itso.ibn.can anywhere
ACCEPT tcp -- anyahere anywhere state MEM tcp
dpt:http

ACCEPT all -- anywhere anywhere state
HELATED, ESTABLISHED

DROe all == anywhere anywhere

11.2.10 Sample packet filtering configuration for ISP/ASP

In this section we show how to craate packet filtering rules to protect the ISP/ASP
environment. For this environment, wa assume that the following services will ba
olfared on the servers:

1. Web service - HTTP HTTPS

2. FTP service - FTP

3. SMTP service - SMTP

4. POPS service - POPS

5, Secure shall service - SSH

For the rules for each service, we follow the approach described in 11.2.4, “The
first IP Tables rules" on page 259. For aach type of service, we will allow NEW

TGP and UDP packats, and packets from ESTABLISHED and AELATED
connections.

In our example, we will allow all packets from the administration computer with IP
address 9,.12.6.133; all other packets will be drapped, Example 11-16 on
page 262 shows the script we used to set these rules; we named this script
fete init.d'filters,
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Example 11-16 ISPYASP packetfitaring security

4! fbinfsh

fusefsbingiptables -H httpallow
fusefsbinfiptablas -A httpallow -5 9.07 .6.199 -j AQCEPT

fusrfsbinfiptables -A httpallow -n state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j AOCEPT

fusrfsbinfiptables -A httpallow -n state --state REM -p TOP --dport wwe -j7 ACCEPT

fusesbingiptables <4 httpallow =n state --state AEM =p UDP ==dport wwe =] ACCEPT

fusefsbinfiptables <A hitpallow =n state --state WER =p TOP =-dpart https =] ACCEPT

fusr/sbinfiptables <A httpallow =n state --state AEM =p UDP =<dport https =] ACCEPT

fusefsbing iptables =A hbtpallow =n dtate ==gtale MEW =p TOP eedport fhpedata =) MCCEPT
fusefsbinf iptables =A hbtpallow =n dtate stale MEW =p UDP medport ftpedata =) MCCEPT
fuse/sbinfiptables <A httpallow -n atate —state NEM <p TCP --dport ftp <j MOCEPT
fusefsbingiptables -A httpallew -n atate --state WE =p TOP --dport aatp =] ACCEPT
fusrfshingiptables -A bttpallew -m state --state NEM =p UDP --dport atp =) ACCEPT
fuse/shin’ iptables <A httpallow -m state --state WEM -p TOP --dport pop3 =] AQCEPT
fusefebingiptables -A httpallow -n state --state MEM -p UDP --dport pop -j] ACCEPT
fugefsbingiptables -A httpallow -n state --atate MEM -p TO? --dport egh =] AOCEPT
fusefsbingiptables <A httpallow =n atate -=atate MEM =p UDP eedport sah =] AOCEPI
fusefsbingiptables -A httpallow -n state --state WE -p TO? --dport domain -j ACCEPT
fusefsbingiptables -A httpallow -n state --state WEM -p UO? --dport domain -] ACCEPT
fuse/sbingiptables -A httpallow -7 CAOP
fusr/sbingiptables -A [APUT -j httpallow
fusr/sbingiptables -A FORWARD -j httpal low

Note: This script should be started each lime the server is restarted, as
described in 11.2.9, “Making the rules permanent’ on page 260.

We also created a script for deleting all rules from the /ete/init.diiters script. This
scriptis called /ate/init.difiltars-down and is shown in Example 11-17.

Example 11-17 Seript for deleting rules

# /bin’sh

fusr/sbinfiptables -F httpallow
fusr/sbinfiptables -F [MPUT
fusr/sbin'iptables -F FORWARD
fusr/sbinfigtables -% httpallow

To delete ail rules, execute the following command:

2 fetesinit.d! Fil ters-down

To ra-anable the rules, execute the fallawing command:

# fete/init.d/filters
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Tip: Wf for some reason your network is nol working aller executing the script
/eiciinit.dtitters-down, you should execute the following commands:

# fetefinit.d/metwork restart
# fetcfinit.d/route restart

11.2.11 Using IPTables for NAT
In 4.3.5, ‘Network Address Translation (NAT) on page 88, we introduced the
concept of NAT. In this section we discuss the types of NAT and how thay are set
up using |Ptables,

To manipulate NAT chains we use IP Tables, the same tool used for packet
filtering—but instead of using the default table “filter, we use table “nat.

Note: In the Linux 2.2 kemel, different tools were used to set upfiltering and to
set up NAT,so this is an improvement.

Figure 11-6 shows where NAT takes place in the packet's journey through the
routerifirewall.

  
on©

Figura 17-6 NAT role in JP packet travel

Basically, NAT is implemented using the same principle as packetfillering, using
three ulll-in chains to control address translation. As you can see in Figure 11-6
those chains are:

1. PREROUTING - for ONAT, when packets first come in

2. POSTROUTING - for SNAT. when packets leave

a. OUTPUT - for DNAT of locally generated packets
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Source NAT

Source NAT is specified with rule -j SNAT and the --to-source option, which
specifies the IP address, a range of the IP addrassas, and optional part of range
of ports. You can also use lhe -o (outgoing interlace) option to specify that the
rule only applies to traffic on a particular interlace.

For example, to change the source address of your packet to 172.168.2.1,
execute tha command:

# iptables -t mat -A POSTROWTING -a ethO -3 SMAT --to-source 172.160.2721

Jo change the source addrass to 172.168.2.1, ports 1-1029, use this command:

# iptables -t mat -A POSTROWTING =p tep -o eth -] SHAT 4
=-fo-sourea LZ. 1b. 1:1-10ed

Masquerading
86 4.9.5, “Network Addrass Translation (NAT)" on page 88 fora discussion of
masquerading.

Masquerading is specified using rule -j] MASQUERADE, For axampla, to masquerade
everything leaving our router on ethO, wa used:

F iptables =C mat =A POSTROUTING =o @tho =) MASQUERADE

Destination NAT

Destination NAT is specified with the rule -j DNAT and the --to-destination
option, which specifies the IP address, a range af the IP addresses, and optional
port of range of parts, You can also use the -1 (incoming interface) option to
specify that the rulé is to apply only to a particular interlace.

To alter the destination of locally generated packets, use the OUTPUT chain.

For example, to change the destination address to 192.168.10.1, execute the
folkawing command:

# iptables -t mat -A PREROUTING -i eth -j QWAT 4
--to-dastination 197.168. 10.1

Jo change the destination address of Wab tratfic to 19¢.168.10.1, port 8080, usa
this command:

# iptables -t mat -A PREROUTING -p tcp --dport 80 -i eth -j OAT }
--bo-source 197. 169.2.1:49050

Redirection

This is a specialized version of DNAT, a convenient equivalent of doing DNAT ta
the address of the incoming interface,
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For example, to sand the incoming port 80 Wab traffic to our squid (transparent)
proxy, we used the following command:

# iptables -t mat -A PREROUTING -i eth -p tcp --dport 40 }
-] REDIRECT --to-port 3126

Special protocols
Some protocols do not work well wilh MAT, so for each of thease protocols we
need two extansions—one for connection tracking of the protocol, and one for the
actual NAT.

Inside the netfilter distribution, there are currently modules for FTP:

1, j_connirack_fip.o
2. ip_nat_tip.o

if you plan to use NAT for FTP transfers, insert the following modules as shown:

# insmod ip_comntrack_ftp
# insmod ip_table_nat
# insmod ip_nat_ftp

Attention: Ifyou are daing soutoeNAT|you must ensure that tha routing.is sat
up correctly. That means if you change thesource address so itis different —
from your axternal interface or example, if you use unused IP addressesin
your subnet),you need to-tell-your router to respond to ARP eeeforthat
address as wall, This canbe-daneby creating an fe alias:
4 ip address ald iP.address dey eto

11.2.12 Examples for using NATin the enterprise and ISP/ASP

In this section, we show you how to use MAT in the enterprise and in ISP/ASP
environments,

Changing the source address
In 11.2.3, “How to penmanently enable |P forwarding” on page 251, we showed
how to add a special route fo the 710.0.0.0/255.255.0.0 subnet, because some of
the packets coming from our server had the source addrass from this subnet.

However, instead of providing this spacial route, we can use the SNAT translation
on the servers:

# iptables -t mat -A POSTROUTING -o jucw) -j SHAT --ta-source dummy)[Paddr
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This command will always change the source IP address of the packet to the
IP_addrass of the DUMMY0 interface, which in our example is used as ihe
servers external interface. Bacause the routersifirewalls are alraady aware of the
routes to this external addrass, we do not néed to provide an additional route to
the 10.0.0.0/255.255.0.0 subnet.

Providing access to the Internet from an intranet
In this example, we show how to provide transparent access for an intemal
computer on the private subnet via the VM Linux router connected to ihe Intermet
with the public |P address. The sample configuration is shown in Figure 11-7.

 Internet/Intranet 

 
 

pea ae Se tnTeaaaeoee

ETHO 9.12.6.84/255.255.255.0 |OSA1 GW 9.12.6.75
VM Linux

Router/Firewall

OSA? ETH? 10.0.10.1/255.255.0.0

 

 
| §/390

  10.0.0,0-10.0.284 254/285 255 0.0

GW 10.0.19.1

Computers on
Internal network

 

 
Figure 17-7? internet access for local LAN

Without any settings, the packet traveling from the internal network via the
VM Linux routentirewall will reach its Internet destination. But the source address

of this package is from our interna! subnet—and the server we are talking to
does not know how to send the packet back.

To resolve this, we have to enable the source network address translation (SNAT)
for each packet going out of the router. This can be done with the following
command:
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# iptables -t mat -A POSTROUTING -§ 1O.0.0.0/755.755.0.0 -o eth |
=) SMAT ==fo-saurce 9.12, 6.04

With this rula, wa are configuring the kernel to change the source address of
each packet coming from the 10.0.0.0/255.255.0.0 subnet to the IP address of
our extemal interface 9.12.6.84.

When the packet from the internal subnet reaches the server on the Iniamet, this
server will respond to the router; and when the packet comes back to the router,
it will send that packet back to the computer on the internal subnet, with ihe
destination address of this computer,

“Tip: Ifyouplan to also provide FTP accessto the internet,inert theeoowlngtwo modules:intothe kamel:
+ dnsnd i_conntrackftp
#Insmod tpeatftp

Port forwarding
It you usa the DeMilitarized Zone (DMZ) approach for your servers, this can be
done using port forwarding, Inthe DMZ setup, you separate your Web/mail
server trom the server that is connected to the routerirewall over a private
subnet.

This server's private subnet is separated from the local subnet used for
computers accessing the Internet. The example of such a setup is shown in
Figura 11-8 on page 268.
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Figure 17-8 Port forwarding

In this scanario, tha HTTP requests, for axampla, are coming to our router, which
means that our www name is associated with the router external interface in the

DNS. But because we do not have the Web server running on the router, we
forward those packets to the Web server, which is in the DMZ. You can achieve
this wih tha following command:

# iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -p tep -d 9.12.6.88 --dport a0 \,
-j DMAT --to-destimation 197. 16A.1.2:80

As you can see, we forward all TCP packets coming to address 9.12.6.84 port 80
to tha address 192.160.1.2 port 80, You can also do port forwarding for other
services.

11.2.13 Additional information

You can find more information on the official Linux IP Tables on the Linux

Documentation Project home page:

http://w. Vinuxdos Jorg
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12

Backup using Amanda

In this chapter we discuss the Advanced Maryland Automatic Network Disk
Archiver, known as Amanda.

Since Amanda has not previously been writtan about specifically for the Linux for
Z5eries and 6/390 environment, we provide basic information about iis operation
and use in this environment. The Amanda packageis included in the SuSE
distribution.

For more information about general Amanda usage, refer to the Amanda Wab
page:

http:wew. amanda, arg

Along with useful information. this site contains page links to Amanda archives
and a number of mailing lists on Amanda (you can also join the mailing ists from
here).
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12.1 About Amanda

Amanda is an open source backup scheduler, originally developed at the

University of Maryland for scheduling the backup of computing facilitias there,

Amanda uses a client-server arrangement to facilitate the backup of
network-attached servers. Using Amanda, it is possible to have a single
tape-equipped server backing up an antire network of servers and desktops,

Note: Like many other Open Source Software projects, Amanda comes with
no warranty. has no formal support, and is developed in people's spare time.

Thisconsidaration shouldbe kept in mind when choosing a hackup strategy.

12.1.1 How Amanda works

Backups are scheduled on one or more servers equipped with offline storage
devices such as tape drives. At the scheduled tims, the Amanda server contacts
tha client machine to be backed up, retrieving data over the network and writing it
to tape, The data from the client can be stored in a staging area on disk, which
improves the performance of the tape wriling procass (or provicles a fallback, in
case of tape problarns).

Amanda can periorm compression of the data being backed up, using slandard
Linux compression utilities (gzip, bzip). lf network utilization is high, the
compression can be done on the client to reduce the network load and potentially
reduce backup times. This also lightens the load on the backup server, which
may be processing many simultaneous backups.

Figura 12-1 shows Amanda's client-server architecture.
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Figure d27 Amanda client-server architecture

Amanda uses its own authentication and access protocol, and # can also use
Kerberos for authentication, tcan be used to back up SMB/CIFS servers directly,
which provides an aliemative to running the amandad process on the clients!

Configuring an Amanda server involvesfive tasks:

. Identifying the cliants, and the devices on those clients, to be backed up

. Establishing access controls to allow the server to read the clients’ data

. Configuring the disk staging areas on the server

. Configuring the tapes and tape schedula

. Sélting up and activating the backup schedule
me2AS
The backup schedule is usually invoked by entries in the /etc/crontabfile to
invoke the amdump program at the correct intervals. amdunp initiates the connection
to the client machine to read the dala and output it to the staging disk. When this
is done, amdump calls standard Linux tape management programs to write the
data to ape, Amanda also provides support programs lo recover from errors
caused by tapes filling, incorrect tapes being loaded, and other possible failures.

Naturally, thare is also an amrestore program to facilitate racovery of data froma
backup.

' For Linux servers, this only makes sense if Samba was being set up on the server anyway, since itis more dificult to set
up Samba than amancad.
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12.2 Using Amandain a penguin colony
Use of Amanda can be helpful in a penguin colony beacause of its ow overhead
and native Linux operation.

Note: Amanda is a backup scheduler, and dogs not actually parform the
backups itself. The Amanda programs launch utilities like tar, dump and
smbtar to perform the backup.

12.2.1 Planning for Amanda

The Amanda configuration process involves firstly determining tha backups to be
dona, and creating configuration directonesfor these. The backup is then
referred to by that directory name in all Amanda commands.

Important: Amanda is a file-level backup systam. This means, for example,
that it is not aware of the intemalstructure of databases (refer ta “Complex
application backup" on page 129 lor more information onthis).

Atthe time of writing, there is.no plan to extend Amanda to provide awareness
offile intemals.

Amanda differs from other backup utilities in regard to the backup cycle. Other
systems have a set process for the time that a full backup is donein relation to
incremental backups (such as full backups on the weekend, and incremental
backups overnight during the week}.

Amanda does not work this way. It will switch between /eve/-(? (full) and /evel-/
(incremental) backups during the cycle specified in the amanda.conffile,
depandent upon the number of tapas available, the time since the last full
backup, and so on. lt will make sure that at laast one level backup is available
al all times, and that a backup image is not overwritten if it would be required to
form part of a backup.

Tip: The Amanda FAQ-O-Matic, available at ihe following site, contains
information as to how a ‘raditiona? backup cycle can be sel up.

https!ww. amanda .org/ogi binsfont

12.2.2 Configuring Amanda
Amanda is configured using two major configuration files in the backup set
configuration directory:
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F amanda.coni

» disklist

amanda.cont

The file amanda.conf contains the following dala for each backup:

Spacifications of tape drives to be used for this backup set
Maximum network bandwidth to be used for this backup
Definition of the backup cycle (number of tapes, duration, backup frequency)
Other attributes of the backup set.

TTTf F
Our sample amanda.cont file is shown in Example 12-1.

“Tip: The amanda.conf fie provided withthe Amandaproduct(ina backupset
_callad “example")contains ==eesBOA:i=_ Amanda backups == 7

Example 12-1 Example amanda, conf tile

#

# ananda.conf - sample Amanda configuration Tile

org "(T80Akrchive" 2 your arganizatian nan for reports
mailto “amareda** 2 space separated |ist of operators at your site

dunpuser "amanda" @ the user to run dunps under
inparallel ? 2 maximum dumpers that will run in parallel {max 43)
netusage $k) kbps A maximun net bandwidth far Amanda, in KB per sec
dunpeycle 4 weeks # the number of days in the mortal dump cycle
runspercyele 20 # the number of andunp runs in dumpcycle days
tapecyele 25 Lapes 2 the number af tapes in rotation

bumpsize 2) Mb 2 minimum savings [threshald) to bump level | -> ?
bunpdays | # minimum days at each level
bumpmult 4 4 threshold = bunpsize * hunpmult"{level-1)
etimeout MM # number of seconds per filesystem for estimates.
dtimeout LAK # number of idle seconds before a dump is aborted,
chimeout 30 éimax. number of seconds ancheck waits for client hot

tapebuts 70 # tells taper how many 37k buffers to allocate.

runtapes | # number of tapes to he used in a single run of andump
tapedev "/dew/ntitmd" # the no-rewind tape device to be used
ravtapeder “/dev/ntibmd" # the raw device to be used (ftape only}
tapetype [OM-24a-B4 # what kind of tape it is [see tapetypes below)
Jabelstr **17TS0[0-9] [0-9]*5" # label constraint regex: all tapes must mateh

# Specify halding disks.
holdingdisk hdl |

comment "main helding disk®
directory "/dunps/amanda"é where the holding disk 15
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use 90 Ab # how much space can we use on it
chunksize Lib fsize of chunk if you want big dunp to be

# dumped on multiple files an balding disks
r

infofilea "/var!lib/amanda/TT50archivefcurinfo" # database DIRECTORY

logdir="/var/lib/amanda/TTS0Archi ve" # |og directory
indendir "/var/ libamandas1TS0Archi veri ndex" # index directory
# tapelist is stored, by default, in the directory that contains amanda. cont

define tapetype [BM-3400E-24y |
coment "IBM J490E-B40"

length G19L5? kbytes # these numbers generated by the

filemark 32 kbytes # Amanda tapetype program
speed #44 kps & (not supplied with Sus]

# dumpt ypes
define dumptype qlotal [

comment “Glabal definitions

index yes
|

define dunptype always-full [|
global
comment "Full dump of this Tilesystem always"
CONNTess none

priarity high
dunpeyele o

]

define dumptype root-tar {
global
program “GMUTAR

comment "root partitions dumped with tar"
CONpTess none

index

exclude Vist "Susr/local ‘ih!amanda/exclude.gtar"
priority low

]
define dumptype user-tar {

root-tar

comment “user partitions dumped with tar"

priority mediun

define dumptype high-tar {
root-tar

comment “partitions dumped with tar"

priarity high
|

define dunptype comp-root-tar |
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raot-tar

comment "Reot partitions with compression"
compress client fast

|

define dunptype cam-user-tar |
user-tar

compress client fast

]

define dumptype halding-disk |
global
comment "The master-host holding disk itself"
haldingdisk mo @ do mot use the holding disk
priarity mediun

define dunptype comp-user |
global
comment "Nen-raot partitions on reasonably fast machines"
compress client fast
priority mediun

]

define dumptype nocomp-user |
cOMmp—user

comment “Non-raot partitions on slow machines"

congress none

]

define dumptype camg-roat [
global
comment "Reot partitions with compression"
compress client fast
priority low

|

define dumptype nocamp-roat [
camp-root

comment “Root partitions without compression"
cOmoress none

|
define dunptype cam-high |

global
comment “yery important partitions on fast machines"

compress client best

priarity high

define dunptype nocamp-high |
cong=High

coment “very important partitions on slow machines"
COMTess none

]

define dumptype nocomp-test [
global
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comment "test dump without campressian, no fetc/dinpdates recording"
COMNpress none

record na

priority mediun
|
define dumptype camp-test [

nacomp-test

comment “test dump with compression, no /etc/dunpdates recording"
compress client fast

2 network [nterfaces

define interface local [
comment "a local disk"

ise 1000 kbps
|

define interface ethl |

comment "100 Mbps ethernet ®
use B00 kbps

]

Note: Amanda does not provide atape definition for the IBM mainframe tape
devices supported by the tape390driver. Therefore, wehad to follow

instructions contained in the example amanda,conf file in order to createa

tapetype entry, Sereeee oeeeeee
Amanda, because the apaneeaaaisnoleswilh the SuSEbinaries of Amanda, =

Once the tapetype programaneswe rani aaataour 3490E-f40
_ tapedriveto produce tha tapelype entry shown inExample 12-1 on page 273.

disklist

The other configuration file you have to create is named disklist, which tells the
andump program which disks (or directories) on which hosts to back up.

#

# File format 1s:

£

# hostname diskdev dunptype [spindle [interface] ]
#

# 17S) machines.

#

win imum dasdbl comp-roge 1 local
wn inuxe dasdcl comp-user 2 local
wn ium f/totlafvje sih-user 1 eth
wnl inux? dasdal comp-raol 1 eth

wnlinux? dasdbl comp-user 2 eth
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AS YOU can sea,it is fairly easy to speciy the servers and davices to ba backed
up. The dumplype (ihird fiek!) must be given for each entry. This value chooses
the type of dump from the amanda_contfile.

The spindle attribute refers to disk configurations where differant physical file
systams may exist as partitions of a single physical disk (which is not usually an
issue for ?Series). The altribula can be used to incraase performance by
ansuring that Amanda does not simulangously backup differentfila systems that
share the same physical disk.

Tip: Unless you specifically want ip have backups operating sequentially.
_ Specilyeachfile system on a particular host with a different spindle value ae
-thake sure that WH get the rmealeritr simultaneous operation, SSS

Amanda can also back up using SMB, allowing Windows machines to be
included in your Amanda backup sets. An example of how this is configured
appears in the third line of our example disklist.

From the perspective of the Amanda server, the SMB share to be backed up is
part of the file systam of an Amanda client. On that Amanda cliant, however, the
SMB code in Amanda uses smbeclient to access the SMB share on the Windows

host. Files are reirieved from the source using SMB, then sent using the normal
Amanda protocols fram the client to the server.

Restriction: Using Amanda to back up Windows shares does not ratain the |
Aocess Control List {ACL] information from the Winclows file systen. lt you
have complex ACLS ine year Windows servers, Amanda |s not the best backup

- solution,It is more suitable far lightweighteea daladiroctorigs on,- desktop computers, for example. — = =
Also. the binaries ofthe Amanda rackaneaS distributed wilhSuse do not

_have SMBsupport enabled in the arene client.Totest this icin,weiadte rebuild amandad trom souroe.

Other filas are created in the configuration diractory, but are maintained by
Amanda. These include tapelist, which is a list of the lapes thal belong to a
particular backup set and is updated by the anlabel program.

Tape changer
Amanda can utilize a tape changerif ane is installed. It does this using a shall
script identified in the tpchanger entry in amanda.cont. As long as your tape
changer provides a program-léevel interlace, Amanda can make use of it. Sample
scripts for popular tape changers are supplied with Amanda.
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Without the tpehanger parameter set, Amanda automatically switches off any
multitape capability. So in order to use the automatic tape loader (ATL) on our
3490E-640 (which automatically loads the next tape in the rack when ihe current
tape is ajected), wa had to either find a sufable script, or write our own.

We used tha chg-multi script provided with Amanda to drive our ATL. The script
provides enough basic function to support our autoloader, bul also can ba used
as a template for writing your own scripts. The chg-aulti script is generic, which
saved us from having to write specific commandsin the script to drive our ATL.

Amanda drives the tape changer during 4 backup process. For example, since it
knows all of tha labelled tapes in a backup set and keeps track of which tape can
be used next, it can skip through the tapes in the rack until the required tapeis
loaded. It can also load another tape if the backup requires it.

Activating Amanda
The following line needs to be added (or un-commented) to your /ete/inetd.conf
configuration file to anable the Amanda client,

amanda dgran udp wait amanda=fusr/lib/amanda/amandad amandad

In this éxample, (usnlib’amanda‘amandad is the path to the amandad executable,
This line was already present on our SuSE installation (with the amanda package
installed), and simply had to ba un-commantad.

important: Anytime the inetd configuration isange Zemust zatinetd
to initialize. You canuse theacommand:
“kia Hv inete

For the Amanda server, two more lines must be added to the inetd configuration
to support the index service. Again, these lines wera already in the
fatc/inetd.cont file an our systam and just had to be un-commented.

amandaids stream tcp nowait root fusr/lib/amanda/amindexd amindexd
anidgtape stream bep nowait root fusr/1/b/ananda/amidxtaped anidy taped

12.2.3 Backing up with Amanda

276

Prior to making any backups, you must plan and set up your amanda.conf and
disklist files. This is beacause all operations in Amanda ara performed wath
respect to the backup set being used. All of the am commands require the backup
sat name (ihe configuration directory name) as a parameter.
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Tip: When creating your configuration, it isa good ideate have your holding
area Of a sepatale file system from the data being backed up. Othenvisé,

_ stagingfiles will become part ofaeaniyoursincrementalaafor that file system will be huge. —
You can also experiment with using the SE[RF pecarneterin amandaconto

_ exclude the holding area from being backed up.

Once you've created your configuration, you cain then label your tapes using the
anlabel command. This command creates the label that Amanda uses to identify
tha tape. Various information i¢ kept here, including the name of the backup set
tha tape belongs to and the dale the tape was used. The amlabel command also
adds tha tape to the tapelist file.

Note: ‘You'll need to label all tapes in your backup set prior to using them for
backups.

When we ran amlabel on our first tape, we received this output.

# amlabel normal IT30Dai1y00

labeling tape in slot @ (/dev,'ntibed):
rewinding, reading label, not an amanda tape
rewinding, writing label [T30Dailyoo, checking label, done,

Having labelled your tapes, you can now test your configuration using the
amcheck program. This program will identity any problems with your
configuration by doing the steps that Amanda would normally take in preparation
for @ backup.

“Tip: ManyAmanda |usersrun amoheckprior ta the backup nn in theie regular
backup:process. This 16 because il amcheck detects an:error, ft is easier:‘ta fix

tha problem and schedulethe neerun later—rather than owasfethat fails during execution. — :

A sample run of amcheck is shown hare.

# ancheck normal

Ananda Tape Server Host Check

WARNING: holding disk /dunps/amanda: only 294736 KE frea
(290900 KB requested)

ancheck-server: slot 0; date « label [TSMad yi (first labelstr match)

NOTE: skipping tape-writable test
Tape [100ailyoo label ok
NOTE: info dir fvarflib/amanda/ITS0bailyfcurinta: does not exist
NOTE: it will be created on the next run
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NOTE: index dir /var/libfamanda/[TS00aily/ index: does not exist
Server check tack 2.702 seconds

Ananda Backup lient Hosts Check

Client check: 2 hosts checked in 0.2342 seconds, 0 problems found

(brought ta you by Amanda 2.4.2}

In this example, amcheck is informing us that we are slightly short of holding disk
space.It also did a lape check, and the results are shown (‘date X’ on an
Amanda tape indicates a tape that has been labelled but not used).

Thea next two messages are indications that we have not done a backup before,
Amanda can keep two sets of information about backups:

® curnto

This is information about the currant status of the backup set, including which
disklist entries aré backed up to what level, and $0 on.

» index

Optional (you must select it in your dumpiype), the indax keeps track of all
files backed up, and is used by the amrecover program to ease the task of
restoring data.

Amanda will create ihe relevant directories as required,

Finally, ameheck contacts the clients listad in the disklist to verify hal they are
contactable, and that authorization has been given to the backup sarverto obtain
files from them.

The next step is to testa backup, Normally you would have the command issued
from cron, but itis a good idea to run backups manually until you are comfortable
with the process. The following command will start the amdump program,
commencing a run of the normal" backup set:

* amdump normal

Tip: Tha amdump program does not execute in the background, by default, 80
if you want [o issue commands in your terminal windowwhile amdump is

running, you'll need to force amdumptothe background, Invokeamdump ag
SoGWigs SS es ee

anv arta a

While the backup is running, the amstatus command can give you information
about the progress of the backup, as shown in Example 12-2:
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Example 12-2 Galnut fom ons tats

# anstatus normal

Using var! Vibfamanda/TTSODal lyfamdunp fran Mon dul 30 16:54:38 EDT 2001

wl inux2 s/ftotle/ejc
wml imum? :dasdil

wl inux? :dasdel

wl ing? sdasdad

wil (nun? sdasdiel

SUNMARY part

partition 5
estimated 5

failed 1

wait for dumping: 1
dumping to tape:  o
dump ing : 2 1
dumped : ol 1
wait for writing:
writing to tape ; 0
failed to tape th
taped : ol
all dunmgers active
taper idle

network free kps: 2340
holding space oo; #4432
dumper busy oo: O:00s28
dumper] busy oo: O:00:28

taper Guay oo: 0005

0 dunperé busy: G:00:00

1 dunper busy 2: G:00:00

2 Gunpers busy: 00:28

1

0 B2299k dumping  J1a7Zk ( 38.79%) (16:59:15)
® [dumps too big, but cannot incremental dump new disk]
®=14944k finished (16:59:21)
) LEIB22k dumping=B40h4k { 46.295) [1b:5a:53)
® 29984k wait for dumping

real estimated

size size

19767 5k

197244k ( MO.714)
Puahak { 14.87%)

Ok { o.008)
5996k=264121k ( 43.908) [ 45.474)
V4ak=70026k ( 71.413) [ 0.764)

ke dk ( d.008) ( o.00%)
dik dk ( O.00%) [ O.00%)
dk dk ( Gt) [ O00%)

4od4k=20926k ( P1408) ( 0.7BS)

kf 10.07%)
(100. 0c)
(100. Cee)
{ 19.82%)
{ o.008)
{ o.00e)
(1000 0% ) not-idle: O:00:20 { 73.56%)

no-dunpers: O200:07 [ 26.44%)

In this case, the backup of dasdb1 on vmlinux? has failed beacause it is too large
for the tapa. However, the next time amdump was run, tha dump of dasdb1 on
vmlinuxe was added to the tape, So why did this occur?

Reterring to FAQ lists for Amanda, when it has a large numberof level 0 backups
ta do (as would happen for the first backup in 4 set), itis samatines unable to
plan a backup run that would pick them all up, The next time the backup is run,
the file system is correctly backed up.
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Restriction: Amanda cannot currently writa an image to tape # ft must span
Imore than one tape. Eachentryin the disklist file (Le. each disk to be backed
up} crates 2singleimagefila to ba written 10 tape, and while imagesfor.
separate disks can be written across tapesin ey single run, a anak28thatislarger thana tapecannot be split acrosstapes.

; it you have large partitions ta ba bankai up, it will beSSE=
them as separateentriesaeuntil AmandaBs supporwragesspanning lapes. :

Once the amdump program is completa, a mail message is sent to the operators
given in the amanda.conf file; see Example 12-3:

Example 12-3 Backup completion report

fate: Mon, 3) Jul 200] L?2l0e4h -te0
Fram: Ananda Admin <anandatvml inue?. itsa. ibm.com

To: anandatyml imum. itso. ibe .com

Subject: [TS00ai]y AMSXDA MALL REPORT FOR duly 30, 20s

These dumps were to tape ITS00ai ly.
The next tape Amanda expects to use is: a new Lape.

FAILURE AND STRANGE DUMP SUMMARY :

vilinux? dasdbl levy 0 FALLED [dumps too big, but cannot incremental dump new disk]

STATISTICS:

Total Full fai ly

Estimate Time {hrs:min}=O00
Hun Time (hrs:min} O12
Dump Time {hrs:min} O12 12 0:00
Output sive (meq) Ao. A. 0.0
Original Size (meq) 121.6 271.6 0.0

fvg Compressed Size (8)941.7 41. ws
Filesystems Dumped 4 4 i
Avg Oung Rate (k's) Ala.4 rad =

Tape Time {hirs:min) 0:03 0:03 O00
Tape Size (meg) 510.0 510.0 0.0
Tape llsed (4) 57.2 aT? 0.0
Filesystems Taped 4 4 i)
Avg Tp lirite Rate (k/s} 2hfd.e 2674.2 =s

i

MOTES:

planner: Adding new disk wnlinux2:dasdbl.
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planner: Adding new disk wnlinux?:dasdel.
planner: Adding new disk wnlinum?:/ftatlifvic.
planner: Adding new disk wnlimum? s:dasdal,
planner: Adding new disk wnlinux? sdasdbi.
driver: WARNING: fdumpsfananda: 296900 KE requested, but only 294188 KB available,
taper: tape [TSODailyo0 kb 522240 fm 4 [OK]

?

[NMP SUMMARY:

QWNPER STATS TAPER STATS

HOS THANE DISK L ORIG-KE OUT-KB COMPS MMMSS KBYs MAN:SS KBs

wml nun? fitotl2/wjc 0 164614 146046 86.7 4:49 4505.9 0:53 7767.8
win inuxe dasdhl OQ FALLED 22-23rpntrastsess

win] inuxZ dasdcl QO 44991 14944 73.20 O22 668.1 0:06 265.1

wil inux? dasdal QO 399946 149544 Gb? 2sd4 a9.) 0:56 2602.8

wn] fin? dasdil Q 444? 21657b FE5 4i16 44.9 1:2] 2hb4.0

{brought to you by Amanda version 2.4.2)

Driving the tape changer
The amtape program provides the interface to the changer script identified in the
amanda.conf file. Using amtapé, you can load the next tape in the rack, load a
lape with a particular label, eject a tape, and other operations.

Tip: Rieter to the amtape man page for more information, andkeepin mind —
that f your ATL is gravity-lad, extn testiecmetratteit teslotsin the changer.

The following éxample shows some amlape cormands in use,

# amtape normal show

antape: scanning all 6 slots in tape-changer rack:

slot (: date 20010720 label [TS0Qailyod

slot 1: date 20010721 label ITSQQailyol
slot 2: date 20010731 label LTStiai yo
slot 3: date 2001001 label ITstailyos
slot 4: date 20010801 label ITS00ailyo4
slot 5: date % label [T500aibyo5
# amtape nornal reset

antape: changer ia reset, slot 0 is loaded,
Fo amtape normal current
antape: scanning current slot in tape-changer rack:
slot O: date 20010721 label ITS00ai lye
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In this example, an operator chacks which tapes ara currently loaded in the ATL.
Amanda scans each tape and outputs the label information it finds. After this the
slots are empty, so the operator reloads the tapes and resets Amanda's status of
tha changer. Then, the oparator rachacks the tape in the currant slot.

Important: With this typeof tape changer,Amanda does notkeep track of
when tapes have been changed or moved.The amtape reset command is an

~aclministrative comma that advisesAmanda 21SstatusZatheashas
changed andreset to start.

amadmin

The amacimin program provides commands that allow you to control tha backup
process. A number of options are available, ineluding:

e Force a full backup of a disklist entry at the next run
Mark a tape to be reusable or non-rausable
Find which tapes the backups for a particular host or disk are on
Display information about the backups for certain hosts or disks

,TF
Note: There are many commandsavailable with amaxdmin. We sagesyou_ téfer to the amadmin manpagetoget more information. ——S

In “Reporting with amacdmin” on page 289, we discuss the use of some amadmin
commands for usa with reporting.

Scheduling your backup
Ones your tasting has gone smoothly, add an entry to /ete’crontab which will start
tha backup automatically at regular times. An example is shown here:

222 * * * ananda  amdunp nornal

This will instruct cron to issue the command amdump normal under tha user
amanda avery day al 2:22am.

important: Flemember torestart cron aiter making a changeto crontab. |

It ts also possible to use the ancheck command in the schedule, to provide a
pre-tast for the backup (un

22.1 * * * amanda amcheck -m nornal

f22  * * © amanda  amdunm normal
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These lines inthe crontab will schedule an amcheck prior to the scheduled time
of the backup (in this cage, at 1:22am, with the backup scheduled for 2:22am).
The =n switch on the amcheck command instructs it to run silently, but to send an
é-mail to the backup operators if any problems occur. This allows a problam that
would cause the backup to fail (wrong tape loaded, network problam) to be
rectified before the start of the backup.

12.2.4 Restoring

The amrecover program |s the front-end to the Amanda recovery process, andit
is Invoked from the system you wish to resiore files onto. It works similar to FTP,
making the backup set appear like an FTP server,

Note: The amrastora program actually periorms the restoration. It you know
which Backup file-on the tape contains your requited data, you can invoke:

_amrestore directly, To make the restorabon process easier, amrecover uses -
- the backup indexes to feed the correct information toamrestore foryou.

Amanda restores files relative to the root of the point the backup was taken from.
For example, on our test systam vmiinux2, /dev‘dasdb1 is the root file system,
and (devidasde1 is mounted at home. To restore files ciractly into the diractory
fhomestot 2esting, we would change to the home directory and start
amrecaver from there. The amrestore program will expand thefiles into the
correct diractary.

You can choose to rastore files inte a differant directory, so that you can migrate
changes from a backup. For example, if you select /home/tott 2/backup as the
location to restore to, when you restora /home/toti 2/testing, you'll find tha
rastorad filas in the diractory /hometotl2/backup/iotl2testing.

Example: An example af a single file:recavery session is showniin anefileor directory restorationwith Armand’ a page 292,

12.2.5 Reporting

Amanda keaps extensive logs of the backup process, and comes with utilities to
read the logs and report on attribules of the backup process.

amoverview

The amoverview program produces a summary of the history of the backup set.

# amoverview normal
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date i? OF O8 04

host disk a0 31 OL 02

wnlinuxl dasdbl H 1

wnlinuxl dasdel o 1

wnlinus? /ftotle/yje oll1
wnlinux? dasdbl —E dil 1

wnlinuxé dasdel Hilla 1

wnlinuxd dasdbl f @

wnlinumd dasde] i 1

wilinux?’ dasdal O11 11 1

wal inin? dasdbl oll11 1

It doesn't look like much data, but there is a great deal of information in this
output. The amoverview program prints the details of each disk in the backup sat,
when a backup was performed or attempted, and the backup level taken at that
time. Let's look at the line for vmlinux?:dasdet :

® A level 0 backup was taken on July 30.

» Two level 7 backups were taken on July 31

» A level O backup, and then a level 1 backup, were taken on August 1.
Thelevel 0 taken on this day have made the previous backups redundant,
These prior backups would nol be required fora disaster recovery restoration,
but may still be used if files from prior to August 1 were required.

® A level 1 backup was dona on Auguat 2.

An E indicates that a backup was attempted, but an error oecurred. Both
vimlinuxe:dasdb1 and vmllnuxd:dasdb1 experienced errors on their first attempt.
A possible reasonis that the size of the backup was too larga to be taken with the
other backups being done al the time. For both of these disks, you can see that
the lavel 0 backup was done on the naxt run.

The aneverview tool givas you an easy way to check that yourfila systems ara
being backed up ina timely manner.

amplat
The amplol program analyses amdump files (produced during every amdump
run) and produces a graphical analysis of the dump.
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Note: amplot uses the gnuplot program, which in turn requires X. The amptot
output displays in an % window. We had to download aind compile gnuplotin
order to use amplol Tha gnuplot source can be obtained at:

https!eww. gnuplot.org

The default configuration for gnuplot installs into ‘usrlocalbin, but amplot as
packaged by SuSE expects gnuplot to be found in /usnbin. You will need to
take this into account ff you build gnuplot for use with amplot.

If you do not have an X display, or if you prefer printed output, amplot can
generate output as a Postscript file. Reter to ihe amplot man page for more
information.

The graphs produced by amplot show statistics such as job queue length,
network bandwidth utilization, holding disk utilization, tape idle time, and number
of dumper tasks in use. A sample graph from amplot is shown in Figure 12-2 on
page 268.
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Figuei2-2 Sample amplot grap

Network bandwidth utilization is shown as a percentage of the bandwidth allowed
in the amanda.conf file. On this graph. we see that network bandwidth doas not
appear to be a bottlanack. The graph also showsthat the halding disk is full
during the last part of the backup.
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The graphs can be used to point out ways to improve performance, In our
example, even though we only have threes dumpers allocated, (hey are never all
active at once. In fact, exceptfor an instant after the estimates are performed,
only one dumper ts active at a time for the duration of the backup. This would
seem to indicate that Amanda is being prevented from dumping more than one
image ata time, which might be a combination of insufficient holding disk space
and large backup images.

The e-mail reports sent to the Amanda users at the end of a backup run alsa
contain useful information about lhe backup process.

Tip: Tha report sent at the end of an Amanda backup ran is generated bythe
_amreport progratn, YOu Gat Fulrt atraport at any time togel the —af abackuprun, Refer ts the amreport man page for instructions. a

Reporting with amadmin
Apart from the operational aspects of amadmin that we cover in earlier sections,
there are reporting sub-commands that are very useful.

One of these sub-commands, info, summarizes the data compression and
speed statistics of the last thraa backups for a cisk.or for all disks on a host, or for
all disks in the backup set. It alsa shows on which tapes the most recent backup
data can be found.

fF amadmin normal info vin inux? dasdel

Currant info for wnlinux? dasdel:

Stats: dum rates {kns), Fulle FLL, 679.0, -L.0
Incremental: 16.0, 32.0, 16.0

compressed size, Full: 33,38, 13.35,-10005
Incremental: 23.8%, 43.06, 45.5%

Cunps: ley datestip tape file oarigk compe secs
O 20010801 [TSOhat lds 1 44931 W344 2

1 2001080? [TS0Dai 16 4 73 ww 2

This example shows information about our vymlinux2:dasde1. The dump rates ara
shown, as well as tha size of the data written to tape, for the last three
incremental and full backups written (in our case, since there have been only two

full backups, the last column of data for full backup is maaningless).

The balance sub-command gives an insight into the way that Amanda schedulas
full backups within a backup cycle. The purpose of the commandis to view how
balanced the tape runs have been during the backup cycle, but through
interpreting the display. you can gain an understanding of part of Amanda's
internal scheduling.
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The following shows the output from anadnin balance, run aarty m the backup
cyela,

# amadmin normal balance

due-late #fs orig KR out ER balance

hte Tha = i) 0 —_

A083 Frio i 0 one

Ait Sat i} 0 ---

Aft Sun i i i =

B06 Mon 2 041258 J61120 -O, 3%

aa ee a en

AS Wed of POR Oo FLT

TOTAL Y 8261681 aloo TAAeD [estimated 5 runs per
dunpeyela}

This display tells us where full backups are currently due in the schedule.
Amanda estimates the amount of data that willbe backed up on thase datas,
based on previous backups, and uses these values to calculate the balance of
the cycle.

According to the current plan, & out of the 9 fila systems in the backup set ara
due on August 4. This means that the size of the backup on that date will be
almost three times the average size of those backups. This creates a huge
imbalance in the duration of the backup.

To minimize this, Amanca will promote some of these full backups to earlier in the
cycle, in order to balanee the workload more avanly throughout the backup cycle.

“Important: Amandawill ever postponea full backup to balance the cycle.

When Amanda promotes a full backup, you will sea massages like this in your
backup report:

HOTES:

Blanner: Full dump of yolinuxa:dasde] promoted fram ? days ahead.

planner: Full dump of ynlinux?:dasdal promoted fram 4 days ahead.

In this case, Amanda decided to bring the full backups for these two file sysiems
forward, in order to achieve a balanced backup cycle, Over the course of your
backup cycle you may see these messages, especially if your file systems
change in size over time.
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Note: Refer to ihe amadmin man page for lutherinformation about the other
slib-oormimands available. :

12.2.6 Disaster recovery using Amanda

Amanda can be deployed in a disaster recovery role, With the aid of a small
Linux system that loads using an initial root device (also Known as a disaster
recovery “bootstrap” system), Amanda can recover full systems up to the last
incremental backup.

The system you Use as a disaster recovery bootstrap would belike the
installation starter system you first used to install Linux (unfortunately, you cannot
use one of ihe installation systams because amandad is not present on thease
systems).

In 10.7, “Linux IPL from NSS"on page 228 we describe a way to builda VM NSS
which can be used to IPL Linux images, and this i a useful way to implament a
DA bootstrap. We describe other ways to build starter systems elsewhere in
Chapter 10.

important: Remember to instal the amanda package as part of your disaster
recovery bootstrap system, and to add the amandad line toinetd.conl.

The process would work as follows:

1. IPL the disaster recovery bootstrap image in your Linux quest.

2, Load the network driver and establish network connectivity.

3. Load the DASD driver, correctly mapping the DASDs as configuredin the
Linux instance to be restored (a standard disk configuration would help here).

4, Aeformat the device which will contain your root file systam.

5. Aun amrecover to restore the root file system.

6. Execute step 4 for any ‘tirst lavel"fila systems you have on separate devices
(e.g. ‘usr,Wome, and mount these empty file systemsat their correct mount
points.

important: ifyou use LVM. thisstep will include grestorationof your Lv
- configurationusing vgcigrestore (assuming you backed-upyourconfiguration

using vgelgbackup, and thal thé backup resides oh a ndn-Lv fe ayer)Otherwiseanwise, manually recreate your LM configuration.

7. Aun amrecover on the “firs! level’ fila systems,
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#. Heapaat steps 6 and 7 for any ramaining fila systems you have, stapping
through the organization of your physical deviess as raquirad.

While Amanda can be used in this way to provide disaster recovery capability,it
is not the most afficiant method of providing full volume backup for Linux
instances under VM, A better way would be to have VM perform backups of the
minidisks all at once, and use Amanda to provide incrameantal backups only.
Restoration would then involve a Vid-level full volume restoration of the Linux

systems minidisks, followed by incremental restoration of changed files using
Amanda.

12.3 Backup and recovery scenarios

This section lustrates scenarios using tha concepts diseussed in this chapter

12.3.1 Single file or directory restoration with Amanda

In Example 12-4, we show a file recovery session using amrecover. The file
mrtg_total.ol has bean deleted from the root user's home directory, and we want
to restore that file from our Amanda backup.

Example 12-4 4 file restone session wsing amreacover

wil ints! # amrecover norma) -4 wnlinux? =f
AMRECOVER Version 2.4.2. Contacting server an vmlinixz ...

220 wnlinux? AMANDA index server (2.4.7) ready.
AM) Access OK |
Setting restore date to today (2001-04-01)
2M) Working date set to 2001-08-01,
2M) Config set to normal.
20) Dump host set to wml inux?.
SCUD '/' fs am disk ‘dasdal’ mounted at ‘/",
2 Disk set to dasdal.

/

anrecover> histary
2iMl- [unp history for config "normal" hast “velimux?" disk “dasdal*
20l- 2001-07-31 1 [1SoDalTyol 4
201- 2001-07-21 1 [TS0Dailyo? 3
aMl- 2001-07-30 0 TTSODat yoo ?

2M) Dump histery for config "normal" host "yolinux?" disk "dasdal"
amrecover= setdate --()-1 A
2M) Working date set te 2001-07-31,
aMrecover> settape wnlinuxesdefault E
Using default tape fron server wml inuxz.
anrecover> cd root =
frat
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anrecover> 15 ii
2MIL-07 30,

21-07-30 sbashhistory
2Mi1-07-30 ome

2001-07-30 .qrupgs
eMl-0'-20 .qgtkre-kde
2001-07-30 . kde,

21-07-30 shez!

21-07-30 J kml ped
2-07-30 .meopre
21-07-30 .xinitre

2M1-07-30 Klesktop!
AML-07-30 bin!

AMI1-07-30 dead. letter

2AMIL-D7 30 gd
AM1-07-30 Iog-2.4,5-3390-2. tar.gz
21-07-30 linum-2.2.19. tar.gz
21-07-30 limum-2.4.5, tar.gz
2M1-07-30 Vimux/!

21-07-30 mrtg_total .pl
21-07-30 netsaint/!

AM1-D7-30 sieve

2MIL-07-30 sleve.c

anrecover> add mrtg_total.pl  §
Added froot/nrtg tetal.pl
amrecovers |(5t

TAPE [TSODai]yO LEVEL O DATE 200]-07-34

/root/mrtg_total .pl
anrecover= extract

Extracting Tiles using tape drive /dev/ntiboo on host vmlinux.
The following tapes are needed: IT50Dal )y00

Restoring files inta directory /
Continue? [Yin]: y¥

Load tape [TS0Dai 1) now
Continue? [Yims ¥
restore: Jfraot: File exists

set onner/mode for '."? [yn] n
anrecover® quit

2M) Good bye.

wn ins! # ed root
wnilinuxt:” # Is =]

total 45252

dewer-xr-£ LL root Toat 4095 Aug 1 03:31 .
dewar-er-2=1B root Toot 4095 Jul i? Ldd9 ..

-ra------- | root reat A405 Jul 28 10:06 .bashhistory
“Paer=-Te- 1s root root Liz Feb 29° 20 pexre
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drwi--"--2

-rW-P=-T==

diwa------

draa------
afiscconcoe

-—P"-------

-PWAT-XT-X

drai------

drwer-xr-x
af Yennonee

drwir-k==-
-h-P--Pr--

drwar-xT-2

-rW-T--T--

=a= f= ====

-PWaT-KP-=E

drwer-t-x

=WHP-ET=E

-fw-r-----

2 root Toot 4096 Jul LF LOsd? .qrupy
1 root reat L105 Jul 18 04:47 .gtkre-kde
2 Page root 4055 Jul 18 04:27 kde

fb Pract root 4055 Jul 16 03:56 .kde?

1 root root Pl Jul 18 04:47. koml rped
1 root root 2] Jul 16 04:47 omcopre

1 root reat 2186 Apr 11 21:50 .xinitre

J root reat 4095 Jul 18 08:21 Koesk tap
2 ragt rot Meh Jul i? Lied? bin

1 root netsaint 2045 Jul 2? 02:47 dead. letter

f root root 4056 Jul 26 0:49 gd
1 Foot roalt 186) Jul 21 10:17 les-2.4.5-s390-2. lar. ge

14 1046 netsalnt 405 May 26 11:1? | inux

1 root Toot [3349412 Jul 20 O0:40 linus-2.2.19. tar.gz
1 root rot H65944e9 Jul 2? 0807 linux-2.4.5, tar.gz
1 root reat 27675 Jul 26 09:44 mrtg_total.pl
4 root rot 4096 Jul 20 08:14 netsatnt

1 root root 16481 Jul 18 04:17 sieve

1 rool rool 1293 Jul 18 4:17 sieve.

1. The amrecover program is invoked, specifying the name of the backup set
(normal) and the Amanda server to be used (= vmlinuxz).

. amrastore reports that it successfully contacted the index server on vmlinux2.
It sats defaults tor the amrecover session based on current directory, today's
date, ete.

. We request a backup history of the disk, fo check thal we can get thefile we
are looking for at the date wa need.

. We want the file as at 31 July, and tha backup covers this. The setdate
command is used ta set the point-ol-reference for the restore.

. The settape command speciies where the backup tapes {and the tape
drive) are located.

. We can now look through the backup sat to locate tha file to ba restored. First,
wa change to the diractory tha file was located.

. After changing directory, we issue the 1s command to list the files and
diractorias in the backup. Notice that the fila wa want to restora, mrtg_total_pl,
does appearin the list. The date beside thefile tells us the most recent
version of this file available. Since a level 0 backup was done on July 30, and

merameantal backups on July 31, it appears that the file did not changa
between the full backup and the incramentals

. Having located the file, we add it to our extraction list using the add command.

. Using the list command, we can chack the details of the racovery we are
about to do. amrestore tells us which tape it will be using, and the path to the
file baing restored.
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10.The extract command commences the restoration. amrecover prompts us
for information to complete the restora, including when lo load tha taps. Since
We are recovering into our existing directory (/ root), the attempt to create the
diractory fails (restore: ./root: File exists), and this is normal, Again,
ince the directory already exiats, we do not need to change permissions.

11.The tile recovery is complete, and we can exit amracover and check that the
file is correct.
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System monitoring

In this chapter, we review methods by which an enterprise running Linux guest
machines under Vi can record the computing resources consumed by those

quest systams. This information could than form the basis of a charge back
system,

We also discuss how to monitor (he availability of Linux guest machines. This
includes system availability, response times and the availability of services such
as DNS, mail servers and Wab servers.
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13.1 Why measure resource consumption

In the context of this radbook, there are essentially two reasons to measure
Fasources consumed in a computing environment. Firstly, a services provider
(wheather an ASP ISP or traditional antarprise) will oftan want to bill its users for
their use of computing resources such as CPUtime, disk space and networkLO
bandwidth,

secondly, there is a need to ensure that Service Level Agreements are being
adequately met,

13.2 Charge back method

The charge back or billing methodology you choose will depend on the type of
services you're providing to your customers. For axampla, tha billing
requirements of an ASP or ISP will probably be quite different from those used by
an enterpriée using Linux on VM as a server consolidation platform.

13.2.1 Service Provider accounting and billing
Foran ASP or ISP, services and rates are the basis fora charge back system.
Each service provided by the service provider has arate or fee) that falls into
one of two categories: sign-up faes or usage fees.

The sign-upfee is a one-time flat fee charged to set up the user account for the
service, The wsagefee is a predetermined, recurring charge that occurs during
each billing cycle. The usage critena may be based on several models, ranging
from a simple scheme where a flat foe is charged for the use of the service, to
sophisticated schemes where the exact usage of each resource (CPU, memory,
disk, network bandwidth etc.) is metered and billed to the user. Promotions and
discounts are frequently offered to encourage new users to sign up and current
Users fo Use More Services,

At the and of the billing cycle, the billing software computes the total charge for
each user and mails an invoice or debits a credit card account, depending on the
user's paymant modal.

There are a number of open source ISP billing and account administration
packages available for Linux. One example is Freeside, which is available at:

http: /twew.sisd,.com/freaside
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The service provider must have an accurate way of billing the customer for such
things a6 application usage and system resource usage. Apoiication usage bs
easily tracked by methods as simple as using timestamp checkpoints embedded
in the application programs. With this method, the customer signs on to tha
application, and the time is recorded. Whan the customer signs off, the time is
once again recorded. To generate a bill, the start and end times are used to
calculate tha charge for that particular user's session.

Billing for xysiem resource usageis more complex, as it requires a greater level of
measurement and recording. The first part of this chapter focuses on system
resource measurement.

13.2.2 Enterprise accounting and billing

Enterpnses ara using Linux under VM as a server consolidation platiorm., For
example, you can consolidate many disparate file and print servers or
infrastructure servers (such as DNS,firewall, e-mail) onto a single 8/390 or
zZ5ernas machine.

These functions may ba purely intemal within an organization and as such, an
ASP or ISP billing model would probably not apply. However, it's often necessary
to charge back individual dapartments within an organization for their usa of
computing resources. This requirement has existed since the aarliast days of
computing, when precious computing resource had to be shared among many
groups,

13.3 What can we measure

Thera are many measurement metrics available, However, not all of hese are
necessarily useful for charge back purposes. For thal reason, we'll focus on CPU
consumption, OASD utilization and network bandwidth usage. Given that in the
context of this radbook we ran multiple Linux quest systems under VM. we'll use
a combination of VM and Linux tools to deriva the resource measurements.

13.4 CPU time accounting

In the following sections, we detail the various aspects of CPU time accounting,
including how to setup virtual machines for accounting purposes, and how to set
ip Linux process accounting.
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13.4.1 VM accounting

The VM operating system has the capability to generate accounting records that
can be used for charge back.

The VM Control Program (CP) creates and records accounting records when
particular system events occur, Once accounting is running, CP creates an
accounting record whenever one of the following events occurs:

A virtual machine logs off, or detaches a virtual processor.
A user detaches a dedicated device.

A User releases lamporary disk space.
A virtual machine issues a DIAGNOSE coda X40"

A SNA/CCS terminal session ends.

The sysiem checkpoints (during shutdown, for example).
You enter the ACNT command.

,FFFTFFFFF
Whan one of thease avents occurs, CP creates and stores an accounting record
that describes the event. Then CP notifies the accounting virlual machine of the
new record. Accounting records remain in storage until the accounting virtual
machine retrieves them. The default limit for accounting is 20 records.If the
number of records in storage reaches that number, CP notifies the primary
systam operator. The buildup of records in storage indicates that retrieval is not
active, You can change the limit with tha RECORDING command.

13.4.2 Setting up virtual machines for accounting

Note: if VM accounting has not been enabled at yourinstallation, this saction
will show youhow to set up this process. For more detailed information on

- setting up-a virtual machine for accounting, rofor io the latest‘versioncage:VM Planningard Administration publication,

The VM installation media supplies a sample diractory antry for an accounting
virtual machine. This entry contains the required IUC'V authorization for
connecting to tha CP accounting system service, Also supplied is 4 sample
system configuration file that defines the user ID for the accounting virtual
machine as DISKACNT.

The user ID for the accounting virtual machine is defined as part of the
SYSTEM_USERIDS statementin the system configuration file so that it is
automatically lagged on by CP at IPL. A sample PROFILE EXEC for the
accounting virtual machine is also supplied.
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To set up a virtual machine to begin recording accounting information
automatically, you must have the proper PROFILE EXEC and user directory set
up. The following steps show this procedure:

1, Log on as MAINT.

2, Determine the write password of the accounting virtual machine's 191 disk.

Note: The accounting virtual machine has been spacitiadin sithertha
_SYSTEM_USERIDS ACCOUNTH or ACCOUNT? system configuration file —

statement, orthe SYSACNT macroinstruction. Before linking to the accounting

virtual machine's 18 isk, fired out is wrie pane by canny=use!
: aectory ae

“ifthe accountng vival machine's 11 dich does=ehavewe paver,
you musi supply one and update ihe directory, i

Verily that the directory entry for this virtual machine contains the required
IUCV authorization for connecting to the CP accounting system service (for
example, IUGV “ACCOUNT).

3. Link to the accounting virtual machine's 197 disk by antering:

link toa diskacnt 191 as 391 wr

When GP responds with ENTER WRITE PASSWORD: anter, for example, the
following:

Nps S

where woass is the write password of the accounting virtual machine. The
accounting virtual machine's 191 disk is now your 391 disk.

4, Access ihe 391 disk by entering:

access 3491 x

If You receive a message that says X'391'DEVICE ERROR, you must format the
391 disk by antaring:

formal 391 x

CMS responds as follows:

FORMAT WILL ERASE ALL FILES OM DISK X (291).00 YOU WISH Td CONTINUE?
(YES |MO).

Answer yes and when CP responds with ENTER 015K LABEL, anter:

acnt

You can use any 1- to 6-character label mame.
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5, Copy the fila named DVM PROFILE from MAINT's 193 disk (we have
accessed the 193 disk as k) to the 397 disk by entering:

capytile dyvm pratile k prafile exec x

"Note: The DVMPROFILEis the PROFILE EXEC for the accounting, symplom
record recording, and error recordingvirtual machines, The RETRIEVE utility,
which doas the JUCY connect te the “ACCOUNT —= service, is rwokedtrom this PROFILE EXEC. =

6. Release and detach the 291 disk by antering:

release x {det

7, lf the accounting virtual machine i not logged on, use the XAUTOLOG
command to log on the accounting Virlual machine automatically, To do this
for the DISKACNT user ID, anter:

xautolog diskacnt

8, You can use the CP command QUERY RECORDING to ensure that

accounting is active, for example, by entering the following:

query recording

Example 13-1 shows an example of the output.

Exammle 13-1 Query recording output

RECORDING=CONT LAT USERID=COMMUNICATION

EREP ON OMIDOO0O 02 EREF ACTIVE

ACCOUNT ON OOMDL5S 20 DTSKACHT ACTIVE

SMPTOM OW ORMOONO O02 OPERSIMP ACTIVE

13.4.3 Virtual machine resource usage - record type 01

a02

Thera are a number of VM accounting records available, but for Linux quest CPU
consumption dala, we're primarily interested in record type 071. This record is
produced whenaver a user logs off or whenever the ACNT command is anterad.
Among other things the record contains information on the following:

User ID (Linux guest name)
Number of seconds connected to CP

Milliseconds of processor time used, including time for supervisor functions
Milliseconds of virtual CPU time used

Number of page reads
Number of page writes
Number of requested virtual l'O starts for non-spooled I/O

,TFFFTFFTF
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13.4.4 Processing accounting records

Over time, the accounting virtual machine's 4 desk fills with accounting records.
CP sends a message to the primary system operator when the A disk is 75%: full,
whan it is 90% full, and when it is completely full. You can also log on the
accounting Virtual machine and check ihe disk yoursell. When the disk is full, you
must process some of the old records and erase some files to make room for
new ones.

The CMS Utility ACCOUNTcan be used to process accounting records. Since
Z/VM 4.1, the CMS utilities have been bundled into the base 2/ViM installation

and are no longer 4 separate, chargeable product.

"Note: Riefar to CMS Commandand UtilityReference or complete information
about the ACCOUNT utility. i

Example 13-2 from ihe ACCOUNT command illustrates that we can use VM
accounting to gather data on CPU consumption for all Linux guests running
under VM.

Examme 13-2 Output fram fhe Vid ACCOUNT cammand

VA SYSTEM USAGE (VER THE PERDOM OF 12/01 To OF e201 ALL SHIFTS
SE RTL SESS|COWNELT RATIO =6REAL-CPU|OWIRT-CPU0 ORGS BRAD «PG WRITE ST

TURKS. 0H 1 DOGO5 O09 OOS Os LO: Os LO Ba? Lie EL

WAL TAL 1 G0G844:50 O000) O69:31:23 023857201 1e5hd 95891 ora

WAL IAW 1 O00702314 O0663 MDL 03:71 ORI|area|2SHMG 43061

WAL TNUEC 1 00702214 OSSE OO01:12:23 000: PO|BIH|2bRL 62389
WAL IAI? 1 O00697330 OOF OOD LSOLae|2089|BM|2HSF 11

WAL THUS 1 00071249 O06RS OO00:02:59 100001250 oso 16233 9429
WAL TRUK 1 00702216 O0455 MOL: 52:55 O01: 08: 79 hoe] B0382=240206

WALIAIES 1 D0000]s37 ****" QOD O00 O00: OD: Oe 0 4 ag

WAL IAUKG 1 O00863:18 O0562 ODL S2 07 OOD Lest|108|TSE BAT HBS

VALIAIY 4 D000835 O0G0S MOD OF a O00: Ob: 19 Ly J Ago

WAL TLE 1 Q0008Os20 888" DOOD O00 O00: Os oe i aré 6

WALIAUKS 1 00573329 O0545 M001 02 44 000045: 79 IM02 es

TOTALS 41 O0GHO228 OO0RS OBIS 4ST)Sots|916399|AeoSe 1SgL?

13.4.5 Linux process accounting

Process decounting is {he method of recording and summarizing procassas
executed on an individual Linux quest machine. Process accounting collects
metrics such as the elapsed CPU time, average memory use, |'O information,
and the name of tha user who ran the process. The kernal will log process
accounting information after a process tarminates,
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Note: Depending on the modelof implementing Linux servers under VM. it
might be sufficient to uae VM accounting to record CPUconsumption at a

guest level maorionae:pea level watsieieaaalLinux; quests. — ae

it you do require Linux process accounting, you should first install the acct rom
package. If you are running SuSE, this package residas in the api package
directory, with the filename acct. rpm.

Atter installing the rpm, you can edit /ete/rc.config to enable accounting at Linux
boot time with the following command:

# rp -lvh acct. rpm

The parameter to edit in /ete/rc.config & named START_ACCT. Make sure thatitis
sat as follows:

STARTACCT =yes

Important: Remember to: rerthie SuSEconfig coramand| afer you have edited
_fetcite.contig, -- a : : oo

Onod the Linux system has bean rebooted, procass accounting will be slarted
automatically.

The Jastcomn command can ba used to show the last commands that have bean

executed ina Linux system. The information displayed includes the command
name, who ran the command, and the amount of CPU time consumed.

The sa command is a tool for summarizing and reporting on logged process
accounting data stored in the acctfile. Refer to the sa man page for a complete
description of the syntax available.

13.5 Disk spaceutilization
In the context of this redbook, we are running many Linux guest systems under
tha VM operating systam. As such, each Linux quest will have a number of
minidisks. A simple approach to billing customers for the amount of disk space
thay consume would ba to use existing VM utilities to report on DASD space
utilization.

it the VM installation uses the User Directory (1.6., not DIRMAINT), than wa can
use the CP utility DISKMAP to provide us with space utilization information for
Linux quests.
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Exenipe 13-3 Gulput fram OYSKIMAP

VOLUME USERID Cl=DEVTYPE=START EO SITE

1 GAP

LIS324=LIMMNT2 20g 39000 ON.de

From this example we can sea that the Linux quest system LINMNT? has 3338
cylinders of DASD allocated toit.

It the VM installation is using the Diractory Maintenance (DIRMAINT) utility, than
the systams programmer can issue the command:

dirn dirnap

This command will generate a report detailing the current DASD utilization an the
VM system. Example 13-4 illustrates the output that is generated:

Examole 13-4 Output from DIAM DIRIMAP

USER DIRECT Map of Minidisks 14:28:05 20010713

 
Valser Type QwneridAddr Sysattin Start End Langth=Flags

LIWSRI=3390 i) b 1 Gap
Lizdo0 G19) * ] 100 1s)

LIz00086dF00 * 10] 3100 JK)

MOMMRITE O20 * 4101 3338 2da

LIWSAS 3390 a 0 | Gap
Lizdo) 6201 * I OND HN

MOMMRITE d200 * 3001 3338 14

13.6 Network bandwidth usage

There are two options for attributing bandwidth consumption to individual Linux
guests ina VM environment. You can ellher use the SNMP server that is
provided as part of VM's TCPVIP stack. or you can use SNMP services provided
within Linux, ln ourcase, we've chosen fo focus on SNMP services within a Linux

environment. For detailed information on configuring an SNMP virtual machine
under V's TCP/IP stack, refer to 2’V TCP Planning and Customizatian,
SGe4-5981,
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13.6.1 An introduction to SNMP

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is an application-layer protocs|
that facilitates the exchange of management information between network
devices.It is part of tha TCP/IP protocol suite. There are two standard levels of
SNMP: SNMPv1 and SNMPv2. There is a third version of SNMP SNMPvd,but

aoceplance of this as a standard is still pending.

The two primary components of an SNMP implementation are tha SNMP agent
and the Network Management Application. it isa client server architecture where
thea SNMP agent is the server and tha SNMP manageris the cliant.

An agent is a software component that resides on a managed device and collacts
management information. A managed device could ba a UPS, a router, a server,
orone of a multitude of other device types. In our context, a managed device will
be one ormore Linux guest machines. The Network Management application
can monitor and conirel devices on which an SNMP agentis running.

The three commands that are most commonly used in SNMP communications
are read, write, and trap: they have the following characteristics:

Read This command is used by tha network management application
to query SNMP agents for management infonmation.

Write This command is used by the network management application
to modify variables maintained by the SNMP agent,

Trap This command is used by SNMP agants to sand alerts to
network management applications when defined thresholds are
met, or specific events occur.

The collection of management information that an agent is responsible for is
called the Management Information Base (MIB). MIBs are organized
hierarchically in a tres structure and are comprised of managed objects.
Managed objects are the leaf nodes of the MIB trae,

SNMP is typically used to gauge network performance, find and resolve network
problems, and plan for network growth, However, you can also use SNMPto
monitor vender-specitic hardware such as the current bad on a UPS, the GPU

utilization on routers, hubs, and servers, and aven disk VO and free space.

13.6.2 SNMPinstallation

306

Most Linux distributions should include some version of SNMP. We chose to use

the UCD-SNMP package for this redbook. We started on the Webat:

http:/net-snmp. sourceforge. net,
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Note: Although the RPM packageis calledvod the2 project henas now
been renamed to Net-SNMP.

UCD-SNMP includes various SNMP tools: an extensible agent, an SNMP library,
tools for requesting or setting information from SNMP agents, tools for generating
and handling SNMP traps, a version of the netstat command which uses SNMP
and a Tk'Perl MIB browser. You will probably also want to install the
ved-snimp-utils package, which contains UCD-SNMP utilities.

Note: The following‘example illustrates how we installed andconfigured
_ SNMP usinga SuSE system, withUCD-SNMP4.2.1. The stepsmay differ if.
yOu arerunning a different Linux distribution, or if=are funinlnig 8 differentlevel of.UCD-SNMP.

To install the UCD-SNMP package, enter the following command:

# rpm -ivh /suse/odl/n2/ucdsnmp. rpm

Once the package Is installed, an example configuration file can be found In
/ust/Sharedoc/packages/Ucdsnmp/EXAMPLE. conf, Copy tha EXAMPLE.conffile
to the /ete directory as follows:

# cp fusr/share/doc/packages/ucdsnnp/ EXANPLE.conf /ete/ucdsnmpd.cant

13.6.3 SNMP configuration

We now want to configure SNMP for our local environment by editing the
fate/uedsnimp_cont file. Example 13-5 shows the simple modifications wa mada to
tha file:

Exempie 13-5 Changes to seletiedsnmp. cari

é sac.name s0urce commun t ty
camsec local localhost localitsa

conesec mynetwork F000. 0/8 itse

As shown, we set the community name (which is synonymous with a password)
to local itso, in order to access the SNMP data from our local system. If we had
wanted to access this machine's SNMP data from another machinein the

network (limited to users with an IP address of 9.x.".<), we wouldve used the

password itso.

These modifications will be enough to get SNMP working in your environment;
however, you should spend some time reviewing tha configuration file to ensure
you have the correct parameters sat for your installation
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Now we edited tha file /ete/rc.d/snmpd. Wwe wanted to change the startup
command so thal the SNMP daemon uses our /ete/uedsnmpd.conf as the
configuration file.

Therefore, we changed the follawingline:

startprec fusr/shinfsempd -f || returne$rc_falled

lo read:

startproc fusr/shin/snmpd -f/ete/ucdsempd.conf || return=$re_fatled

Finally, before starting the SNMP senices, we edited /etc/rc.contig by changing
tha following line:

START SXMPD="fa"

to read:

STARTSWMPD="yes"

As a rasult, thea SNMP daamon will start automatically from now on whan Linux is
booted. However, itis not actually running yat.

Note: Always remember ta ro-runeaealtereeeanychangesto/atc/re.contig, BS

We were now ready to start SNMP services manually by using this command:

# resompd start

To test our SNMP implamentation, we used the snmpget command. This
command querias SNMP agents on specified hosts for one or more OID values.
Tha syntax is as follows:

snnipget HIST COMMUACT® 1b

Try the following command and you should get a similar response:

# snmpyet localhost localitso .1,9.4,1.2,.1.1.1.0
system .ayslescr.0 = Linux tuxd4d 2.27.06 #l SMP Wed How # 10:57:09 GAT #000 3340

The OD .1.3.6,1.-2.1.1.1 maps to the system description. To see all of the
available objects in our tree, we used the snmpwalk command, This command
queries an antire (rea, instead of individual OlDs.

The basic syntax is the same as snmpget (although the two commands have
several differant options):

= anmipwalk localhost public .1
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With this command, you “walk” the antire tree of O1Ds that are available to you.
You can use tha snmpwalk and snmpget commands from a remote Linux host on
the network and gat the same result,

This is 4 very basic implementation of SNMP. Included with the example
vedsnmpd_contfile are methods for monitoring CPU utilization, disk space, and
several other useful examples. With these packages, you are also able to set
traps to be sent toa specified host.

13.6.4 Network bandwidth monitoring

There are many tools available to monitor bandwidth consumption, In our case,
we iocus on just one of those tools, MATG. This is not an andarsement of ihat
product: rather, we picked one of the many available open source tools in this
area merely to demonstrate how easy it is to install and configure.

13.6.5 MRTG

The Multi Router Traific Grapher (MATG)is an open source toal that utilizes
SNMP to monitor the traffic load on servers, routers, or virtually anything that
generates SNMP records. It can be found on the Internetat:

http: //people.ee. eth .ch/“oetiker/webtools/artg/

li i licensed for use under the terms of ihe GNU General Public License,

MATG generates HTML pages coniaining PNG images which provide a
snapshot visual representation of this tratfic. MATG is an excellent example of
what you can do with SNMP. MRTG can be used to report on more than just
network traffic; in our example, we also reporton CPU consumption.

Note: The following example illusirates how we installed and configured
MATS using a SuSE system. using MRTG 2.9.10. The steps may differ if you
are running a different Linux distrisution or if you are running a different level
of MRTG.Also note that we ran with UCD-SNMP 4.2.1,

13.6.6 MRTGinstallation and customization

H you ara using SuSE, you can get tha MRTG package from tha mi packages
directory,filename mrtg.npm

To install the MATS package, enter the following command:

# Thm -ivh ertg.rpm
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In our example, we created a configuration fila to monitor the network traffic on
tha localhost and provide us with CPU statistics, We first used the cfgnaker loo!
to create the configurationfile:

# cfgmaker localitso@localhost > /ete/nrtg.cont

The efgmaker program will discover the network intarfaces that are defined to
your Linux quest, and write this information (along wilh appropriate HTML tags)
into the confiquration file. In our example, the Linux quest has an OSA-Express
Fast Ethernet interiacs,

Note: We encountered problems when MATG tried to discover interface: -
information for virtual CTC or UCY davices, Rafer to13.6.8. MRTG reporting
for Virtual CTC or (CY devices" on page 214 fora discussion of the extra

steps needed to getbandwidth reporting to function using these devices, _

Example 13-6 Ethemet infertace as defined in ‘eicmrtg.cont

larget [localhost 3]: 3:localiteob@lecalhost:
SetEny [localhos t_3] 3 MATG_INT[P="9 2.4.73" NRTG_INTDESCR="etho"
MaxBytes [localhost3]: L250000
Title[localhost_3): Traffic Analysis for 3 -- vmlinux?
PageTop[localhost_3]; <Hi=Traffic Analysis for 3 == vol imux?</Hi=
=] ABLE>

<The <The Sys tems</ TL <Thevml inux? Guest Nachine</TD></ TR
<TH><TheMa intainers</1TD> <TheCCW <Carol neajavadog. ong</Tie</TR
<Th=<TleDescription:</Tie<Theeth) </Tl></ Th
<Th><The i fType:</Ths <Theethernettsmacd (6)</Ti><, TR
<[A><TD fNames</TL <[o</Ti</ Th

<Th=<TheMax Speed:</Tl= <The1290.0 kBytes/s</The</TH
<TA><The Ip:</TO> <The$.12.6.72 (vnlinux?. (tsa. ibm. can)</TDe</TA

</TABLE>

We now needed to edit the newly created mrtg.conifile, At the top of tha file, we
added an entry for the working directory where MATG will place the HTML and
PNG files. Because we were using Apache as the Web server in our axampla,
we elected fo use a subdirectory called mrtg off the default Apache
DocumentRoot. We added the following WorkDir entry in the file /ete/mrtg conf:

WorkDir: fusr/ local httpd,htdocs/mrtg

Betore running MATG, we also decided to add some additional CPU reporting
definitions into the /ateimrtg.contfile. This is an example of the extra reporting
thal can be achieved using SNMP—we are not limited to simply network
statistics; instead CPU, memory, disk and many other resource measurements
are available
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Example 13-7 CPL reporting definitions in Jetenmrtg.conf

LoadN[is: fusr/sharesonp,ini bs/UCD-SNMP-HIE, txt
Target [localhost. cpu] ssaCpuRawiser. dass Cpulawidle. 0: local itsob@local hast
RouterUptime[localhast.cpu]: locali tsa@localhast
NaxEytes[localhast.cpu]: 100
Title[localhost.cpu): CP LOAD
PageTop(localhost.cou): <Hiollser CP Load S</H1>
Unscaled[localhast.cpu): yd
ShortLeqend [localhost cpu): &
YLagend [localhiest.cou): Chl Utilization
Legend] [localhost cou]: User CPU in & [Load]
Legend?[localhost.couj: Idle CPU in & [Load]
Legend3 [localhost .cou):
Legend4 [localhost .cpu) :
Legend! [localhost.couj: User
Lejend0[localhost.couj: Idle
Options [localhost cou): nogercent

LoadNTs: fusr/share/sonp/mi bs /UCD-SHMP-MIB. tot
Target (localhost. usrsys) :s5Cpullawser, OhssCpuRawsystem.d: local i tso@localhost
Routerptime|localhast.usrsys): local itso@local host
MaxBytes[localhost.usrsys): 100
litle[lacalhast.usrsys]: CA LOAD
PageTop [localhost usrsys]: <HIoCPU fuser and system) Load S</HI>
Unscaled[localhast.usrsys]: yntad
ShortLegend[localhost.usrsys]: %
Legend [localhost .usrays]: CPU Utilization
Legend] [localhost .usrsys): User CPU in % (Load)
Legend? [localhost usrsys|]: System CPU in & (Load)
Legend3 [localhost .usrsys]:
Legend4 [localhost .uersys]
Legend| [localhost.usrsys]: User
Legendo(localhost.usrsyi): System
Options [localhost.usrsys]: nopercent

LoadM[is: fusr/ share!snmp, ini bs/UCD-SHMP-HIE, txt
Target localhost. cpusum) :ssCpulewUser. MssCpuRaallser.d: local i tso@localhost +
ssCpunawiys ten, dkssCpulawsysten.0slacalitso@lacalhast +

s5C punawhice ORssCpuhaklice. 0: local itso@localhost
MaxBytes [localhost.cpusum): 100
Title[localhost.cpusum]: CPU LOAD
Fagelop[localhost..cousum)]: <Hl=Active CPU Load ¥</H1>
Unsealed[localhast.cpusum]: jynind
ShortLegend [localhost .cpusum]: 4%

YLegend [localhost .cousun]: CPU Utilization
Legend] (localhost.cousun)]: Active CPU in & (Load)
Legend? (localhost .cousun] :
Legenda [localhost .cousun] :
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Legend4 [localhost .cousum] :
Legend! [localhost .cousum|: detive
Legend? [localhost .cousun|] :
(ptians [localhost .cpusun|: nopercent

13.6.7 MRTG reporting

We wera now ready to run MATG. In your case, you should first run such a tool
manually, and then, when you're happy with the reporting, you can use cron to
automate the recording. The first couple of times MATG is run, it gives waming
messages such as those shown in Example 13-8. These messages are normal
and can be safely ignored.

Example 13-8 VWaming messages when first minning MATS

Bateup WARNING: fusr/binf/rateup could nol read the primary log file for tux390.au. (hm. com
Bateup WARNING: fusr/bin’/rateup The backup lag file for tuxd40.au.ibn.can was invalid as well
Rateup WARNING: fusr/bin/frateup Can't remove tux3%).au,ibm,com.ald updating log file

Rateup WARNING: fusr/bin/frateup Can't rename tux3®).au.ibe.com. log to tux390.au.ibn.com.old
updating log file
Rateup WARNING: fusr/binf/rateup could not read the primary log Tile for localhost. 3
Rateup WARNING: fusr/binyfrateup The backup log Tile for localhost.d was invalid as well
Hateup WARNING: usr/bin!frateup Can't renove localhost.d.old updating lag file
Bateup WARNING: fusr/binffrateup Can't rename lacalhost.d.log to lacalhost.d.old updating log
file

MATG must ba run regularly to caplure SNMP statistics, wilh the recommended
interval being every 5 minutes. You can update the /etc/crontab tile to automate
the running of MATG, as shown in Example 13-9:

Example 13-9 An /etetroniab definition to run MATS automatically avery 5 minutes

eg * * root=fusr/binfmrtg fetesfmrta.conf > fdev/null 2a)

Using Our axample, we now saw a number of HTML pages populating the
directory ‘usnlocalhtipdhtdocs!mrtg.

An axampla of one of the pagas MATG ganarates is shown In Figure 13-1 on
page 313;
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Figure 13-7 MATG Traffic Analysis page

tt would be useful to see all the graphs for traffic analysis, GPU consumplion,etc.
on a single Web page. The MATG package includes a utility called indexmaker
which can be used to create an indax.him! page incorporating all the reports on
to a Single Wab page.

# indexmaker fete/mrtg.conf --output=/usr/local /httpd/htdocs!mrtg/ index, bt

In this example, we ran indexmaker against our MRTG configuration file, telling it
to write the newly crealed indexhtml file to the MRTG HTMLdirectory.

An avample of tha index.html page is shown in Figura 13-2 on page 314.
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Figure i3-2 MATG indexpage creafed by indexmarer

13.6.8 MRTGreportingfor Virtual CTC or IUCV devices

When running many Linux quests under VM,it is highly probable that many of
these guests will not have dedicated network interlace cards. Instead, they will
gain network connectivity via one or more virtual CTC or IUCY point-to-point
connections wih a VM TCP/IP stack.

We found that the MRTG program ¢fomaker does not correctly recognize Virtual
CTC orCV devices as their fSpeed value in the MIB tree is set to 0. Te gat
around this, we manually added a speed value into the MIB tree by adding a
parameter into ‘atcfucdsnmpd_cont as follows:

interface interface_nane interfacetype speedin_bits/sec
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Exenpe 13-10 Changes to setevcdsampd.cant for Clor OT devices

jnterface ected 111 1o0qOo

Interface fucwO 111 LOQUD000

In this example, we specified a maximum speed of 10Mbps. Tha 111 refers ta
the interface as a “Stack-to-Stack” device. For a campletelisting of all available
interlace types, wa referred to the file /use/share/snmp‘mibs/|ANAIType-MIB.tat

Note: The speed value you spacity wif not affect the actual speedof the
device; It will only alter the sealing of the MATG graphs.‘You may need eealter

“this speed value to suit your:environment to ensulteaaaaa scale z=meaningful. oe

With these changes in place, we recycled the SNMP daemon as follows:

# resp restart

At tha level of SuSE we were running at time of writing (SuSE 7.2 beta, kemel
2.2.79), we found thal adding a speed value in the MIB tree for the Virtual CTC or
ICY devices was not enough to gat bandwidth information. The CTC and |UCY
drivers at that level did not perform ihe necessary byte recording.

To resolve this issue, we made patches to both the CTC and IUCY drivers forthe
2.2.19 lavel of the Linux kernel, Thase patches ara in the file
che-iucv-bylastat_patch and can be downloaded fram:

Pts!wa. redbooks. ibn. conredbooks(50244799

Ensure thal you have the source code forthe 2.2.19 Kernel in /usr/sralinux (this
patch was only tasted at 2.2.19). Copy the patch that you've downloaded from
tha Internet to the directory /usr'sre/linuxdrivers/sd9Q)net!, You should see
(among others) the files ctc.c and netiuevic ~These are the source filas for the
CTC and IUCV drivers, To apply the patch from the shell, type:

# patch -b =] ete-fuecw-bytestat, patch

You should $4e@ the oullput:

patching file ete.

patching file metiucy.c

it there are no errors listed, tha modula source coda Is now patched, Now
compile the modules, Ta do this, go to the /usn'sre/linux directory.
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Compile the module support into binaries by typing:

# take modules

Once this has finished, type:

# fake modulesinstall

This will install the modules into their runtime directories.

You can now use the modules: refer to Linux forS990 Device Drivers and
Installation Gammands for information on module syntax. You should now have
accurate byte recording forthe Virtual CTC and IUCY davicas.

aeereoeeeoeeea3Ae!BecauseLINEKEPNe!]ahdCESOferdeyelc "apeSueni ;

 
13.6.9 Monitoring multiple Linux guests

So far we've outlined how to sat up SNMP and MATG for a single Linux quest,
However, as previously mentioned, in the context of this redbook we ran multiple
Linux quest systems, sonow we dascriba how to add mora Linux guests into the
MATS reporting model.
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Jo add more Linux guests into the MATG reporting modal, you first need to set
wp UCD-SNMP on any additional Linux quests that you wish to monitor. If you
have established UCD-SNMP on a master Linux system that you use for cloning,
than no further installation or configuration raquiraments may ba necessary.
However, if you do not use a cloning technique, then you have to set up
UCO-SNMP according to the guidelines in this chapter.

Once the Linux systems that you wish to monitor have SNMP running, you can
than run the MATG cfgmaker utility to snmpwalk their MIB tree. This will
determing what network interfaces they are using.

The syntax of cfigmaner\s as follows:

cfanaker comunitynaneehost_name > config_file_name

Run it against another Linux quest, as follows:

# cfgmaker (bsoGvnlinux?. itsa.ibm.com > mrtg.conf. vel inux2

Now edit the mrtg.cont.vmlinux2 file, axtracting the necessary interlace
information and aciding it to your existing /ete/mrig.cantfile,

In our example, we added the definitions shown in Example 13-11 te the
fate(mrtg.contfila:

Example 13-17 Interface information gathered from walking whiinux2s MIG tree

larget[wnlinume.itsa. ibn.com4]: 4:1 tsoevel imu. itse. ibn.com:
Seciny [vin (nue. itso. iba.com 4): MRTG CMT [P="9.12.5.99" MRTG INT DESCR="ethl"
MaxBytes [wml imum? .itso.ibm.com4]: 1750000
Title[vmlinuxz.itse.ibm.com4): Traffic Analysis for -- vmlinux?
PageTop(vmlinux?.itso.itm.com4): <i=Traffic Analysis for -- wolinuxe</H1>

=[AHLE>

<TA><The Sy tem: </TD> “Thevnl inux? Guest machine.</The</TR=
<Th><TheMaintainer:</TD> <TheSEW <s]mon@42, onge</TD=</ The
<The<TheDescription:</Te<Tieeth] </Te</The
<TR=< Ths i fTypes</TDs <TieethernetCsmacd (6)</Tl></ Th
<7A=<TD> 1 fName:</TE <7foxyTOTR

<Th=<TleMax Speed:</TD= <Tlel250.0 kbytes/s</TDe</TR>
<TA><Th Ips 2/10 <Thed.12.6.99 (velinuxé. itso. ibm, com)</Th</TAs

</TABLE>

Figura 13-3 on page 314 shows an example of an MATG Web page reporting on
network tratfic for four Linux quest systems,
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Figure 13-3 Multiple Linuw quests on a single page

$0 far, we only looked at the traffic throughput reporting capabilities of MATG.In
tha following section, we show how to determine how much total bandwidth over
time is being used by the Individual Linux quest machines.

13.6.10 Total bandwidth reporting
To report on the total network traffic profile for our Linux quests, we used the
mrtg_total Perl script written by Josef Wendel. This scnpt generates HTML
reports for bandwidth usage on a per day and per month basis. The scriptis
available on the Infermel at:

http: /fwew. geocities.comjosef_wandel/mrtg_total. html

There are a number of prerequisite Perl modules which you may not have
installed on your sysiem.
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These modules are available trom the Comprehensive Parl Archive Network
(CPRAN) Web site at the following URL:

http: //cpan.valuectick.commodul es,)by-module/G0

The modules we downloaded were:

GD-1.38

GDGraph-1.33
GDTextUtil-0,80

GDGraphad-0.55
¥rtf?¥+F*Yi*Y
To use these modulas, place the mrtg_total script and all tha modules into a
suitable directory on the Linux quest that is running MATG. In our case, we
placed thefiles in a directory called /homegd.

Wntar all of the files, then go into each subdirectory in the module orderlisted
above and install that particular module. If you do not install them in the order
listed, you may be trying to install a module that has a dependency on a module
that hasn't been installed yet. Following is the first module installation, as an
example:

$ cd fhome/GD-1,33

§ perl Makefile.PL
§ fake

§ make instal |

Now copy the mrtg_total.p! script to the /usmocal/bin diractory.

Note: If you run mrtg_total.pl and get an error message stating bad
interpreter: No such file or directory, then you need to change the
location of the Perl program as reterenced in the mrig_totalpl script, The
seript expects to find the Par executable in ‘usmlocal/bin/perl. In a default
SuSE system.that executable resides in /usnbin‘porl.

The mirtg_total script should be run once a day to generale its report. We ran il
automatically by placing an entry into the /ate/crontab file.

Following is an /ete/crontab datinition to run mrtg_total automatically once a day:

mo* * * root fusr/local/biné/nrtg_total.pl jete/mrtg.conf

We were now ready to edit the MRTG configuration file to add extra parameters
for each network interface so that the mrtg_total scrip! will generate cumulative
traffic information about each interlace.

Using one of the interfaces from our pravious example, we added thelines in
italics to the /ete’mrig.contfile; see Example 13-12 on page 320.
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Example 13-12 Added perumeters fo include cumulative irate information about each inteface

tf Interface J >> Deser: 'ethd' | Mame: "' | [ps "9.12.6,73" | Eth: '00-06-29-fe-ch-ce' av
Target [localhost_3]: 3: local (tioPlotalhost:
F-Ffatalfiacalhost 3]: Troffie fotos for 2128.73

#-#Tatol-linit{locelhost 37:
#-#Totol-RotioflacaliostI] :yes
Setiny( localhost3]: MAT6_INT[P="4,12,6.73" MRTG_INTDESCR="etho"
Maxbytes [localhast_3]: L25000)
ltlaLlacalhost 3]: Traffic Analysis for 3 == vmlinux?
PageTop localhost_3]: <Hl=Traffic Analysis for 3 == vl inuxf</H1>
=] ABLE=

<Th=<The Sys tanz</The <Th-yml inux? Guest machine.<The=)TR>
<Th=<TleMaintainers</Tie <TDSEW <Simone?. org</Tl=<) The
<Th==TeDescription:</Me<Teethd </Ti!TRe

<>< [Dei flype:</ To <TleethernetCsmaed (6)</10></ 1k
<]A>< TL fame ><TE Thee T><) Th

<[H><TleMan Speed:</T> <Tlel20.0 KBytes /s</Tle</ TH
<Th=<The Ip:<)TD> <T0e9.12.4.73 (vmlinux? (tsa. ibm. cam)</TD<)TA

We would add additionallines, with relevant labels and comments, for each

device Wa are reporting on in the MATS configuration tile.

The graphs generated by the mrig_total script reside in the same directory as all
tha other MATG HTMLfilas. Figure 13-4 on page 321 and Figura 13-5 on
page 32? are two examples of traffic reporting by day and by month for one of
our OS.A-Express Fast Ethemet cards (as you can see, this was a lest system
and the traffic was only haavy for a short period),
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Figure 13-5 Traifle totals by month

13.7 Availability monitoring
In any computing environment, a mechanism is needed to monitor the health of
tha systams. In an environment with hundreds of Linux quast machines running
under VM, it would quickly prove impractical to monitor those systems manually.

As is often the case in the open source community, here are many ayvaiability
monitoring packages to choose from. We focused on a tool called NetSaint,
which is available on the Web al:

http://www. netsai nt org
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The tool appeared to be straightiorward to install and contigure, and provided us
with enough monitoring function to be useful in an environment wilh many Linux
systams.

13.7.1 NetSaint

Note: The following sxample illustrates how we installed and configured
NetSaini 0.0.6 using a SuSE system. The steos may differ ff you are runninga
different Linux distribution orif you are running a different level of NetSaint.

NatSaint is an open source software package that carries the GPLlicanae,It can
be used to monitor not only Linux hosts, bul also many other types of servers or
routers. It can also monitor individual services that those machines are running.

For example, fa server is unavailable, or network traffic if running show or disk
drives are filling up, NetSaint can be used to e-mail or page support staf.
NetSaint uses a modular, “plugin” architecture to perform the actual service
checks, which allows you to choose from a large number of plugins and also
allows you to develop your own plugins for the speciic needs of your
environment,

The NetSaint package can be downloaded from tha following UAL:

http: /fwew. netsaint..ong/downl oad

The version we used in this redbook was NetSaint 0.0.6. As you may surmise
from the version numbering, this was still very much a work in progress;
nevertheless, from our tesiing we found it to be very useful.

We downloaded the package nelsaint4).0.6.lar.gz, which neludes the core
program, GGls, and documentation fram the URL:

http: //wew. netsaint orgidownload/netsaint-0.0.6.tar.gz

We also downloaded the NetSaint plugins package(at level 1.2.9-4) from the
Source Forge Website at the following URL:

bttp://prdownloads sourceforge.net/netcaintplug/netsaint-plugins-1.2.9-4. tar.gz
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13.7.2 Installing NetSaint

Note: As long as you are running Linux and have a copy of the GNU C
Compiler (gcc), the installation of NetSaini should prove fo be simple.
However, ff you wish to sea the graphs produced by the statusmap CGI, you
wil also need to install (he GD library. If the GD library does not come as part
of your distribution, you can download il from the following URL:

httpswww. boutel | comgd

To check whether or not you have the GDlibrary installed, axecute the
following find command from the shell:

# find | -name libgd.a

If you get a match, it means that you have the GD library installed.

The installation manual that comes with fhe NetSaint packageis the dafinitive
guide to all aspects of installing and configuring the product. We include the
following sections simply to give you a “jump-start” guide to getting the product
and up and running quickly.

First decide which Linux guest machine will act as the NetSaint server. This
machine will interrogate other machines, as defined in its configurationfile, to
determine their availability and service level, Once you have selected a sufable
Linux guest, upload the two files mentioned above into a suilable directory. We
used sromelnetsaint/, Untar the files as follows:

f tar -2xvf netsalnt-0.0.6. tar.gz
# tar -zevf netsaint-plugins-1.2.9-4, tar. az

You should now have two new subdirectories, netsaint-).0.6 and

netsaint-plugins-1.2.9-4, In our case, we first configured and compiled the core
NetSaint program, and then configured and compiled the plugins.

Next, we created a base directory to be used as the runtime diractory for
NetSaint:

f mkdir fusr/local fretsaint

Before starting the compilation, we needed to create a NetSaini group and user
ID to ba used for file ownership. Tha following two commandsillustrate how to do
this:

# groupacdd netsnty

# useradd metsatmt -g netsntg
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We ware now ready to run the configuration script to mitializa vanablas and
create the makefile:

# fconfigure -=prefixesfusr/local/netsaint --with-cqlurlefcqi-bia/netsalint |
--with-htmurl=/netsaint’ --with-netsaint-wsersnetsalet |

~-with-netsaint-grpenetsntq --with-gd-1ib=fusr/local/Tiby |)
-- Wl thegd- (nee/usr/Tocal neludel

Whan that completed successfully, a makefile had bean built and we were ready
ta compile NetSaint core code and tha CGls:

# fake all

Alter that completed successfully, we installed the binaries, documentation, and
sampla HTML files:

# make instal]

We created and installed sample configuration files using the falkiwing
commands:

# make config
# make instal l-config

We needed to change directory to the plugins install directory, and run tha
configuration script forthe NetSaint plugins, as follows:

# cd /home/netsaint/netsaint-plugins-1.27.9-4
# foonfigure --prefixe/usr/local/netsaint --with-netsalnt-usersnetsalnet |}
«wi th=netsal it=graup=netantg ==-with-ogiurl=/eqi-bin/netsaint

After that completed successfully, we compiled the plugins with the following
command:

# make all

Finally, we installed the binaries to the directory /usr/ocal/netsaintilibexac! as
folkows:

# make instal]

13.7.3 Configuring the Webinterface
The next step is to configure the Web interlace so that you can access NetSaint

status pages and run the NetSaint CGI programs from your Web browser.
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Note: The fotlowing.saction makas the assution thatyouaare ring
Apache a6 yout Web server.

We edited our Apache configuration file (by default, this usually residesin a file
called /ate/htipdhitipd.cont).

We added the following line (in our example, we added it at the bottom of thefile):

lias fnetsaint! fasr/ local netsaine,/share!

Next we needed to craata an alias for tha NetSaint CGls:

Scriptalias fegi-binfnetsaint/ fusr/local/netsalnt/sbin/

important: The Scriptalias definitionmustwot the detauitEnee2-binSenptAlias entry inthe hilpdsont Ale;

Now we restarted the Apache Web server; if running SuSE,this can be done as
follows

# reapache restart

You should now be alblé to go to the NetSaint Web interlace by pointing your Web
browser at the following UAL:

http: /swiaterer_your_hostrame_is/netsaint

You should be greeted with the serean shown in Figura 13-6 on page 327:
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Figure 13-6 NetSaint welcome seraen

13.7.4 User authorization

We secured our NatSaint sarvicas, so that only authorized staff can use the tool,
by adeing the lines shownin Example 15-13 to the /ate/htipd/htipdcont file:

Example 13-13 LiseyAuthentication statements in hittpalconf

<Directory fusr/local/metsaint/sbin
AllowOverride AuthConfig
order al lowdeny
allow from all

Options Eeecte!

</Directory>

<Directory fusrflocalfnetsaint/share>
Allowlverride AuthConfig
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order allow,deny
allow from all

</Directory>

At this point we've only told Apache that access to the NetSaint CGI's and HTML
files requires authorization. We now needed to define the users that are
authorized to access those files using the Apache btpasswd program. The
command syntax is as follows:

# Fitpasswd -c fusr/lacal fnetsaint/etcshtpassed users netsaintadmin

This will create a file called hipasswed.users, with thefirst user ID being
netsaintadmin. The htpasswd program will prompt you for a password for that
user ID. To craate additional users, use the following command:

# htpasswd fusr/localnetsalntfetcfhtpassed. users “username

We now needed fo create a file called |Atacoass (yes, that is a period at the front
of the file name}. A copy of the file must reside in two locations:
/usr/ocal'netsaint’sbin, and /usr'local/netsaint/shara. The contents of the file
should ba as follows:

AuthNane "NetSaint access"

AuthType fasic

AuthiserFile fusr/local/netsaint/etc/htpasswd. users
require valid-user

Finally we needed to make some modifications to the CG! configuration file
/ustocal'netsaintete/nsegicont.

Tha following changes were made for our configuration:

useauthentications]
authorizedforsysteminformation=*
authorized_for_cantiguration_fntartat faris*
authorizedfor_system_comnandss*
authorized_for_all_services=*
authorizedfor_all_hasts=*
authorizedfor_all_service_comands=*
authorized for all host comnands=*

The use_authentication=1 parameter enables aulhorization checking. The
authorizedfor parameters all have a value of asterisk i"). This means that any
user who has successfully baen authenticated by Apache will have access to
thase CGls.
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13.7.5 Configuring NetSaint

Since weve configured the NetSaint infrastructure, we now turn to configuring
NetSaint itself. NetSaint has three configuration files: a “main” configurationfile,
neteaint.ctg; a "host" configuration file, hosts.cig; and a “OGI" configurationfila,
neegi.efg. The configuration files reside in the directory /usrlocalnetsaint'ete’,

Unless you have made any changes to the detaull installation steps previously
described above, ihare’s no need to make changes to the main configurationfile
unless you specifically want to.

The bulk of the configuration oocurs in tha hosts.cfg file. Itis hare that you define
the systems that you wish to monitor. This file is quite complex, so we'll use an
example environment to deseriba how to configure fl.

Figure 13-7 uses the NetSaint package to display our network and server
configuration:

Teraa & 
wT*L EAASYAKAD

Figure 13-7? Example configuration - diagram generated by MetSaint

We focus on the two machines al thefar left of the diagram, the G5-rouler and
tuxd90. The definitions for all the other machines in the diagram will be very
similar to those two.

We Start by opening the file /ust/localinetsaintete/hosts.clg in an editor.

Host definitions

We first need to diseuss the host datinition section. The syntax of thal section is
shawn in Example 13-14:

Example 13-74 Host definitions syntax

host [shost_name>]=<host_aljas>s<address>:<parent_hosts>;<host_checkcommands:
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«nax_attannts>;<cnotification_interval>;<noti ficationperiod;
<notifyrecovery? ;<motify_downe;<natl fyunreachable;
<event_handler=

Examole 13-15 shows our coding:

Example 13-15 Host definitions

host (fb-router|=65 WH o3.1 Rowter;9, 165.122.2195 ;check-rawter-aliwe;20s6ls24eFplilids
host [tuxdg0]=tuxd90 VA Guest:9. 185, 122.217 65-router;chack-host-alivarlOs120s24a7 ile lels

The G5-router ts actually a VM TCP/IP stack on az/VM LPAR running on a 9672
G5 processor, The tuxd90 host is a Linux VM guest connected ta the VM TCRAP
stack via Virtual CTC links.

In the hast definition for the G5-router, we say that wa want to run the
check-router-alive command against this machine. The check-router-alive
command is defined in the file /usrlocal/netsaint'ete'commands.cfg. It sends a
single ICMP ping to the defined machine avery 60 seconds.

To change the checking intarval from 60 seconds to another value, you must
change the interval_length parameter; this is set in the netsaint.ctg file. If there is
100% packet loss, or if the round trip average is 5000ma (5 seconds) or longer,
an error is flagged. These setlings are can be configured in the commands.cfg
file.

Note: For a complete description of all the availble configuration opto.
refer to:NetSaint documentation.

similar definitions ware been made for tne tux390 hest, Note, however, that we

defined the G5-router as the parent host of the tux30 machine. This is
particularly useful when we use the status map and 3-D status map CGls,
because we can easily see the relationship between different machines in our
network.

Host groups
Next, we need to review the host groups section. As the name implies, this allows

us to group together ona or more hosts for the purposes of notifying support staff
when an outage is detected,

The syntax for this section is:

hostgroup[<qroup_nane>]=<groupalias>;<contact_groups>;chosts>
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In our example, we coded the following:

Rostoraup[G5Panguins) All Linus Guests under WM om 69; ]inux-adnd ns; tun3go

hostgroup[routers] =A)1 routers; | inux-adming; ibso-rauter MP20M-router ,G5-rouler

Note that wa only defined the tuxd90 hosel under the GSPenguins group; if we
had more Linux quests undar this VM system, than we would add their names
here,

Command configuration
The command configuration section can be used to define the functions you wish
to run when an exception occurs. For example, we chose to use the default
@-mail notification, which notifies the detined user whenever a problem is
detected:

Example 13-16 Send an email whan an exception fs deieciad

command [not ify-by-enail)=binfecha -e '***** MetSaint 0.0.6 *****\n\ndot ification Type:
SHOTIFICATIONTYPES\ninService: $5ERVICEDESCS\inHost: SHOSTALTASS\nAddress: SHOSTADDRESSS\nState:

SSERVICESTATES\ninDate/Time: SDATETIMES\n\nAdditional Infos \n\nSUTPUTE' | /bin/mail -3 '**
SHOTIFICATIONTYPES alert - $HOSTALIASS/ SSERVICEDESCS 15 $SERVICESTATIES **' $COMTACTEMAILS

Contact configuration
The contact section defines who to contact with the notification that an outage
has occurred. We datined the natsainiuseras the recipient of all contact
messages:

Example 13-77 Contact section

contact [netsaintuser]Wetsaintlsers24x? saul slelslslslslsnoti fy-by-emai |, noti fy-by-epagershost-
nol i ty-by-enail ,host-noli fy-by-epagers raat

When there i¢ a problem, the netsainiuser will be notified via ¢-mail, and also via
a pager message sent through an e-mail pager gateway.

Service configuration
NatSaint not only monitors the availability of whole host machines, but it can also
monitor individual services running within a machine. For example, we can define
services to be monitored such as POPS, HTTP, and DNS. Netsaint will check that
these services are indeed active on a machina.

The syntax of the service sections is shown in Example 13-18:

Example 13-18 Service section

service[shost>]=<descriptiow;<wolatile=;<checkperiod>;<max_altanpts>;
echackinterval>;<retry_interval>;<noti ficationgraup>;
<notificatian_interyal=;<notification_period>;<natl fyrecovery;
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enotifycriticals;<notitywarning>;cevent_hander>;<check_cammand>

For the G5-router, we defined the following service definition:

Example 13-19 Gh-rower service definition

service (b5-rowter) "PING. Os24er 3335513 ]inum-adming; 24032407 513150; pcheckping

Because this machine was simply acting as a router to our Linux quest, all we
needed to do was ping tha machine regularly to venty that it was still up. For our
tux390 host, we added several more service definitions, as follows:

Example 13-20 tu300 host service definition

service (tux390] «PING 0; 24m? 5355313] inux-admins 5240; 240731150; ;check_ping
service (tux ddo] HTTP sO; 24a7 3332513] inux-adniins 3240; 2407 g1glylsycheck_http
service (tuxddo] DNS 024sds2313 0 imum admins 24032407 pels echeck_dns

Along with regular pings to check machine availability, we also checked that the
Web server and ONS ware running,

Tha final stap to complete before running NetSaint is to edit the nsogi.contfile, In
our case, we Wanted to add definitions for site-specife graphics and enable
NetSaint process checking by making the following additions:

Example f3-27 Changes fo nsegLoont file

hos text info[tux390] =/serverinto!tucd). html sbluetus. gifsbluetum, [pabluetum. gd? s Linu S40:
hos text info[65-router]=/serverinfo/gS html G5ican.aifsGhicon.jog sb5lcon.gd? System 390 G4;

netsaint_check_command=/usr/localsnetsaint,/ lihenec/checknetsaint
fusr/lacal /netsaint/var/status. log 4 ‘fuse/local/netsaint/binfnetsaint’ #uncoment this line

We added graphics (aif, jpg and od? files) so that the various screens available
in tha NetSaint Web interface will display our uniqua icons,

“Note: Youneedia cteate thesegraphics yourself, Tocraate fies, ytcanuse theutility prigtagd2, which iis partof the ap package.
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13.7.6 Starting and stopping NetSaint

Note: Aetor to ihe NetSaint documentation for a completedescription offall
- options available for starting, stapping. and restarting NetSaint ————=

Thera are four methods of starting NetSaint: manually from a shell in ihe
foreground: manually fram a shell, but running NetSaint as a background task:
manually as a Daemon; or automatically, as the Linux systam boots.

Whilé initial testing is carted out, we recommend that you manually run NetSaint
as @ foreground task. When you're comfortable that everything is configured
correctly, you can automate NetSaint to start at boot time with the following
command:

fusp/localfnetsaint/bin{netsaint /usr/localsfnetsaintg/ete/metsaint.cfy

To stop NetSaint when running in foreground mode, simply press <CTRL-C> to
get out of the program. Refer to NetSaint documentation for other mathods.

13.7.7 Using NetSaint

Once you have completed the configuration, you're ready to start NetSaint. Go to
tha main Web page to begin verifying that if is indeed working as you axpact

Typé in the valid URL from your Web browser (it should ba something like the
following:

http: (yourhosthames net saint

You'll bé prompted for a valid user ID and password; f you followed the example
in this chapter, the user ID should be netsaintadmin. You will then be graeted by
tha Web page as displayed in 13.7.3, “Configuring the Wab interface” an
page d25,

To verily that your configuration definitions are succasstul, select the option
Status Summary. Using that screen, as shown in Figure 13-8 on page 334, you
can then drill down to individual servers,
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Figue 13-8 NetSaint Status Summary screen

NetSaint has two very useful graphic-based CGls: statusmap.cqi, and
statuswrLcgi, statuswrlegi produces VAML output,

Important: If you select the 3D-Status Map option from the Web page and it
prompts you to save a file to disk, then it means you do not have a VAMIL
plugin installed for your Web browser, The NetSaint documentation
recommends using 4 VAML plugin such as Cortona, Cosmo Player or
WorldViaw.

Figure 13-9 on page 235 and Figure 13-10 on page 336 show examples of these
CGB.
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You can select individual machines and gather more information about their
service status.
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With the 3D status map, you can literally fly around the Linux quests, identifying
ones thal may have probleme (in our example, the problem quest displays as
red).

Hl you find a machine that has 4 service problem, you can click that guest and be
transferred to the status page for that specific machina. From there you can drill
down further, thus pinpointing exactly what the problem is.

in Figure 13-11 on page 337, we can see that the Linux quest vmlinux is
currently down:
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Figure 13-71 Service details screen

13.8 Summary
In this chapter we have outlined some of the methods by which an organization
can account for resources consumed by Linux/390 VM Guest systems. We have
also examined just a few of the many ways in which organizations can monitor
their Linux systems.

Comprehensive monitoring can be done very cheaply through many, very
professional, Open Source packages. And as the popularity of Linux grows, more
and more tools are bacoming available evary month. These tools are being
written both by the open source community and by an ever-increasing number af
software vendors, such as Tivoli,
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Undoubtedly the methods and sophistication of accounting tor Linux resource
consumption will continue to mature, as we have seen on other platforms,
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Webapplication servers

One of the most significant developments to appear recently in the software
world is the Web application server. Although technically “application server is a

generic tarm, in common usage tt refers to a server that implemants the Java 2
Enterprise Edition (J2EE) standard. Some Java application servers include IBM
WebSphere Application Server, BEA WebLogic, Lutris Enhydra, and Tomeat and
Rasin from the Apache Project.

Properly deploying WebSphere Application Server or any other application
server is a vary complex undertaking wilh many Key decision points that are
dependent on the particulars of each application. Fully exploring such a
deployment is beyond the scope of this book.

There are issues with WebSphere Application Server (and other application
servers) that raquire special consideration in the Linux for zSeries and 5/390

environment. In this chapter, we discuss some of these issues and provide
possible solutions.
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14.1 WebSphere issues

In order for you to effectively deploy WebSphere on Linux for zSeries and 5/990,

we need to explain how WebSphere workloads differ from the other workloads
we've discussed, These differences have a major effect on your deployment
options and the relative merits of those options.

14.1.1 Java Virtual Machine (JVM)

As an implementation of the J2EE standard, WebSphere is based completely on
Java technology. This means that all of WebSphere (both intemal and application
components) runs in @ Java Virtual Machine (JVM). In some sense, the JVM can
be viewed as its own small virtual server, which emulates a sort of system with a
limited set of Instructions and functions. Compiled Java byte-code is executed by
tha JVM, which runs a5 4 process under the hast operating system.

Some implementations of the JVM include Just-In-Time compilation (JIT). This
tachnique involves compiling the Java byta-coda into native instructions just
before execution. This technique potentially provides significant improvementsin
execution time.

As a result of this interpreted implementation, Java applications tend to be
somewhal mora GPU-intensive than would otherwise be axpected. For starters,
tha byte-code interpretation can take up to half of the execution time. Thera is
also some overhead associated with Java's garbage collection routines.In the
case of JIT compilation, some extra CPU time Is still raquired to perform the
translation to native code, though the total is usually still much less than forfully
interpreted byte-code,

The JVM is also a pure stack-based machine; there are no “registers” to pass
parameters, so data Is always allocated on the stack (and thus usas memory).

14.1.2 Objects

340

Java is considared an object-oriented language. Objact-orianted programmingis
a fool for improving software engineenng methods and programmer
effectiveness, nol performance. Several artifacts of Java's object-orientation
alfact the resource demands of Java coda:

® Loading of class hierarchies - loading one class requires loading all that
class's ancesiors, as well

» Indirection - most data accesses are throughat least two levels af indirection,
which Makes Mamory access a more significant part of overall performance
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® Dynamic binding - most methods are looked up by name(i-8. a string) rathar
than by an address, thus requiring lots of string parsing overhead at ru nitime’

® Cache-untriendly behavior - objects tand to be less aasily kept in cache,

especially for architectures with a larga numberof distinct objects

In general, these behaviors mean that Java code tands to be a larga consumer of
memory, both in terms of usage and bandwidth.

It ts important to also recognize that the architecture of WebSphere applications
thamselves can have a significant impact on the run-time behavior, Applications
thal are written as a few,relatively large objects can take advantage of a deep
private cache (such as that provided by tha pSenas) and thus are not as efficient
on @ shared-cacha architecture such as the zSeries, Conversely, applications
composed of many smaller objects will tand to bea more efficient on the zSeries.

14.2 Options for running WebSphere
IBM WebSphere Application Server presents several different optionsfor
deployment in thé Linux for zSeries and $3990 environment. Each daploymernt
option has its own advantages and disadvantages, and is more appropriate for
some environments than others. In fact, the particular behavior of a specific
WebSphere Application Server application may make It more appropriately
implemented in a particular way.

Note that because of the relatively high memory and GPU demands af
WebSphere, wa do not currently recommend running many (lens or hundreds) of
separate WebSphere Application Server instances on Linux for zSeries and
5390.

14.2.1 WebSphere Application Server for zSeries and $/390 Linux

One option is to use WebSphere Application Server V3.5 for Linux for Z5eries
and S990. This version is shipped with the Java 1.2.2 JVM rather than the Java
1.3, and thus will not have the parormance anhancemants offered by tha naw
JVM. However, this option allows the user to leverage their existing expertise in
Linux

We hope that eventually WebSphere Application Server V4 will be released for
Linux for z5erias and 5/390, and that some of the periormance anhancaments
will canry over to this platform: however, al the time of writing no such release has
been announced,

" This is not to say that this technique is nacessariy a negative: it actually simplifies ralocation, for ane, But nothing
ecmas for fag, and then is a nunting cost aesoctahed with it,
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14.2.2 WebSphere Application Server for z/OS

Another configuration option is to deploy WabSphere Application Sarver tor z/OS
on a separate LPAR running 2/05. At the time of writing, the current released
varsion WebSphere Application Server tor z/OS is V4. which includes Java 1.3
JVM. This JVM is expected to have significant performance gains over the Java
1.2.2 JVM included in WebSphere Application Server V3.5.

An additional cost will be the software and staffing costs associated with 2/05.
This option may be most appropriate if z/OS is already installed in tha
organization and personnel are available lo suppertit.

14.2.3 Separate servers

A third option, of course, is ta deploy WebSphere Application Server on separate
servers - pSeries AIX servers, for example. This method allows WebSphere
Application Server to have exclusive access to all the memory and GPU
resourcas on the machine. It also significantly increases the complexity of an
installation, requiring additional hardware, power, network, and other resources.
However,in situations where WabSphere Application Servaris running extramaly
complex applications at very high utilizations, this may be the best way to handle
the workload.

14.3 Planning for WebSphere Application Server
A key factor in planning for WebSphere Application Server is minimizing the
impact it has on other z/VM quests while ensuring It has sufficient resources to
meet its performance targets. Fortunataly, the zSeries architecture provides
powerful tools ideally suited to achieving thase goals. By combining zVM and
LPARS, we can deploy WebSphere Application Server in ways that maximize
performance and manageability.

We stronely recommend that WebSphere Application Server servers be set up in
their own LPAR, separate from the other Linux for 7Series and S/390 quests
(Web servers and such). This applies to WebSphere Application Server for Linux
for ZS5eries and 5/390, as well as to WebSphere Application Server for z/OS.In
both casas, having a dadicated set of resources with the same ganeral access
patterns makes management simpler and minimizes unexpected interactions.

We also recommend that WebSphere Application Server servers be deployed as
ZV quests. The additional flexibility conferred by 2/VM in administering the
servers IS significant, especially ina production ISP or ASP environment,
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14.4 Test environments

One particular advantage of running WebSphere Application Server as a VM
questis that it allows tha easy creation of development, tast, and staging servers.
This becomes especially important since if is not currently faasible to run
individual WebSphere Application Servers for hundreds of cliants. if customer
applications néed to ba run on a shared WebSphere Application Server
environment, then it is critical that there be cordoned-off areas where

applications can be thoroughly tasted before being deployed on the production
Server,

This is one area where the zSeries architecture has a4 distinct advantage. By
creating test and staging servers as additional 2/VM guests, it is possible to have
a lest environment that is essentially identical to the production erviranmernt,
without additional equipment costs. These guests should be created within the
WebSphere Application Server-dedicated LPAR to maintain segregation fram
olher Linux for 7Seres and 8/990 guests.

An example deployment scenario is presented in Figure 14-1. Note that while the
example shows the WebSphere Application Server LPAR as running on GPs
rather than |FLS, this is only necessary in the case of WebSphere Application
Serverfor 2/0; the processors for that LRAR can be IFLs if running WebSphere
Application Server for Linux for zSeries and S390,
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Integrating and replacing
Microsoft servers

In this chapter we will discuss how to use you VM Linux images to replace
axistina Microsoft servers or integrate into the existing Microsoft Windows
network.

15.1 Using Samba as a domain controller

Samba can also act as Windows NT 4.0 Primary Domain Controller (PDC) for
Windows clients. When set upin this fashion, it has the following capabilities:

® Parform domain logons for Windows NT 4.0/2000 clients

e Place Windows 9x clients in user level security

» Retrieve a list of users and groups from a Samba POC to Windows
SW/NT/2000 clients

& Supply roaming user profiles

» Allow Windows NT 4.0 style system policies
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Note: Samba 2.2.1 is requirad for POC functionality when using Windows
2000 SP2 clients ae Seas Sera eae

15.1.1 Setting up a Samba PDC

The following setiings should be made in the /ete'smb,cant file for Samba to act
as Windows PDC:

F
In ihe [global] section, we add the following values:

= pethiog name = VALINUZS J NETBIOS name of the server

— workgroup = SAMBAITSO domain name
- os level = 64

= preferred master = yes’ we wantto act as preferred master
— domain master = yes ‘) we want lo act as domain master
— local master = yes /! we want to act local master

= security = user if passwords are kapt on the Samba server
- encrypt passwords = yes
- domain legons = yes we allow domain logons
= logon path = \\SN\SU\profile J! where the user profiles are storad
— logon drive = H: where user home directories will be mounted
- logon home = \\SN\SU user home directory
= logon script = logon.cmd / ganaric logon script for all usars

In the [natlogon] section we define the natfagan share. The logon script
value in the global section is relative to this share.

= path = /sambashares/netlogon /! directory for pefiagon shara
= writeable = no

= writelist = ntadmin {only administrators can write here

[profiles] section, here we define the svare for storing user profiles:

= path = /sambashares/ntprofilas
— writeable = yes
— create mask = 0600

= directory mask = 0700

Tha /atc’smb.cont from our tast system is as follows:

# Samba config file created using SWAT
# fram tate’. itso. ibm.com (9. 12.6.123)
# Date: 2001/08/07 14:06:20

# Global parameters
[global]

workgroup = SANBALTSO
netbhios name = ¥MLINUSS
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server string = Samba PIC ?.?.1a on VALIWUKA
encrypt passwords = Yes
fap to quest = Bad User
keepaliwe = 30
domain lagons = Yes
as level = 4

preferred master = True
domain master = True

wins support = Tes

kernel oplacks = Ma
winbind uid = 100-2000)

winbind gid = 100-2000
tenplate shell = {bin/bash
winbind separator = +

[hemes }

comment = home-di rectory
read only = Me
create mask = 07450

brawieable = Ha

[printers]
comment = All Printers

path = tmp
create mask = 0700

printable = Yes
browseable = Wa

(windowsshare]
comment = Share for WEESAMBA Domain Users group
path = /sambashares/windowsshare

[net logon]
path = fsambasharessnec logan
write list = ntadmin

[profiles]
path = /sambashares/ntprofiles
read only = Ao
create mask = O60

directory mask = OF()
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15.1.2 Creating a machinetrust account

For each machine participating ina domain, a machine trust account has to be
created on ihe Domain controller. The password forthe machine account acts as
a secret for secure communication with the Domain controlar. This means that

tha POC cannot be spoofed by another computer with the same NETBIOS name
trying fo access the data. Windows 9x computers are never true members of a
domain beacause they do not have a machine trust account and thus there is no
secure communication with the Domain controller,

In the current release, Samba requires a UNIX userID to exist because Samba
computes the Windows NT SIDs from the UNIX UIDs. This means that all
machine accounts must have an entry im /ete/passwd and /eatc/smbpasswd, ‘You
can create a machine trust account in two ways:

1. Manually

Using the useradd command, we added a machine (in our axample) with the
NETBIOS name TOT11:

# useradd -g 1M) -d fdew/null -c PetersWk -m -s /bin/false TOTILS

The following entry is now added to the ‘etc/passwdfile:

TOTALS ash: Lh: PetersWek: fdewsnul 1s binffalse

Now you need to create the /ete'smbpasswd entry with the following
command:

# smbpasswd -a -m TET
Added user TOTL1S

Now you should join the domain from the client computer.

Important: Manually craating is the same as craating an account withServerManager in Windows NT. From tha time yOu craate a machine rut
account manually to the time you join to thedomain, every chent withthe:
NETBIOSnama can join tha domain. This maansthat itcan gat aiotol
data fromthe Homa“pee FOGaeilefe rnemiere oftadomain.

2, Automatically

The recommended way of creating an account is to add it on the fly. For this
you need to add the following parameter to your /ete'smb.cont fila:

add user script = fusr/binf/useradd -d /dev/null -g 100 -3 fbinffalse -M 4u
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important: InSamba 2.2.1 only the root can be used to addthe machine
accounts.Therelora, itis necessary to craale an entry in /etc/smbpasswd
for roat, leerAeaeheheAltesGeOEELoiaepasswordfrom the one used for the UNIX rootaccount, a

15.2 Using Samba in Windows domains
Integration of the Linux and Windows workds is a big challenge of today’s IT
industry. One of the aspects of this challange is how to use the same account
created ina Windows Active Directory database on the Linux servers, For
example, if we incorporale a Samba server inte the Windows 2000 Active
Directory and want to share the disks from this Samba server, we would normally
need ta raproduce all user IDs, group IDs, and passwords on the Linux server, To
avold this work, the package Winbind was written.

Winbind combines the workds of UNIX and Windows NT/2000 by allowing a UNIX
server to become a full mamber of a Windows domain, After joining the domain,
tha UNIX server sees all users and groups as if they were native UNIX users and
groups. This means that whenever the UNIX programs query for the user ID or
group ID, they ask the Windows Domain controller for the specified domain to
Validate the user or group ID.

Winbind hooks inte the operating system at a low level, via the NSS name
resolution modules in the © fbrary, This redirection to the Windows Domain
controller is transparent. Users on the UNIX machine can usa Windows user ard
group names as they would use “native” UNIX names. For example, they can
own the filas with their usar |D, log in to the system and aven run an X-window
session as Windows Domain users. The only differance in user names is that
they have the Domain name incorporated into the user name, for example
DOMAINusemame or DOMAINgroupname, This is necessary for Winbind so i
can determine which Domain controller is responsible for authentication.

Winbind also provides the Pluggabla Authentication Module (RAM) to provide
authentication via a Windows 2000 domain to any PAM-enabled application. This
solves the problem of synchronizing passwords belween the systems, because

all the passwords are stored in a single location on the Windows Domain
controller or Active Directory.
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15.2.1 Recompiling the latest Samba package

In Our environment we were using the SuSE 7.2 31 bit version of Linux. Before
recompiling the newest version you should install the version which comes with
tha distribution so that the /ete/re.config fila gets updated with the correct
configuration for Samba, You also need to ensure that tha Samba daamon is
started automatically by specifying “yes”in START_SMBin /elcire.contig as
shownin the following:

f start samba? ("yes" or "no"}
f Windows 95 / HT = File= and Printservices
é

START_SMB= "yes"

After changing the START_SIMB setting, run the following command:

# SuSEconfig

To recompile the latast Samba package with the additional packages neededfor
integration into Windows domains you need to get the tiles samba-latest.tar.gz
and samba-appliance-0.5-sre.lar.gz. Slart al the Samba home page:

http: //wew. samba. org

Then find a download mirror. The lalest Samba package is in the top diractory
and the Samba appliance package is in the subdirectory named appliance. Copy
those two filas into the /use'sre directory. Before recompiling the two packages,
check if you have installed the following packages:

- pam_davel

To successfully recompile the latest Samba (in our example we used version
2.2.14), follow these steps:

1. Unpack the latest source:

fico /usr/sirc

# tar azf samba-latest.tar.gz

2. Start the configuration script for Makefile:

# cd samba-2.7.1a/source

# .fconfigure --prefix=/usr --lihdir=fete --with-privateadir/ete
--localstatedirefvar/log --with-codepagedire/usr/lib/samba/codepages ‘\,
--$bindir=/usr/sbin --with-smbmount --with-automount --with-vfs |

--With-quotas --with-profile --with-msdfs --mandir=S{_mandir] \
=-#ith-swatdire/usr/l ib)samba!swat \

-=ii th-sambabook=/usr/lib/samba/swat/usingsamba --with-pam \
«=i Ch=pon_smbpass

3. After the Maketila is craatad, compile the package:

# make LOCKDI A: /var/ locks samba
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4, Stop the Samba daemon:

# feteinit.dsob stap

5. Install the newly compiled Samba:

# make install LOCKDIR=/var/log/samba

6, Start the newly installed Samba:

# fetefinit.d/smb start

To check if you are really running the new version, axecute the following
command: the output should be similar to the following:

# smod -¥

Version 2.2.la

if YOu Managed to do all the tasks just described, you ara now running the latest
version of Samba. Congratulations!

Now we need to compile utilities from the Samba appliance source code. To do
this, follow these siens:

1. Unpack the latest source:

fed fusr/sre

# tar xzf samba-appl lance-i).b-sre. tar.gz

2, Start the configuration script for Makefile:

f cd samba-appl iance-0,5/source/thg
€ cp fusr/share/autemake/contig.sub .
# .fconfigqure --prefixe/usr --libdirs/ete --with-privatedirs/ate |
--Jocalstatedir=/var/log --with-codepagedir=/usr/1ib/samba/codenages |
=—$bindir=fuse/shin ==wi th-smbmount =-with-automount =-with-vfs

--with-quotas --with-profile --with-midfs --mnandire%|_mandir| \
~=W] theswatdirs/uar/lib) sambaswat -enable-static-yes -enable-shared=no},
==] Ch-sanbabook=/usr/11b/samba/swat/usingsanba --i th-pan |)
~-wi th-pam_snbpass

4. After the Maketile is created, compile the following packages: samedi,
neswitch and winbind:

# fake neswitch LOCKOIA=/var/ lockssamba

# ake binfsamedit LOCKDIR=/var/lock/ samba

4, Copy the followingfiles into your Samba bin directory (in SuSE 7.2, this is
‘usrisbin}:

# cp binfwindindd fusr/shin
# cp binfwhinto fusr/ shin
# cp binfsanmedit fusr/shin

# cp nsswitch/litnsswinhind.so /lib/libnsswinbind.sa.?
# cp nsswitch/pamwinbind.so /lib/security/pan_winbind. so
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15.2.2 Joining the Active Directory

By using the tools wa compiled, we now join our Linux Samba serverto the
Windows 2000 Active Directory. In our example, we installed Windows 2000
Server with the following setup:

Windows 2000 server with SP? installed

Domain name: itso.ibm.com

NETBIOS domain name: ITSO

Host name: itsontd jtsa.ibm.com

IP Address: 9.12.0.60/255.255.255.0, galeway 9.12.0.1
TrTfFTFF
The VM Linux Samba server has the following attributes:

» Samba 2.2.12 with Winbind axtansions from Samba-appliance-0.5 version
» Host name: ymlinux8.itso.ibm.cam

e IP Address: 9.12.6.72/255.255,.255.0, gateway 9.12.6,75

To join the Windows 2000 Active Directory we use the sanedit command, Follow
thase steps to join the Linux Samba server to the Windows 2000 Active
Directory:

1. Modify the /etc'smb-.cont file to include the following parameters:

workgraug = [130
security = [DOMAIN

password server = 9.12.0. 60

encrypt passwords = yes

2, Connect to the Windows 2000 sarvar:

# aamedit <5 [TSONTL =W ITS=) Adninistratar

Type in the Administrator password; the oulpul of the command should be
similar to the following:

# samedit -S [TSOMT1 -W [TS =l) Administrator

added interface 1p-4.12.6.72 beast=9.12.6,255 mmask=255,255,255,0
Enter Password:

Server: WAITSONTL: lser:  Adninistrater Botains 173

Connect ior: lst sasslan s@bup ok

And session satup ok
OK

ifthe NETBIOS server name (in our example ITSONT1) could not be resolved
into the IP address by your DNS server, you can add the NETBIOS server
name into the ‘atc/lmhists file, which providas tha NETBIOS-to-IP addrass
resolution, You can see the example af the /atc/imbosts file in Example 15-1

Example 14-7 Tha Jsicimbosts file

# This file provides the same function that the
# Imhosts file does for Windows.
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#[t provides another way to map netbios names ta ip addresses.
#See the section on ‘name resolve order’ in the manual page ta
# smb. can? for more information.

# Sample entry:
2 192.168.1.1 samba

9.12.0.40 [TSONT1

3. After successfully logging into the Windows 2000 server, use the following
commands (Example 15-2} to add your Linux Samba server to the Activa
Directory:

Example 14-2 Adding a usar to 2 demain

# sanedit -3 ITSOMT1 -W ITS -U Adainistrater

added interface ipe9.17.6.72 beast=9.17.6.755 mmaske755.755.254,0
Enter Passward:

Server: \VAITSONTL: ser: Administrator fomain: [TS

Canetti 1st se3sion setup ok
and session setup ok
IK

[ITSONTLAdmini stratoralTso]$ createwser VALINUKA$ -lL
createuser VALIMIES$ -|

SAM Create Domain User

Damati: (150 Name: vilinuxé} ACH: [W ]
Resetting Trust Account to insecure, initial, well-knowi value: *vml inuxd*
inl nud can now be joined te the domain, which should
be dome on a privale, secure network as agon as posdible
Create Domain Ilser: OK

[ITSONTLAdmini strator@1Tso] $

' Note: In the casethat you get message“Create Domain User: FAILED", this
"means that accountwas created, butil is disabled, To start using the account
- you need fo resetand enable # in “Active Directory Users and Groups" tool on
the Windows2000 server. You wil fin thisaccount under Computer accounts.

There is an alternative way to join the Windows 2000 Active Directory by using
smbpasswd. To use this approach, follow these steps:

1, Create a computer account with the “Active Directory Users and Groups” tool
on the Windows 2000 server, with the name vmlinuxd.

2, Reset the account by right-clicking it and selact “Haset Account."

3. On VM Linux server, join the domain by executing tha command:

# amipasewd -) [180 -r [TSINTI
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15.2.3 Setting up Winbind

Before starting Winbind, add the following lines to the /ete’smbcont file:

e winbind separator = +

This is the separator for saparating the Windows Domain name from the user
name; for example, ITSO0+Administratar.

» winbind uid = 10000-20000

This maans that Windows Domain users willbe mapped to this range of UNIX
user IDs.

» winbind gid = 19000-20000

This means that Windows Domain groups will be mapped to this range of
UNIX group IDs.

» winbind cache time = 15

® winbind enum users = yes

® winbind enum groups = yas

e lemplate homedir = ‘homePsD%L

This is the definition for the home directory of Windows Domain users.

e template shell = /bin/bash

This is the login shell for Windows Domain users logging into the VM Linux
Samba server. if you do not want to allow remote logins for Windows Domain
users, use /bin‘alse.

Now you can start Winbind with the command:

# windind

You can tast the Winbind functionality by listing users and groups fram the
Windows 2000 Active Directory.

Users:

# wbinfo -u

You will sae output similar to thal shown in Example 15-3.

Example 13-3 Windows Domain users

#woinfa =

[T50+4dministrater

[TS0+omast

[TS0+TUSR_A FSSER
[Ti0+i ya

[TS0+1WAR APSSIER
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[Tsdekratgt
(T50nri ken

[Ts0+open] dap
[Tht+totit

[T50+Ts Internetlser

2

Users:

# wbinfo -g

You will see output similar to thal shown in Example 15-4.

Examme 15-4 Windows Domai orups

# woinfa -g
[T50+Comadm Admins

LIS0+lomain lkers

LTS0+Hlonain Guests

[Th0+onain Canputers
[T50+Homain Control bers

[Th0+lert Publishers

[Ti0+Schema Admins

[Thi+Enterprise Admins
[Th0+6raup Policy Creator Owners
[TSO+insUpdaterroxy
2

15.2.4 Setting up /etc/nsswitch.conf

To fully incorporate Winbind functionality into the Linux security layout, you
should also modify /eteinsswitch.conf with the following entries:

e passwd: files winbind

® groups: filas winbind

You can check the setup of the nsswitch configuration with the id command as
shown in Example 15-5.

Example 15-6 Checking tha id data for Windows user name

# id ITSi+ivo

Wid= LOMO TSo+ivo) gid- LO [ 1 Sielonain Users} groups=Li00{ 1 TSt42emead in
sers)
2
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With this setup you can now share a diractory from your Samba sarver and
assign the Windews Domain group permission to if. In this case, Windows
Domain users can use Samba shared directories.In our example, we created the
directory ‘sambashares/windowsshare with the commands:

fpikdir /sanbashares

# mkdir fsanbashares/windowsshare

Then we assigned full permissions for the Domain Users group from ITSO
Domain as is shown in Example 15-6,

Example 15-6 Setting the permissions for the Windows Domain Users

# chgrp "ITSiamain Users" windowsshare
# ls -l

tatal 1?

drwer-xr-x 0d. raat root. 478 Aug 3 12:46 .
drwer-xr-x=19 root root 4066 Aug 3 12:46...
OPWET=KP=x 2 raat LTS0+0i0 195 Aug 3 les! windowsshare
# chmod 770 windowsshare

# Is -l

tatal 1?

drwer-xr-x 4 root Pont 4096 Aug 3 12:46 .
drvar-xr-x 19 root root 496 Aug 3 1e:46 ..
drweiwk---=2 root [TS0+Chom 495 Aug 3 12:47? windowsshare

To share /sambashares!windowsshare, add the following lines to the
/aic/smb.cont file as shown in Example 15-7,

Example 14-7 Defining a windows share

[windowsshare]
coment = Share for [TS Domain Users group
path = /sambashares,windows share
read only = No

15.2.5 Setting up the PAM authentication
Wilh the Winbind package you also get the Pluggable Authentication Modules
(PAM) for Winbind, This modula allows the setup of your Linux servar to
authenticate the users against the Windows Domain controller, This means that
you can log on to the Linux server running Winbind with the username from the
Windows Active Directory. In Figura 15-1 on page 357 we show how this process
is done
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Windows 2000/NT

Domain Controller

Request for authentication

SA VMLinux

Figura 15-1 Using Winding for authentication

As you can see in Figure 15-1, the process of authentication is as follows:

i

2.

6.

f.

Service gats the raquast.

Because service is PAM-aware, it passes the request handling to the
underlying PAM modulas.

. The PAM module for Winbind passes the requesi to the Winbind daemon.

. The Winbind daemon passes the request to the Windows Domain controflar.

. Ifthe user exists in the Windows Active Directory database, the informationis
passed back fo thea Winbind daemon.

The Winbind daemon then passes this information back to the PAM medule.

PAM then informs service that this user is allowed to use it.

i the user does not exist, this information comes back fo tha service and service
denies the access.

To achieve this, modify the fila for the service which you want to access with this
user ID. In SuSE 7.2, thesefiles are located in the /etc/pam.d directory as shown
in the following:

fis -I fetc/pam.d/
total 9?

draxr-ar-x =f root root 4096 Aug 2 17:50.
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drwxr-nr-%

offom foe

=FW-P+-P--

=fd-Te=P==

“lWeTe=[==

-Pw-T--P--

-FfW-T--F--

“IW-T=-P==

=fW-Te=P==

ofW=fonfon

=fWefs=P==

-Pw-P--P--

-PWw-T--P--

-tW-T--P--

=IW-T==P==

-IW-T--P--

a fg= Pom foe

=PiePe=t==

-Pw-T--P--

-PW-T--P--

-lW-T--P--

-tw-T--r--

# cat fete!pam.d/lagin

tad oo

ESSPSSSSSSSSSSSSSSeeS
root

rot

rogt

reat

rot

rout

rout.

rege

root

rot

root

rook

rot

root

root

root

reat

rot

rowk

root

root

root

#3PAN-1 0

auth required
auth required
auth required
auth sufficient

accounk required

account required

password required
password required

password required
S55 Le requ red

seision raquired

root

root

root

root

root

root

root

root

root

root

root

rook

root

root

root

root

root

root

root

root

root

root

4096

M4

a4

fal

95

mag

B24

54

bli

M5

95

all

Bee

hd

455

ea?

elf

4ay

aa?

Fung
uri

dun

uri

Jun

Aug

Aung
dur

JUA

dur

Juri

Jun

Jun

108 Jun

60) Juri

218 Jun

1. To allow use of the Windows Active Directory user names to log on to your
Linux system, modify the /ete/pam.dilogen file as shown in the following:

Imad? ..

1? 22:29 chfn

1? 22:23 chsh

18 01:03 ftp
16 06:30 {map

4 11:37 login

2 17:30 login.org
18 01:04 netatalk.pamd
1? 2:33 other

1? 22:23 passwd
16 f6:30 pop
18 01:24 ppp

18 12:34 proftpd
1? 22:11 rexec

18 05:38 rlogin
1? 2:11 rsh

2 13:54 samba

2 17:50 sshd

1? 22:38 su

1? 23:05 sul

1? 23:16 suda

1? 23:39 xdn

flibfsecurity/pamnalogin.sa
/lib/securitypameny.sa
/lib/securi typammall .so
/lib/securitypam winkind. sa
Vibsecurity/pam_unix.so audit

/Tib/security/pam_winbind.sa
Aibfsecuri typam_pacheck. so
/ib/securi typam unle.so

ne] Tak

ful ok ',

usefirst_pass use_authtok
/Vib/security,pamwinkiind. sa
Vib/securitypam_unta so
Vibsecurity/pam_|inits.so

Now you can try to log on to the Linux server running the Winbind daamon using
tha Windows Active Directory account. The following was our successful logon:

# telnet val inusd

Trying 9.12.6.72...
Commected to yml imu,

Escape character is '*|',

Welcome to SuSE Linux 7.2 (5390) = Kernel 2.4.5 [2}.
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wnlinux& logins ITSi+ivo
Password:

Last logins Fri Aug 2 L?:15:22 fram local hast
Have a lot of fun...

No directory frome(TSO, i vo
Logging in with home = "/",

15.3 Replacing Microsoft Exchange Server
An Intamet Services Provider has to offer at laast a basic mail serving
functionality to its customers, Once messages have been delivered inte tha
mailbox of the reciplent's message store, the recipient needs massage access
methods to retneve and work with tha massages. [hase mail servers usually ara
based on the simple Post Office Protocol, version 3 (POPS), POPS treats the
message sore as a single in-box. Tha user agent can retrieve and delete
massages from this in-box. Onea massages ara retneved and deleted from the
POPS server,itis the user agent's responsibility, if necessary, to retain messages
in some local massage store. While a POPS client can leave mail on the server
(by not deleting it), tha POPS protocol lacks mechanisms to catagoriza,file, or
search the mail, so tha POPS server message store can quickly become
unmanageable. Also, most large-scale POPS servers enforce a storage limit,
refusing to accept naw mail for a user whose limit has bean exceeded,

Thus, the POPS madal strongly encourages the completa transfer of mail to the
client, where a well-designed client can provide many more capabilities to the
user. This has the advantage that the communication with the serveris simple,
but fi has the disadvantage that thé user cannol conveniently use more than one
computer to read mail: the mail remains on whichever computerthe user reads it.

Enterprise customers, which are thinking about consolidating their servers on
Linux on 7Series, usually are using more complex mail serving applications,
based on of af laast supporting the Internet Mail Accass Protocol, version 4
(IMAP4), This néwer access protocol defines a much richarmessage store,
allowing mail to be stored in multiple mailboxes. A rich set of massage and
mailbox manipulation functions exists. Whila a POPS massage can be handlad
only as a singla block, IMAP4 allows access to individual parts of the message,
Provisions exist to allow message stores to be replicated to a local store (and

resynchronized later) forthe mobile user, The IMAP4 modal, in contrast to the
POPS model, involves storing mail. on the server, where it may be accessed by
any client, and using the client's storage only for caching messages for efficiency
of for traveling.
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The standards described so far allow massages to be transmitted through the
Internet, but only “in the claar. Features such as authentication and encryption
are needed to make message transmission secure. Authentication allows
massages to be signed, so tha recipient can confirm that the sanderis tha
pearson claimed. Encryption allows data to be sant in such a fashion that only a
recipient with a key can decrypt the data, For e-mail, directory servicas are
needed to access user information, such asa given users e-mail address.
Lightweight Directory Access Protocal (LDAP), is the standard that describes
how to access diractory data. Diractory services will play an even greater rola for
storing and accessing public Keys to enable secure massaging.

Earlier e-mail systems were developed for a homogeneous group of users on a
single network. Thay typically have a large set of features allowing the creation
and manipulation of compound documants. Their dalivary systams oftan support
quaranteed deliveries and receipt notifications. Additional integrated functions tor
calendars and schedules area not uncommon. On the other hand, they often do
not scale well to large user communities, beacause they ware developed fora
small, homegeneous domain. They cannot exchange mail with other systems
except through specially designed gateways, which lose information in the
process of converting batwean mail formals.

For thease reasons, wiclely accepted groupware and a-mail sysiams (such as
Microsoft Exchange or Lotus Notes) are now designed to also support the
common Iniemet standards like POPS and IMAP4. Of course, the nch document

layout offarad, for example, by Lotus Notes is lost whan sanding an é-mail to a
server that is not of the same kind, and advanced functions like calendars can

only be used between two Lotus Notes servers, But the pure mailing functionality
is still sustained, even when cormunicating with simple POPS servers.

$0 a mail serving application on a Linux server running on zSeries is expected to
at least support the IMAP4 protocal, and to communicate with Lotus Notes or
Exchange clients. Additionally it is preferred thal a functionality comparable to
those of tha major groupware applications Is offarad. Vanous applications are
available that meat these raquiraments, some commercial, soma open source.
We will have a closer look at one example of each group.

Naturally, from an /BM point of view, Lotus Domina is the recommended
application for mail serving and collaboration, However, although thera is an
Intel-based Linux version, until now no Linux version for zSeries is available, so
we will not discuss this sothvare now.
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15.3.1 The Bynari Insight Server

In April 2001, Bynari inc. announced that its messaging and collaboration
product, Insight Server, runs on the IBM 7Series and S/390 under the Linux
operating system ports for those platforms. See also:

http://w. by nerd met

Insight is a commercial UNIX/Linux collaboration tool for enterprises. It was
developed due to the computer industry's need of a UNIZULinux chant for MS:
Exchange with Outlook functionality. Insight bridges the gap between Outlook
users and UNIX/Linux workstations, allowing them to collaborate in a seamless
fashion. It enables a number of messaging protocols to communicate so that
Various Plaiforms can work together—ihe way systems designers intended,

Bynan began offering Insight Server as an entry level platiorm for small to
medium size businesses wanting functionality found in Microsoft Exchange.
Soon, demand for larger user populations began, asking for more robust
hardware plationms. Having already scaled Insight Sarver for Compad's non-siop
clusters, Bynan's developers began looking at IBM mainframes as the next step
on its product roadmap.

Originally designed as a plationm for the lange populations of Microsoft Outlook
users not connected to Exchange, Insight Sarver has also proven its value as a
cost effective replacement for Exchange, Insight Server supporis IMAP. POP3,
SMTP. and LDAP protocols for numerous ¢-mail clients including Outioek,
Outlook Express, Eudora and Netscape Messenger. Additionally, Insight Server
offers meeting management, shared calendars and folders, and other
collaboration functions for workgroup oriented clients including Microsoft Outlook
and Bynari's own Insight client,

15.3.2 The Cyrus IMAP server

The Cyrus IMAP server, a scalable enterprise mail system designed for use in
small to large enterprise environments using standards-based tachnologies,is
developed by the Cyrus Project at Camegie Mallon Universily. li provides access
to personal mail and system-wide bulletin boards through the IMAP protocol.
Documentation is provided at :

http: /fasg? web.onu educyrus

The software can be downloaded from:

ftp: f/ftp. andrew. cou. edupub/cyrus-mal |
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A full Cyrus IMAP implementation allows a seamless mail and bulletin board
anvironmant to ba set up across multiple servers.It differs from other IMAP
server implementations in that itis run on “sealed” servers, where usars are not
normally permitted to log in. The mailbox database is stored in parts of thefile
system that are private to the Cyrus IMAP system. All user access to mall is
through software using the IMAP, POPS, or KPOP protocols. The private mailbox
database design gives the server large acvantages in efficiency, scalability, ane
in the aase of administration. Multiple concurrent read/write connections to tha
came mailbox are permitted. Tha server supports access control lists on
mailboxes and storage quotas on mailbox hierarchies.

A brief description of how to install the Cyrus IMAP server in a Linux
environment, together with Sendmail and OpenLDAP, is provided in “The
Exchange Server Haplacement HOWTO" by Curt Johnson, and inthe “Cyrus
IMAP HOWTO" by Aurora Skarra-Gallagher, both of which can be found at:

http: (wer. 1inuxdoc org

15.4 Using AFSin an enterprise environment
In this section we talk about the Andrew File System (AFS) and how it can
participate and be used in an IT VM Linux environment. We will also outline the
installation instructions for setting up an AFS server and client in a VIA Linux
environment, In our test environment we used OpenAFS, which was donated by
IBM from its version of commercial AFS implamentation. IBM branched the
source of tha AFS product, and made a copy of the source available for
community development and maintenance.

15.4.1 What is AFS

AFS makgsil easy for people to work together on the same files, no matter
where the files are located. AFS users do not have to know which machine is

storing a fila, and administrators can move files from machine to machine without
interrupting user access, Users always identify a file by the same path name and
AFS finds the correct file automatically, just as happens in the local file system on
a singla machine. While AFS makesfile sharing easy, it does not compromise
the security of the shared files. It provides a sophisticaied protection scheme.

AFS uses a client'server computing model. In client'server computing, there are

two typas of machines: Server machines store data and perform sarvices for
client machines; clent machines perform computations for users and access
dala and services provided by server machines. Some machines act as both
cliant and server. In most casas, you work on a cliant machine, accessing files
stored on a file server machine,
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15.4.2 Building OpenAFS

You can get the latest OpenAFS from:

http://w. openats .org

In our test environment we used OpenAFS version 1.1.1. After downloading the
package, you can unwind it with the command:

f tar azf openafs-1.1.1-sre. tar. bz?

Then move to the source directory and run the configuration program with the
commands:

fed openafs-1.1.1

fm config.sub config.sub.org
fcp fusr/share/autonake/config.sub .
f .fconfigure --wi th-afs-sysname=2390/nucz4 ',

~-w 1 th-linux-kermel-headers=/usr/src/]imux

Important; You have to install the Kernel source befora compiling. In our
example we installed the source in ‘usr/sre/linux.

Compile the package with the command:

# fake

After compilation, all thé binary and configuration files reside in the
openats-1.1.1/s390_linux24 directory. For a minimal configuration of your AFS
system, you need to install al least one server. This server will then act as:

» File server machine

» Database server machine

» Binary distribution machine
» System control machine

15.4.3 Installing OpenAFS
Ta install and configure OpenAFS on the VMLinux server, follow the following
steps.

Creating AFS directories
Create lhe AFS directories with the commands:

tomkdir jusriats

fomkdir fusevice

fonkdir fusrfyvicefete
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Loading AFS modules into the kernel
1 . Change to the directory as indicated (assuming that /usr’src/openafs-1.1.1 is

ihe source code directory):

feed fusr/srefopenafs-1.1.1/s390_linuaz4/dest/root.clientfusr/vice/ete

. Copy the AFS kemeallibrary filas to the local /usrivics/etc/modload directory
with the command:

fcp -rp madload fusr/vicefete

. Copy the initialization scripts to the local directory for initialization files [in our
axamole, /etcinitd):

fcp -pafs.re fetefinit.dfats

. Aun the AFS initialization seript to load the AFS extansions into the kemel:

# felesinit.d/afs start

Configuring server partitions
Each AFS file server must have at least one partition or logical volume dedicated
to storing AFS volumes. Each partition is mounted on /vicepxx, where xx is one
or two lowercase letters. The ‘vicapxx directories must reside in the machine's
root directory. In our example, we selected the devidasd/0209/parti as the
partition for AFS file serving. Follow thease steps to configure the partitions:

1. Create the mount diractory:

fmkdir /vicepa

2. Create the file system on the partition, add an entry to the /ate/fstab file, and
mount the partition with the command:

fo nketts /dev/dasd/O20/partl -b 4094

An éxample of the /atetsiab file after adding the mounting entry is as follows:

# cat fetesfstab

fdevfdasd/O204¢parel Shap Swap defaults oO 06

fdev/dasd/O201fparel ext? defaults 1 1
/dew/dasd{200/partl  feleepa ext? defaults © 2
pire: pres: proc defaults o
f mount /vicepa

Enabling AFS Login
AFS also provides the PAM authentication tor PAM-capable clients. The following
steps show you how to set up the configuration for each service for which you
wish to wee AFS authentication, You can skip this section if you do not want to
use client functionality on this server,

1. Copy the PAM libraries into the /lib/security directory:
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If you plan to use the AFS Authentication Server (kaserver process):

Bed /lib/security
ficp fusr/srcfapenafs-1.1.1/s390_)inuazd/dest] ib’pamafs.sa.l .
fo in <3 pam afs.so.1 pan afs.sa

li you plan to use Kerberos implementation of AFS authentication:

fod /libf/security
#ep fusrsrefopenafs-1.1.1/s290linddest ib!pamafs.krb.sa.d .
# in -$ pam_ats.krb.so.1 pam_ats.krb. 9a

. For each service from /ete/pam.d, put the following line inte the auth section:

auth sufficient /lib/security/pam_afs.so try_first_pass fgnore_roat

Insert this line just after the entries that impose conditions under which you
wart the service to fail. The ignarée_root parameter means that the AFS PAM
module will ignore the local superuser rool and also any user with UID 0.
Following is our /etc/pam.dilogin file for login sarvice:

feat fetc/pam.d/lagin
#P44-10

auth required  /Vib/security!pam nologin.se
auth raquired=/lib/security/pamenv. sa
auth raquired=/lib/security/pammail .so
auth sufficient /lib/security/pam_afs.so=try_first_pass ignere_root
auith requisite /lib/security/pamunix.so  nullok #set_secrpe
account required /libfsecurity/pamunix .3o
password required=/lib/securitypampwcheck.so mullok

password required=/lib/seeurityspam urix.o nul lok use Tirst_pass |
useauthtok

session required=/lib/security/pam_unix.so none # dehug or trace
seision required=/libfsecurity/pam_limi ts.a0

Starting the BOS Server
The BOS (Basic OverSeer) Server is used to monitor and control other AFS
server processes on its server, Follow these steps fo install and start tha BOS
Server:

1. Capy the files:

fed fusri/srefopenafs-1.1.1/s290[nux2d/dest/root server/usr/ats
fep-rp * fusrfats

. Start the BOS Server, include the -poauth flag to disable authorization
chacking (authentication is not running yat):

# fusrfafs/binfbosserver -noauth &

. Verily that the BOS server created /usrviceateThisCell and
fusnvice’ete/CellServDB as symbolic links to the correspondingfiles in the
‘usrats'ete diractary:
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20s -1 fusefyicesete

if the links do not axist, craate them with the commands:

feed fusrfwice/fete

fin -8 fusefatefete/Thistell Thistel|

# In -s fusrfafs/etc/Ceal Serve Cel lserve

Defining cell name and membership for the server process
Hare we assign the cell name. You should know that changing the name is very
difficult, so you should plan the name carefully, Usually, the callname is the same
as the name of the intemet domain you are using, There are two important
restrictions: the name cannot include uppercase letters or more than 64
charactars.

Use the following staps to set the call name:

1. Change to the directory with the AFS programs with the command:

fed fusr/afs/bin

2, With tha bos setcellname command, sat tha call name:

# ./bos setcel lname wolinuxk. itso. ibm.com itso. ibm.com -noauth

As you can $88, wa issued bos setcel /name with two parameters:

-— (machine name = vmlinuxt.lise.ibm.com

= cell name = itso,ibm.com

3. Verily thal ihe Server you are installing is now ragisterad as the calls first
database server:

# ./bos Visthosts valinuxé,itso.ibo.cem -noauth

Cell name is (tea. ibm. com

Hoe 1 is wl irieh

Starting the database server process
Now we create four database server processes in the /usnata/local/BosCanfig
file and start them running. They run on the database server machine only.

® The Authentication Server(the kaserver process) maintains tha
Authentication Database,

® The Backup Server(the busserver process) maintains the Backup Database.

® The Protection Server (the ptserver process) maintains the Protection
Database.

» The Volume Location (VL) Server (ihe viserver process) maintains the
Volume Location Database (WLDB),
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Note: AFS's authentication andauthorization software is based on algorithms
and other procedures knownas Kerberos, as originally developed by Project
_ Athenaat the Massachusetts Institute of Technolagy. Some cells chooseto
_replacethe AFSAuthenticationServer andother security-related protocals
with Kerberos ag oblaineddirectly from Project Attena or other sources, Ifyou
wishto dothis, contacttha AFSeeaerneatnecessary modifications to the installation, Did

Follow these steps to create these server processes (we assume thal you are in
tha /usrats/diractory):

1, Start the Authentication Server:

# ./bos create wmlinuxd.itse.ibm.con kaserver sinple |
fusefats/bin/kaserver -cell itso. ibm.com -noauth

2, Start the Backup Server:

# ./bot create wil imu. itso. ib.can buserver single \
fusefats/bin'buserver -cel] itso, (i. com -noauth

3. Start the Protection Server:

# ./hos create wml nusd.itse.7bm.com piserver simle |
fusrfats/binipteerver -cell itso. (hm. com -noauth

4, Start the VL Server:

# ./bos create wilinud. itso. ib.can viserver single \
fierfats!bin{vlserver -cell itso. ibm.com -noauth

Initializing cell security
Now we initialize the cell's security mechanisms. We begin by creating two initial
antries in the Authantication Database:

e A generic administrative (in our example we call it admin)

After installation, all administrators can use this account or you can create a
separate account for each of them.

» The eniry forthe AFS server process, called afs

There are no logons under this user ID, but Authentication Server's Ticket

Granting (1G5) modula uses the associated key to ancrypt the server tickets
that it grants to AFS clients.
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In the following steps we show how to create these two eniries. Keep in mind that
this process doas not configure all of the security mechanisms ralated ta tha AFS
Backup System. To do this you need to refer to the ISM AFS Administration
Guide on the Webat:

http: //oss. software. iba. com/developerworks/‘opensource/afs/docs html

1. Change to the directory with the AFS programs wilh the command:

feed fusrfafs/bin

2, Enter the kas interactive mode with the -noauth option, because the serverIs
in no-authorization checking mode. Then creale admin and afs entries:

# kas -cell itso. ibm.com -noauth

ka> create afs

initial_password:
Verifying, please re-enter initial_password:
ka> create admin

initial password:
Verifying, please re-enter fnitial_password:

4. Examine the afs entry checksum:

ka> examine afs

User data for afs

key (0) cksum is 24768179, last cpw: Wed Aug § 09:42:29 2001
password will never expire.

An unlimited number of unsuccessful authentications is permitted,

entry never expires. Max ticket lifetime 100.00 hours.

last mod on Wed Aug 8 (9:42:29 2001 by <none>
permit password reuse

4. Tum on the ADMIN flag for te admin entry and then examine the entry to verity
that the admin flag appears:

ka» setfields admin -flags admin
ka> examine adnin

Wser data for admin (ADMIN) = you can see Che ADMIN flag is present
key (0) ckeum is A2P4HS199, last cpw: Wed Aug 68 09:47:39 2001
password will never expire.
An unlimited number of unsuccessful authentications is permitted,

entry never expires. Nax ticket lifetine 25.00 hours.

last mod on Wed Aug 8 09:47:22 2001 by <none>

permit password reuse

5. Quit the tas server:

ka> quit

6. Now we need fo add admin to the /ust/ats/atc/UserList file, to anable admin to

issue privilaged bos and ves commands:

# ./bos adduser wolinwd. itso. ibm.com admin =cel] itso. ibm.com =noauth
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7, Next define the AFS server encryption key in /usnats/ate/KeyFile:

# ./bos addkey wilinud. itso. ib.cam -kvne 0 -cell itso. /bo.con -noauth
input key:

Retype input key:

For the input key, type in the password you used for creating the afs entry in
siep 1.

. Verily thal the checksum for the new Key in the Keyfile is the same as the
chacksum defined for the key Authentication Database's afs antry that we
displayed in siap 2.:

# ./bot Wethey walinux#. itso. ibm.com -cel] (tsa. iba.com -noauth
key O has ckium S24766179
Keys last changed on Wed Aug 45 12:09:59 2001.
All dome.

As YOu can 86 In our example, ihe keys are the sama,

. Now we need to create the Protection Database Entry tor the admin user, By
default, the Protection Server assigns AFS UID 1 to the admin user, because
it is the first antry you are creating. lf the local password file (/ate/passwd oF
aquivalant) already has an entry for admin that assigns it a UNIX UID other
than 1, it is best to use the -id argument on the pts createuser command to
make the naw AFS UID match the existing UNIX UID. Otherwise, if is bast to
accept the delault. In our axample we already have the admin user on the
system with a UID of 501:

# Jot craateuger -name admin -cell itsa.dimecan -id $01 -noauth
User admin tas fd 401

10.Next add the acmin user ta the systarcadministrators group and then check if

| ah,

this was successful:

# .fots addiser admin systeniadministraters -cell itsa.dbm.com -naauth

# ./pts membership admin -cell itsa.ibm.com -neauth
oraups admin (id: 1) 1s 2 member of;
sys tanzadnini straters

.Now we need to restart the bos server with the -a11 flag to restart the
database server processes, so that they start using the new Sarver encryption
kay:

# J/bos restart volinux8.itso.ibm.com -all -cell itso. dim.con -neauth

You can chack whether the AFS server processes are running with the
command:

#ps ax | grep afs
Wood F 5 edo /usrfate/binfbosserver -noauth

11419 7 5 00 fusefatsbin’kasearver

114320 7 5 2:00 fusefafs/bin/busearver

11421 7 5 O00 fusefafs/bin/ptserver
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lide? 7 % O20 fusefafs/ bins yl server

Starting the file server, volume server, and salvager
To start the fs process, which consists of the File Server, Volume Server, and the
Salvager (fileserver, volserver and salvager processes), follow thease steps:

1. Change to the directory with the AFS programs with the command:

fed fusr/afs/bin

2, Create the fs process:

f ./bos create wilinud. itso. ibo.can fs fs fusrfats/binitileserver )

figefats/binfvolserver /usr/ats/bin/salvager -cell itso. /bn.con -noauth

You can verify thal the fs process has slarted successfully wilh the command:

# .fbos status wmlinuxd.itso.ibm.com fs -long -noauth
Instance fs, (type is fs) currently running normally.
Auxiliary status is: file server running,
Process last started at Wed Aug 6 12:39:05 2001 (2 proc starts)
Command 1 is ‘fusrfatsfbin/fileserver’

Command 2 is ‘fusrfatssbin/velserver'

Command 3 is ‘fusr/fats/bin/salvager’

You can see that in our example the servers are running with no problems.

3, Because this is the first AFSfila serverin our cell, wa need to create the first

AFS volume, root.afs:

# ./vos create wilinuxd.itso.iba.cam /vicepa roat.afs -cell tse. iba.com |
-noauth

Volume 536870917 created on partition /vicepa of wnlinus§.itsa. ibm.com

As you can $66, we Used our /Vicapa partition forthe roolals AFS volume.

Starting the server portion of the update process
start the server portion of the Update Server ithe upserver process) to distribute
the contents of directories on this machine to other server machines in the call. It

becomes active when you configure the client portion of the Update Server on
additional sarver machines.

Distributing the contents of its /usrafs‘ete directory makes this server the cell's

system control machina. The other servers in the call run the upelientete
procass [ain instance of the client portion of the Update Server) to retrieve the
configuration files. Use the -crypt argument to the upserverinitialization
command to specify that tha Update Server distributes the contents of the
/ust/afs'ate directory only in encrypted form. Several of the files in the directory,
particularly the KeyFile file, are crucial to cell secunty and so must never cross
tha network unencrypted.
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(You can choose not to configure a systam control sarver, in which casa you must
Wpdate (he configuration files in ach servers fusrala/ete directory individually.
The bos commands used for this purpose also encrypt data before sending it
across the network.)

Distributing the contents of its ‘usr/afs/bin diractory to other servers of its systam
tyne makes this servera binary distribution machine. The other servers ofits
system type run the upc] ientbin process (an instance of the client portion of the
Update Server) to retrieve the binaries.

The binaries In the /usr/afa/bin directory are not senaliive, so it is nol necessary
to encrypt them before transter across the network. Include the -clear argument
to the upserver initialization command to specify that the Update Server
distributes the contents of the /usrafs/bin directory in unencrypted form unless
an upclienibin process requests ancrypted transfer.

Note that the server and client portions of the Update Server always mutually
authenticate with one another, regardless of whether you use the -clear or
-crypt arguments. This protacts their communications from eavesdropping to
some dagrea.

Start the Update Server process with the commands:

cd fusrfats/bin

# (hos create wmilinusd. itso. ibm.con upserver simple |

"fusrfata/binfupserver -crypt fusrfatsfete -clear fusrfafs{bin" 4
=tel] itso. ihn.can =noauth

Starting the Controller for NTPD
Keeping the clocks on all sarver and client machines in your cell synchronized 1s
crucial to several functions, and in particularto the correct operation of AFS's
distributed database technology, Ubik. The time skew can disturb Ubik's
performance and cause service outages in your cell.

The AFS distribution includes a version of the Network Time Protecol Daemon

(NTPD) for synchronizing the clocks on server machines. Ifa time
synchronization program ts mot already running on the machine, than in this
section you start the runntp process to configure NTPD for use with AFS.

- Note: Do not unrunntp process on topofanother NTPD or another time
_ synchronizationprotacolis already runningon the machine, |i}: .

In our example we did not have another time synchronization protoce! running,
so We decided to use runmtp from the AFS server:

1. Create the runntp process:
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If you have a reliable network connection to an outside time source:

f ./bos create vil inuxd. itso. ibn.con runntp |
sinple “fusr/ats/bin'runnta hostname+" -cell itso. ibm.com -neauth

If you plan to use the local clock as the time source (as we did in our
example):

f ./bos create yal inuxd.itse. ibn.con runntp \
simple “fusrfats/binfrunntp -localclock" -cell itso. ibm.com -moauth

If you have a connection to an outside time source, bul itis not reliable:

f ./bes create vmlinux. itse.ibn.can runntp |
simple "fusr/ats/binfrunntp =lacalclock hostname+? 4,
tel] itso. 1hm.com -noauth

Note: In the OpenAFS version we used, the NTP package was nol compiled,
because itis obsolete, The clients are getting time from ihe AFS servers
anyway. You should install the NTP server onthe AFS server.It is available on
the Web al:

https!ww.eects. udel edu!"nep

Or use any other NTP server. In SuSE 7.2 they have included the XNTP
package, which can be used for this purpose.

In our example we deleted the definition for the runntp process wih the
command:

f ./bos delete valinuxd.itse.ibn.can runntp

15.4.4 Installing client functionality

The server which we just installed is tha AFS file server, database server, system
control server, and binary disiribution server. Now we need to make this server
also the client machine,

Copying clientfiles to the local disk
Before installing and configuring the AFS clent, we need to copy the necessary
files from the build directory:

fed fusrfsrcfopenafs-1.1.1/s290linu24/dest/root.client/usr/yvicefete
fep -p* fusr/vieo!ete
cp: omitting directory “¢!
tps omitting directory ~mod] oad!
fcp erp ¢ fusr/vicefetc
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Defining cell membership for client processes
Every AFS client machine has a copy of the /usnvice/etc/ThisCall file onits local
disk to define tha machine's cell mambership for the AFS client programs that run
on it. The ThistPell file you created in the /usnals/ete diractory (in “Defining cell
name and membership for the server process” on page 366) is used only by
server processes.

Among other functions, the ThisCell file on a client machine determines the
following:

» The cell in which users authenticate when they log onto the machine,
assuming it is using an AFS-modified login utility

® The call in which users authenticate by datault whan they issue the klog
eommarid

» The cell membership of the AFS server processes that the AFS command
interpreters on this machine contact by default

TODO: Should “To define this” be “To define cell membership"?

To define this, remove the symbolic link created in “Starting the BOS Server’ on
page 365 and create the naw ThisCall file by copying the server copy of thisfile
from /usriafs/ate/ThisGell. With this you define the same cell for both server and
cliant processes, which gives you tha mast consistant AFS perormance:

fed fusrfvice/fete

# rm Thistell

fep fusrfafs/ete/Thistell Thistel]

Creating the client CellServDBfile
Thea /usnica/ete/(CallSarvO6file on a cliant machine's local disk lists the

database server machines for each cell that the local Cache Manager can
contact. If thera is no entry in the file for a cell, or if the list of database server
machines is wrong, then users working on this machine cannot access the call.

Because the afsd program initializes the Cache Manager, it copies the contents
of tha CellServDBfile into kemel memory. The Cache Manager always consults
tha list in kernel memory rather than the CellSer/DBfile itself, Between raboots
of the machine, you can use the fs newcel] command to update the list in kernel
memory directly.

Follow thease steps to craate the CellServDBfile:

1. Remove the symbolic link created in “Starting the BOS Server’ on page 365:

fed fusr/wicefate!
# orm Cel lServia
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2, Create CellServDB with the local cell antry and display it to venty the file:

feat fusrfafsfete/Cal Saryvhb = Cel lServib
# cat CellServOb

Fitsa. ibi.con tell name

ee fvnl inuxé

Configuring the cache
The Cache Manager uses a cache on the local disk or in machine memory to
store local copies of files fatched from fila server machines. As the afsd program
initializes the Cache Manager, it sets basic cache configuration parameters
according to definitions in the local /usnvice/ete'cacheinta file.

The file has three fields:

1. Thefirst fied names the local directory on which to mount the AFS file space,
The conventional location is the /afs directary.

2, The sacond tield defines the local disk directory to use for the disk cache. The
conventional location is the /usrvica/cacha directory, but you can specify an
alternate directory if another partition has more space available. Thera must
always be a valuein this field, but the Cache Manager ignoresit if the
machine uses a memory cache,

3. The third field specifies the number of kilobyte (1024 byte) blocks to allocate
for the cache.

The values you define must meet the following requirements:

® Ona machine using a disk cache, he Cache Manager axpects always to be
able to use the amount of space specified in the third field. Failure to meet this
requirement can cause serous problems, some of which can be repaired only
by rebooting. You must prevent non-AFS processes from filling up the cache
partition. The simplest way is to devote a partition fo the cache exclusively.

* The amount of space available in memory or on the partition housing the disk
cache directory imposes an absolute limit on cache size.

» The maximum supported cache size can vary in aach AFS release; sea the
Helease Notes for the current version.

» For adisk cache, you cannot specify a value in the third field that exceeds

95% of the space available on the partition mounted at the directory named in
the second field, If you violate this restriction, the afsd program exits without
Slarting the Cache Manager and prints an appropriate message on the
Siandard output stream. A value of 90% is more appropriate on most
machines. Some operating systems (such as AIX) do not automatically
reserve some space to preventthe partition from filling completely; for them, a
smallar value (gay, 80% to 85% of the space available) is more appropriate.
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* Foramemory cache, you must laave anough memory tor other processes
and applications to run. If you try to allocate more memory than is actually
available, the afsd program exits without initializing the Gache Manager and
produces the following massage on the standard output stream:

afsd: memtache allocation failure at mumber KB

The number value is how many kilobytes were allocated just before the
failure, and so indicates the approximate amount of memory available.

Tip:Disk cachessmaller than 10 MB dda not performwell, and also memory.
cachesamalterthan§ MBdonot perform well. The cantie abe——hp“number ofusersusingthe client machine, oe

Configuring a disk cache
To configure the disk cache, partorm the following steps

1. Create a local directory for caching with the command:

#oakdir fusefyicefcacha

2, Create the cacheinto file; in our example, we datine a 50 MB disk cache:

#echo "fats: fusr/vicefcaches S000" > fusr/wicefetescachelnto

Configuring a memory cache
To configure the mamory cache, do the following:

Create the cacheinfo file; in our example, we create a 25 MB memory cache:

# acho "“fafs:fusr/vicefcache: 25000" > fusr/vicefetefcacheintp

Configuring the Cache Manager
By convention, tha Cache Manager mounts the AFSfile space on the local ‘als
diractory. The afsd program sets several cache configuration parameters asit
inttializes the Cache Manager, and starts daemons that improve performance,
These options are stored in the alsd optionsfile. In the afs configurationfile there
ara three pradatined cache sizas:

® SMALL Is suitable for a small machina that serves one or two users and has

approximately 8 MB of RAM and a 20 MB cache.

e MEDIUM is surtable fora medium-sized machine that serves twa to six users

and has 16 MB of RAM and a 40 MB cache

» LARGE is suitable for a large machine that servesfive to ten users and has 32
MB of HAM and a 100 MB cache,

By default the distributed afs.conf file options are set to MEDIUM.
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Follow thase steps to configure the Cache Manager:

1. Create the local directory on which to mount the AFSfile space:

# mkdir fats

2. Copy the APS configuration option file to the /eic/sysconfig directory (in the
case of the Suse 7.2 distribution we used, you need also to createthis
diractory):

# mkdir fete/sysconfig
# cp fusr/wicefetc/afs.canf fetc/sysconfig/afs

3, Edit the /ete/syscontig/atsfile if you want to incorporate any changes:

Change AFS_SERVER=off to AFS_SERVER=on.

In our example we added -nosettime, beacause this isafile server that is also
a client. This flag prevents the machine from picking up tha file serverin the
call as its source for the correct time.

There are also two more parameters you can use:

- -mencache spacifies that tha machine will use a mamory cache,
— -verbose specifies that the trace of Cache Manager's initialization will be

displayed on the standard output stream.

Example 15-8 shows an example of the AFS configuration file.

Example 15-4 Gur sote‘sysconiigvars fle

# /binfsh

2 Copyright 200, International Business Machines Corparation and others.
# All Rights Reserved.
A

# This software hat been released under the terns of the [BM Public

# License. For details, see the LICENSE file in the top-level source
# directory or anline at https!iiew.openats.org/dl/ licensed. hind

# Configuration information for AFS client

# APS CLIENT and APS SEAVER determine 1f we should start the client and or
# the bosserver, Possible values are on and off,

AFS CLEENT=an
AFS_SERVER=an

# AFS client configuration options:
LANGE="-stat 2) -deache 2400 -daemons 5 -volumes 128°

MEDIUM="-stat 2000 -deache #00 -daemons 3 -yolumes 70 -nosettime®

SMALL="-stat 31M -deache 10) -daemons ? -volomes 50"

DPT LOOMS = FAMED LUM

# Set ta "-verbose" for a lot of debugging information from afsd. Only
# useful for debugging as 1t prints a let_ of information,
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VERAGSE =

# OPTIONS are the options passed to afed.
DPTIONS="S0PTIONS $VERBOSE"

# Sample server preferences function. Set server preferences using this,

#afsserverprefs() [
#  fusrfafswsfete/fs setserverprefs shost= <rank=
al

# Either the mane of am executable script of a set of commands ga here.
# AFSPOST_INIT=afs_serverprefs
AFS_POST_IMIT=

15.4.5 Completing the installation of the first AFS server
The machine is now configured as an AFSfile server and client machine. In this
final phase of the installation, we initialize the Cache Manager and then create
the upper levels of AFS file space, among other procedures.

Verifying the AFSinitialization script
Follow thase step to complete this task:

1. Shut down the bos server:

# fusrfafs/binfbos shutdown ylinuxé. itso. ibn.can -wait

2. Issue the ps command to learn the bosserver process's ID and then kill that
process:

éps ax | grep bosserver
9160 7 5 Cl fusrfats/bin'bassearver -noauth

# kill -9 9060

4, Reboot the VM Linux server, log on as root, and then start the AFS
nitialization script and wait for tha messagethat all daemons are started:

fed
# shutdown -h row

login: root
password: rootpassword

# fetenit.dfafs start

Starling AFS services...
afsd: Al] AFS daemons started.
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are

4. Asa basic test of conract APS functioning, try to authenticate as admin:

# fusrfafs/binsfklog admin
Password: adnin_passvd

5. Issue the tokens command to verily that the klog command was successful:

# fusrfafssbi ns tokens

Tokens held by the Cache Manager:

User's CAFS [ID SIL) tokens for afsditea.ibm.com [Expires Aug 9 18:09]
--End af 1ist--

6. Issue the bos status command to verty that the output of each process
reads “currently running normally":

# fuerfats/binfbas status vmlinux. ited. ibm. com

Instance kaserver, currently running marnal ly.
Instance buserver, currently running mannal ly.
Instance ptserver, currently running mormal ly.

Instance viserver, currently running mormal ly.
Instance fs, currently running mormally.
Auxiliary status is: file server running,
Instance Upserver, currently running fermal ly.

Y, Check the volumes wilh the command:

Zed |

# fusefafssbinffs checkvol umes

All volumelb/nane mappings checked,

Activating the AFSinitialization script
After continming that the AFS initialization script works correctly, we taka the
action necessary to have it run automatically at each reboot.

On the SuSE 7.2 distribution you can do this by creating two symbolic links into
run level 3, which is the default run lavel used:

fed fete/init.dfred. di

fein -s ..fafs 399als

£in-s ../afs Kolafs

Configuring the top levels of the AFSfile space
if you have nol previously run AFS in your cell, you now configure the top levels
of your cell's AFS file space. We created tha root.afs volumein “Starting the file
server, volume server, and salvager on page 370, Now we sat the Access
Control List (ACL) on the ‘als directory. Creating, mounting, and setting the ACL
are the three steps required when creating any volume.
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After setting tha ACL on the roat.afs volume, create your cell's root.call volume,
mount it as a subdirectory of the ‘als directory, and set the ACL. Create both a
read'write and a4 regular mount point for the root.cell volume. The read/write
mount point enables you to acoass the read/write version of replicated volumes
when necessary. Creating both mount points essentially creates separate
read-only and read-write copies of your file space, and anables the Cache
Manager to traverse the file space on a read-only path or read/write path as
appropriate.

Then replicate both the root.afs and root.cell valumes. This is required if you want
to replicate any other volumes in your cell, because all volumes mounted above a
replicated volume must themselves be replicated in order for the Cache Manager
to access the replica.

Whan the root.afs volume is replicated, the Cache Manageris programmed to
access its read-only version (root.afs readonly) whenever possible, To make
changes to the contents of the rootals volume (when, for example, you mount
another calls root.call volume at the second aval in yourfila space), you must
mount ihe root.afs volume temporarily, make the changes, release the volume,
and ramove the temporary mount point.

To set up the ACL for the /afs diractory, fallow thease staps:

1. Edit the ACL on the ‘als directory wilh fs setacl. We add the antry that
grants the | (lookup) and r (read) permissionsto the system-anyuser group.
With this we enable all AFS users who can reach your call to traverse trough
the directory. If you prefer to enable aceass only to locally authenticated
users, substitute the systemcauthuser group.

Note: By defaultthe systen:adninistratars hava ail seven rights.This is
the detaulentry that AFS placeson every new volumes ootdirectory,

4 fusefafs/binffs setacl fafs systemanyuser rl

2, Greate the root.cell volume and then mountit in the subdirectory of /afs,
where it serves as the root of our cell's local AFSfila space, At the end we
create an ACL entry for the system:anyuser group:

# fusefafssbingvas create wnlinuxs. ited. ibn.cem /vicepa root.cell
Volume S3f870915 created on partition fvicepa of wnlinued.itsa. iba.com
fusefafs/binffs mamount fafs/itso.ibm.com root.cel]

fusefatssbinffs setacl fafs/itso.ibm.can systemzanyuser rl

4. To shorten the path namesfor users in tha local cell we create a symbolic link
to a shortened cell name:

# cd fats
# in -s itso. ibm.cam itsa
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total 8

drvcrwerws=2 root root 2048 Aug 8 2044.
drwar-mr-x 22 root root 406 Aug § 20s29 .,
I rwxr-xrr=x l admin root 1? Aug 8 20:44 itso -> itso.) bo.com
drwxrwerwx 2 rot root 2048 Aug 6 20:4] itso.ibm.can

4, Create a read/write mount point for the root.cell volume (we craatad the
regular mount point in step 2), By convention, the read/write mount point
begins with a period:

#od fusrfafs/bin

# ./fs munount fafs/,itsa.ibm.com root.cell -rw

§, Define the replication site for tha root.afs and root.call volumes:

€ ./vos addsite valinuxd. itso. ibm.com /vicepa root ats
Added replication site vmlinux§.itso.ibm.com /yvicepa for volume pool.afs
# ./vos addsite vnlinux8.itso.ibm.com /vicepa root.cell
Added reglication site vmlinuxS.itso, fim.com /vicepa for volume root,cell

6. Verity that the Cache Manager can access both the root.afs and roct.call
volumes before you atlempt to replicate tham:

# ./fs ewvanine fals

Volume status for vid = S28870912 named root ats

Current disk quota is 50
Currant Glacks wed are

The partition has 6737196 blocks available out of 6f3r44

€ ./fs examine fats/itse. ih. con
Volume status for vid = S288F0915 named roet.cell

Currant disk quota is SiO
Current Glacks weed are 2

The partition has 6737196 blocks available out of #73744)

7. Release the replica of roolals and root.call you created in the previous steps:

# ./vos release root. afs

Released volume root.ats successfully
# ./voa release root.cell

Released volume root.cell successfully

8. Check the volumes to force the Cache Manager to notice that you have
released read-only versions of the volumes, than examine the volumes again:

# offs checkrolumes

All volumelinane mappings checked,
# ./fs examine fats
Volume status for vid = S2hB/0912 named root.ats

Currant disk quota is S00
Currant blacks wsed are 4
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The partition has 49357248 blacks available aut af #fardao

# /fs examine fafs/tse, (be, com
Volume status for vid = S4h870905 named reot.cell

Currant disk quota is S000
Currant blacks used are 2?

The partition has 4737249 blocks available out of iF37440

storing AFS binaries in AFS
In the conventional configuration, you make AFS client binaries and configuration
files available in the subdirectories of the /usr/afsws directory on cliant machines
jalsws is an acronym for AFS workstation). You can conserve local disk space by
creating /usralsws as a link to an AFS volume that houses the AFS client
binaries and configuration filas for this systam typa.

In this section we create the necessary volumes, The conventional location to
which to link ‘usralsws is /als/cellname‘sysname/usrafsws.

Follow thase steps to complete this task:

1. Create volumes for storing the AFS cliant binaries for this system type. In aur
examole wo create the volumes s390_linuxe4, s990_linux24.usr and
$990_inux.usrafsws;

f ./vos create wilinusd. itso. iba.can fvicepa 3390_]inuxz4
Volume 5368/0918 created on partition /vicepa of wnlinumd.itsa. iba.com
# ./vos create welinus. itso. ibcon /vicepa 43900 | inux24. use
Volume S3hS7092] created on partition fvicepa of wnl immed. itso. ibm.com
# ./vos create wmlinum.itso.ibm.con /vicepa 4390linux?d.usr.afsws
Volume S36870424 created on partition #vicepa of wnlinum.itsa,dbm,com

2, Mow mount those volunpes:

# ./fs monount -dir fafs/. itso. ibm.com's390linux24 -vol 3390] inux24
€ ./fs mknaunt -dir fats/ itso. ibm.com's39) |inusdfusr |}

“vol S390Vinuxé4 usr
# ./fs monount -dir fats! itso. ibm.com/s390_linudfusefafsws |

-¥o] $390inux24 usr. afsws

a, Release the new root.cell replica and check the volumes so the local Gache
Manager can access them:

# ./vos release root.cell

Released volume root.cell successfully

# ./fs cheekrol umes

All volumelD/nana mappings checked.

4, Grant the lookup and read access to the system-anyuser group on each new
diractory's ACL:

fod fafs/.itso.ibm.com's340_linuatd
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# fusrfafssbinffs setacl -dir . usr usrfafsws -acl systenzanyuser rl

5. We satan unlimited quota an the s390_linux.usrafsws volume so we do not
have any problems copying appropriate files for distribution, without
exceeding the quota:

# fusefafs/binffs setquota /afs!.itso.ibm.con/s390linum4/usr/afsws

6, Copy the neccessary files:

fed fafs/.flso. ibm.com!s390_| inuct4/usr/afsws/
# cp -rp fusr/sre/openafs-1.1.1/s290limuxe4/dest/bin .
# cp -rp fusr/src/openafs-1.1.1/5290limus24/destfete .
# cp -rp /usr/sre/openafs-1.1.1/5290_linux24/dest/include .
#icp -rp fusr/srcfopenafs-1.1.1/ 5290lineddestlib .

7, Set the permissions to allow system:authuser te look up and read on
directories ‘ete, ‘include, and ib and deny the access for the group
system-anyuser fo those diractones, The group systam:anyuser still needs:
the lookup and read permissions to the /bin directory to anable
unauthenticated users to access the klog binary:

ed fafs/.itso.ibmcom's390_linuctd/usr/atsws
# fusrfafs/bin!fs setac] -dir ete include lib -acl systen:authuser rl}

systemzanyuser mone

8. Create the symbolic link /usrafsws on the local disk to the directory
fafsvitso. ibm.com/!@sya/usratsws:

#in -s fafsfitso.ibm.comtsys/usr/afows /usefafses

Tip: ityouda natwant to type the whole path ta AFS suitecommands, such
a8 fs, youshouldinclude the following paths fothe PATH environmentI:
- variable: /usrlatsws/binand /ustlatsws/ate, ace ay:

Congratulations! You have just completed the installation of tha AFS server on
your WM Linux.

15.4.6 Installing clients on other servers
In this section we describe how to install the AFS client on the server fram which

you want to access the AFSfiles.

Transfer the installation files to the client server

Follow these sieps to transfer the installation files from the server where you
compiled the OpanAFS package to the client server. In our example, the server
with compiled packages was vmlinux. itso.ibm.com,

1, Create the gz package:

# ed use/srefopenafs-1.1.1/s390linuxe4/
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# tar -c -7 dest » s3¢)_linuxidafs. a7

2. Transfer the file to the client computer with fip; for example, craate the
directory and unpack into this directory:

# mkdir fafsinstall

fed fafstnstall/

# fto wnlinux. itso. ibm. com
Commected to yml imum. itso, iba, com,

ftp cd fuse/sre/openafs-1.1.1/s390_] inux24
ftp bin
Fip> get 5390linuxt4afs.gz

112753760 bytes received in O0:00 (24,35 MB/s}

Ftp bye
221 Goodbye,

# tar zxf 2390 |inueedafs. gz

Creating AFS directories on the local disk
Create the diractorias for holding binary and configuration files with the
commands:

#okdir fusrfyvice

#oakdir fusevieefete

Loading AFSinto the kernel
Follow these steps to load the AFS modules into the kemel:

1. Copy the APS kemelfiles into the /usrvies/ete/modload diractory:

fed fafsingtal l/dest/roat.client/usr/vice/ate!

#cp -rp modload fusr/vicefete

2. Copy the initialization script and start it:

fep -p afs.re feteinit. dfats
f fetesinit.d/afs start

Starting ARS services...

Enabling AFS login
Follow the instructions in “Enabling AFS Login" on page 364 to enable AFS login
on the client server. Keep in mind that the installation files are now in the
Jafsinstall directory, not in /usn'srofopenafs-1.1.1/s390_linuxed

Loading and creatingclient files
Follow these steps to complete this task:

1, Copy the client files:
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#od fafsingtall/dest/root.clisntfusr/vice/ate;

fep-p * fine/vicefete
cp: anitting directory “¢!
cp: omitting directory mod) oad’
Fep -rp Ct fusrfvice/fete

2, Create the /usnvice'ete/ThisCalltile, With this cell you define the membership
of this client server:

fFecho “iteo.iba.com" > fusir/vieefate/Thistall

3. From your AFS server, copy CellServDB to ‘usrivice/eteCallServDB.

Configuring the cache
We already explained, in “Configuring ihe cache" on page 37/4, how the cache
works and what the needed parameters are. Here we just outline the procedure
to implement this on the cliant machine. In our example, we use the disk cache:

1. Create the directory for the cache:

2 okdir fuse/yicescache

2. Create the cachsinto file with a cachesize of 25004) KB:

fecho “fats: fuar/vicercache: 25000" > fusr/wicefetesfcachelnto

Configuring the Cache Manager
We explained the function of the Cache Manager in “Configuring the Cache
Manager’ on page 37S. Follow these slaps to set up the Cache Manager on the
client server:

1. Create the directory for the cache:

#nikdir fats

2, Copy the configuration file:

# mkdir fetes sysconfig

#cp fusr/wice/etc/afs.
@ep fusrfwicefetcfats.canf fetefsyscanfig/ats

a, Edit the configuration file to suit your needs, Following is our examplefile:

#1 /bin'sh

2 Copyright 700), International Business Machines Corporation and others.

# All Rights Reserved,
i

# This software has been released under the terns af the [BM Public

# License. For details, see the LICENSE Tile in the top-level source
# directory or online at http://www. openats.org/dl/licanseld. html

# Configuration information for AFS client
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# FSCLIENT and APS SERVER determine if we should start the client and or
‘the bosserver, Possible values are on and off,

AFS_CLIENT=an
AFS_SERVER=off

#AFS client configuration options:
LARGE="-stat 2200 -deache M00 -daemons 5 -yolunes 128"

MEDIUM="-stat 2000 -doache 400 -daemons 3 -volunes 70 -nencache"

SMALL="-stat S08) -deache 10) -daemons * -volumes 40°

DPT OMS = FAMED

# Set ta "-verbose" for a lot of debugging information from afsd. Only
# useful for debugging as it prints a lot_ of information.
VERBDSE=

# OPTIONS are the options passed to afsd.
DPTIONS="S0F TIONS $VERBOSE*

# Samle server preferences function. Set server preferences using this.
4 afs_serverprefs() [
#  fusrfafsws/ete/fs setserverprets <host= <rank>
|

? Either Che fake of an executable seript of a set of commands go here.

# AFSPOSTIND T=afsserverprefs
AFS_POST_INIT=

Starting the Cache Manager
1. Reboot the VM Linux server, log on as root, aind than start the AFS

nitialation script and wait for tha message thal all daemonsare started:

fed}
# shutdown -h row

login: root

password: rootpassword

# feteinit.dfafs start

Starting AFA S@PrviCes.a.ae
afsd: All AFS daemons started.

2. Follow the instructions in “Activating the AFS initialization script’ on page 378
to enable the script to load automatically.
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Setting up volumes and loading binaries into AFS
Here we create /usr/afsws on the local disk to the directory in AFS that houses
AFS binaries for this system type. We prepared those binaries in the “Storing
AFS binaries in AFS" on page 381.

1. Create /usrafsws on the local disk as a symbolic link to the diractory
fafsitso.ibm.com'@ sys'usr/alsws with the command:

#oin -5 Jafs/itso. ibn.com/Osys/usrfatsws /usr/atsws

Congratulations! Now you are ready to use the AFSfile system on your cliant.
Nex time you log on to your system, you will already be authenticated to the AFS
SEVET,

Important: On any Linux system on which you want to use the AFS lagon with
authentication to the AFS server, you still have io define 4 /ste/pasawd entry
with the same username and user ID as defined on the AFS server. This is

required by the AFS PAM module. It authenticates you to the AFS server, but it
still requires a local entry in the /ete’passwd file.

15.4.7 ‘Installing Windows 2000 OpenAFSClient

In this section we explain how to install and configure Windows 2000 OpenAFS
Client. You can obtain the compiled version of AFS client from:

http: /siew.openats.org/release/|atest html

In our example we used version 1.0.4.4.

After installing ihe package, start the AFS cient. You will see a window similar ta
Figure 15-2.
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Figura 15-2 Windows 2000 AFS Client

On the Advanced tab, click Configure AFS Client and you will see a window
similar to Figure 15-3 on page 388.
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Figure 15-3 Configuring Windows 2000 AFS Clant

Select the AFS Cells tab and click Add... , and you will see a window similar to
Figure 15-4 on page 389.
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Figura 15-4 Daetining the AFS Call

Define your AFS Call name hare, and the server that is holding this call. In our
example you can se6 that the cell name is itso.ibm_com and that the serveris
vmlinux jtso.ibm.com. Now start the AFSclient service.

After defining the AFS Cell and starting the service, you can log on to get the
tokens. In tha main AFS client setup shownin Figure 15-2 on page 387, select
the Tokens tab and click Obtain New Tokens.... You will see a window similar to

Figure 15-5 on page 390.
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Figure 15-5 Logging on to the AFS server

Now you can map the AFS directory /afs to the drive letter on your Windows
2000 workstation. In tha main AFS client setup shown in Figura 16-2 on
page 387, select the Drive Letters, and you will see a window similarto
Figure 15-6.

 
Figure 15-6 Mapping the/afs directory fo the localdrive letter

After you mapped the /afs directory to the drive letter, you can see the /afs
content by axploring the drive you assigned. ‘You will see a window similar to
Figure 15-7 on page 391.
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Figure 15-7 /ats directory mappedto whe dnve

Tip:If you define the same username and password on the AFS server as you
use on you Windows 2000 workstation you can integrate the logon to AFS
server with you workstation logon. With this you can use single logon ta the
workstation and APS server,
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Z/VM 4.2 Linux features

In this chapter, we describe the enhancements shipped with IBM's 2M 4.2
Operating System that can benefit customers running Linux quest virtual
machines,

We raview the System Administration Facility, which can help in the creation and
management of mulliola Linux guests. This facility can also be used to migrate
from an axisting Virtual Image Facility (VIF) environment.

We also review the VM LAN Support introduced in z/V¥M 4.2. This facility allows
z/VM to support multiple intemal, virtualized LAN segments. Individual quest
machines can define a virtual network interface card (NIG) and than connect to
tha virtual or quest LAN segment using existing communications software, such
as the Linux TCP/IP stack (we refer to these as “quest LANs" to avoid confusion
with virtual LAN, since that term has basen adopted by an IEEE standard,
802,19).
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16.1 System Administration Facility

The System Administration Facility is in part based on a number of ease-of-use

functions developed for the S/390 Virtual Image Facility (VIF) product. These
functions include the creation of Linux quest machines, the assignment of disk
space for those quests, and the ability to start and stop Linux servers, The facility
is comprised of a cliant component which runs in either a Linux or CMS guest
This client component communicales with a server component known as the
VMADMIN server,

16.1.1 Who should use the System Administration Facility

The System Administration Facility is intanded for use in a new, aon-tailored
ZV system. It will not function if you want to use a pre-existing system.
VMADMIN manages tha user diractory (which means that you can't do it—elther
manually. or through a directory management product such as DIRMAINT).

Batore daciding on whether or not this facility is going to ba wsatul in your
environment, we recommend that you review the following flowchart, which
comes from the Sysfem Administraton Facility Guide, $C24-6034.
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Figura 1&7 Figure 7 Gow lo proceed after installing 2VM

16.1.2 Initializing the System Administration Facility

if you decide to use the System Administration Facility in your environment,
execute the following steps to initialize the facility (before proceeding, however,
we recommend you first read the instructions givan in Systam Adminisiration
Facility Guide, 3024-6034).

1. Logon to CMS on the newly installed 2/VM system, using the VMADMIN user
ID,

2. Enter the command VMADMETL START. (Nolte that this command can only be
antered once; you cannot stop and then restart VMADMCTL.}

4, Reply to the prompts with your anvironment-specific responses.
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You'll need the following information about your environment in ordar to
anéwer tha VMADMCTLinitialization questions:

Network device address for the VMADMIN server

Network devices such as OSA cards have two (and sometimes, thraa)
device addresses assigned to tham. There is always an even number and
an odd device number, which rapresent read and write subchannels.

On an OSA Express card running in QD/0 moda,there's a third device for
the control subchannel. To answerthis prompt, specify the even device
address number of the network card you'll bé using for VMADMIN, For
example, ff using an O84 card with davice addresses 0x0500, 040501,
and 00502, you'd reply with 0500.

The network device's port number or port name

This ts tha number orname of the starting even port, orthe name
associated with the network device that is assigned ta tha VMADMIN
Server.

VMADMIN server network type

The type of local area network (LAN) to which the serveris connected, For
a ODIO device, specify either FastEthernet, FE, GigabitEthernet, or GB.
For anon-QDI0 device, specity ether Ethamet, 802.3, TokenHing, TA, or
FDDI.

VMADMIN server network MTU size (576, 1492, 1500, 2000, 4096, 4352
or éS02)

VMADMIN server IP address

VMADMIN server subnet mask

IP address of gateway to be used by the System Administration Facility

Once configuration has completed, the VMADMIN serverwill be initialized and a
message will be generated, informing you that VMADMIN is now operational.

Following is an example of the initialization process that includes the prompts
and axampla responses:

WMADACTL START

HLEVAACOSOT Reply RESTART at any time to start over ar QUIT to terminate
HLEVAACISG2R Enter Server network device address:

9.12.6.73

HLEVMAGDSHE Device address must be hexadecimal

HLEVAACISZE Enter Server network device address:

2920

HLEVMAQOSIR Enter Server network port number:
‘
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HLEVMACOS4R Enter Server network type (Ethernet, 07.3, TokenRing, TR,
FOOL):

Ethernet

HLEVMAGOSSE Enter Server network MTU size (S576, 1492, 1500, 2000, 4006,
4352, A907):
1500

HLEVAACWSOR Enter Server [P address:

9.12.6.73

HUEVMAGOS A Enter Server [IP mask:

255,255,255 .0

HLEVMACOSSR Enter Server gateway IP address:
9.12.6,75

HLEVAACOTS ]

HLEVMAGOT 9] Here is the configuration (please make a note of it);
HUEWM ACHES

HLEVAAQOTS] Server:

HLEVAACHY | Hetwork device address: Pec

HLEVAACD SS | Network port: 0
HLEVAACOT 4 I Network Lype: ETHERNET
HUEVAACOTS 1 Network ATW size: Loop

HLEVMACHT S| IP address: 12.68.73

HLEVMACIOT 9] IP mask; 255.255.2550

HLEVMACHT S| Gateway [P address: 9.12.6.7
HUEVAACIS 1 Client IP address:

HLEVAAOOTY I

HLEVMAQOSOR [s this correct (Yes{]} Mofo) i:
1

14:51:28 AUTO LOS #8 WHADMIN USERS = & BY WATKT

HLEVHACS81 WHADACTL conplete - VAHADNIM 15 mow operational

Verify that all the settings are correct by using the VMADMIN Q ALL command:

VHADMIN 9 ALL

HUEROUGE
HLESGUOOFS] Hera is the configuration (please make a note of if}:
HLESQUODTS |
HLESQUOOTS] Servers

HLUESQUOOTY| Network device address: 242¢

HLESQUOOTS 1 Metwark port: 0
HLUESOUOOTS Network type: ETHERMET
HLESQUOOTS 1 Hetwork MTll sive: 1500
HLESQUODT ST [P address: 9.12.6.73
HLESQUCOTS | IP mask: 255,.255,255,.0

HLESOUCS bateway IP address: 9.12.5. 75
HLESQUOOY Client [FP address: NOT DEFINED
HLESQUOOTSI
HLESQUIIOO] O of O HB of server paging space in use

HLESQUISOLT OMB of OMB of Linux image partition space in use
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ALESQULS(2 1 VAADMIN performance: (PU is Green, Paging 15 Green, [/0 1s
Greer

HLESQULIZ41 Ho paging volumes are defined
HLESQULIZ41 Ko image volumes are defined
HLESQUIS031 Server uses IP address 9.17.6.73 with device 2990

ALESQUIS067 Server level: 18, Service O00
HLESQUISG7T Last boot on 2001-08-02 at 15:15:04

16.1.3 Using VMADMIN

3968

VMADMIN functions can be run from a CMS session or from a Linux guest
machine. Before you can run VMADMIN from Linux, however, you must first
create a Linux image, using the VMADMIN CMSclient. Once you have created
the first Linux system, all other VMADMIN work cain be done from Linux,

pane=peng Network

Linux Linus Liinuncn

  
 
 

 ViADIMIM

Setter | ZIVM 4.2

OA nagD
= - Exesulables
= - Image Paging Space

- Lint CASO Pari bons

Figure 16-2 Example System Administration Facility environment
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16.1.4 Creating the initial Linux guest

The following staps take you through the creation of the mitial Linux virtual
machine. These staps must be performed fram a CMS sassion that has access
to the VMADMIN facility. (Typically, in a new installation you should use the
MAINT uger ID for this task.)

1. Using the VMADMIN SERVER VOLUME command, create the paging and
image (Linux filesystem) space that will ba used by the Linux quest.

Note: The following examples show userinput in bold.

Create a paging device, using device address 3E44, and give it a volurne
labal of VM3E44.

vmadnin server volume add paging 3e44 vnde44
Tei )9:38 DASD JE! ALTACHED TO WAADAIM 1000 BY VAADMDA WOT DEWOTL

HLESVO20M4] Conmand may take up to 16 minutes; please walt

Once the format has completed, map the volume to ensure thal everything
WOrKGd.,

Wadnin server ¥OlUME Map used vnget4
HLESVOZZ16E WMIE44 (SE44) 73 a PAGING volume

Command Complete

Add a volume for “image” space (.8., space that will be used by the Linux
filesystems). Once this completes, also map this volume to ensure that the
format completed successfully,

Waadnin server volume add image dead wnicad
HLESVO22001 IMAGE volume VH3CA2 added

Command Complete

2, Create the first Linux quast by using the command VMADMIK IMAGE CREATE.
(In our case we named it LYXMSTR sine it is the first Linux quest, but you
can name it whatever you prafar.)

Note: This command meraly defines the quest to VM and does not perform
the actual Linux install.

vWaadmin image create LWXMSTR

Enter password for Tmaga:
PASSWORD

He-enter password:
PASSWORD

HLESIMIS001 Lmage LNXNSTH created successful ly
Command Complete

4, Use the VMADMIN SERVER INSTALL command to copy the kernal imaga,
parmlina, and initial ramcdisk files from a nominated FTP server to ihe quest
machine. Once this completes, you'll be ready to boot the Linux system

Siarier system.
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Selact the FTP server that contains the kernel image, parmline, and initial
FANdisk that you want to install. In our case we used SUSE, go the location
of these files is stored in the susa.insfile.

Note: We had a problem in getting this stap to work, at first. We resolved tha
problem by éditing the suse.ing file, entering fully qualified path names (i.e.
paths from the root directory) for the image, parmlina, and initrd files, This
problam may now be resolved, however, as we were using an early build of
ZVM 4.2.

WMADMIW SERVER IWSTALL 9.12.6.134 ftpuser ftppwd suse, ins
HLESIN@3061 Transferring Linux from 9.12.6.134 suse.ins

HLESTNCOO2] Command may take up to 20 seconds; please wait
HLESTNYSM Linux installed from 4.12.6.134 suse.ins

Command Complete

4, Define the network device that'll be used by the first Linux quest, by using the
VMADMIW IMAGE HETWORK command. In our example, the Linux quast will use
an O34 card with device addrasses 2902 and 2909 (see Figura 16-2 on
page 398 for details),

VMADMIM IMAGE WETMORK Inxmstir add 2902

HLESTMIS067 NETWORK ADD completed successful ly

Command Complete

5, Authorize the Linux master quest to be able to be able to run VMADMIN
commands.

vnadmin server clientipaddress 9.12.6.65
HLESCLASMT Ping to Client IP address 9.12.8.65 failed
HLESCLA5OL1 Client IP address is set to 9,12.6.65 successfully

Command Complete

6. Provide read-only access to VMADMIN's 20 minidisk, which holds the Linux
vmadmin command.

viadnin partition share viadmin 203 with laxmstr 203
HLESPALSOG0 PARTITION SHARE completed successfully
Command Complete

You're now ready to boot the initial Linux guest machine.

7, Logon to a CMS session using (in our example) user ID LNAMSTR. The
Linux system will automatically boat

LOGOH LHEMSTR PASSHORD

There is no logmsg data
FILES: WORDR, WOPRT, WO PUM
LOGON AT 21:55; 14 EDT THURSDAY 08,16,01

Linux version 2.2.19 (raoths39016) (gcc version 2.95.2
(susEeger=2.45.2.4-di ffsegece-bugtises)} #1 SMP Mon dun 18 05:19:40 201
Command ine is: ramdisk size-227abroot=/dev/ rare

Re are running under VA
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This machine has an IEEE fpa
Initial ramdisk at: (e000 (LEI7 216 bytes)
Detected device (01on subchannel] 000M) - PIM=40, PAM =40, POM= FE

Detected device 2412 on subchannel] (001 - PIM=40, PAM =40, POM= FE

Detected device 2902 on subchannel 0002 - PIM=80, PAM=40, POM=(FF
Datected dev ica 0202 on subchannel 0003 - PIM=FO, PAM= FO, POM= FF

8, Becausethis is thefirst time this Linux image has been booted, you'll ba
prompted for networking definitions. Configure the network, and then telnet to
the image. You can now install the full systam by using an appropriate
installation script (we used YaST in our example).

To issue VMADMIN commands from the Linux guast, once you log onto the
image, you must make the DASD at device number 203 known to Linux and it
must ba mounted raad-only. (For more information about the procedure you'll
need to follow te accomplish this stap, refer to the documentation forthe Linux
distribution you are using.)

Note: For a complete description of the functions available with the System
Administration Facility, refarto the z/VM 4.2 publication System
Administration Facility Guide, §C24-6034.

16.2 VM LAN support

Prior to 2/VM 4.2, virtual connectivity options for connecting one or more virtual
machines ware restricted to virtual channal-to-channal (CTC) links, and the Inter
User Communications Vehicle (IUCY)facility. Thase are point-to-point
connections, which means that in the casa of CTC links, when you want twa
Virtual machines fo communicate with each other, you must define CTC device
pairs in eve machine and couple those devices between guest machines. You
also have to define static routing stalements in each quest thal needs to
communicate with another quest in the system.

Another problem with point-to-point links is that, if one side of the connection
went down, it was often dificult to subsequently reconnect the two machines.
Frequently, one of tha Linux ques! machines would have to raboot In order to pick
up the connection.
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Figure 163 Gueel virtual conmecthity options prior to 2M 2"

From z/V¥M 4.2, CP has been enhanced to provide a feature known as “VM LAN"
see Figure 16-4 on page 403. This feature allows you to create multiple virtual
LAN segments within a 2M environment, and there is no limiton the number of
LAN segments that you can create. Individual guest machines can create a
virtual Network Interface Gard (NIC) to allow them to conmect to the virtual LAN
and communicate with other quests using standard TCP/IP protecals.

The virtual NIC emulates a HiparSockets device, as introduced by tha zSeries
7900 GA-2 machines in lata 2001. As the VM LAN is a virtualization technique, it
is not limited to the use of 7Seres hardware: support for VM LAN goes back to
9672 Ganeration 5 machines and the Multiprise 3000.

Unlike with the complexity of point-to-point connections, when using the VIM LAN
facility, you only have to dafine the virtual network adapter in each guest and
connect that adapter to tha LAN.
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To use the VM LAN, the quest O/S (for example, Linux) must be able to support
HiperSockets. In our case, wa used an IBM intemaltest Linux system which had
Hiparsockels support built into the QETH driver.

VM LANs can be created or destroyed dynamically.It is possibla to have both
unrestricied and restricted LANs. Access to a restricted LAN is controlled via an

access controllist.

16.2.1 Creating a VM LAN

To manually create a virtual LAN for a group of VM guests, follow these slaps:

1. Create a VM LAN segment in the VM host system.

CP define lan SEWLAM MAKCOWN 100 ownerid systen
2S;00:55 LAN SYSTEM SEWLAN is created

We created a LAN called SEWLAN, and the maximum number of quests that
can connect to this LAN is 100, The MAXCONN setting can be changed to
any number between 1 and i024, Alternatively, if you do not use a
MAXCONN value, then there is no limit.on the number of guests that can
connect to this LAN,

The LAN definition given in our example is not panmanent across IPLs of VM,
so you should add a DEFINE LAN statement to VM's SYSTEM CONFIG fik.
Refer to the DEFINE LAN section in the VM CP Command and Utility
Aleference for additional details on this subject.
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2, On each individual quest machina, you must create a virtual network interface
card (NIC),

CP define nic 500 hiper devices 3

23:08:01 NIC O00 1s created; devices D5Q0-0502 defined

This creates a set of davices that will look like a HiperSockets interface to
Linux. Again, this is not a permanent definition; it will only exist for the life of
the quest session, To make this definition permanent, add a SPECIAL
siatameant in the CP directory for that quest, aiher by editing the USER
DIRECT file of by running DIRMAINT,

3. On each guest, connect the virtual NIC to the LAN.

CP couple 500 to systen sewlan
23:10:12 NIC O20) 1s connected to LAN SYSTEM SEWLAN

To ensure this happens whenever a Linux guest starts up, put this COUPLE
command into each guest's PROFILE EXECfile.

16.2.2 Using the VM LANwith Linux guests

Note: The information in this section is based on tests using a pre-GA ODIO
driver on an internal IBM system: your experiences may be different. Both the VM
LAN facility and the supporting Linux device drivers will be available by late 2001
as GA coda.

To use the Vi4 LAN with Linux quests, we followed these steps:

1. We defined the VM LAN, created a virtual NIC for ach our Linux quests, and
than connected those NICs to the LAN as discussed in 16.2.1, “Creating a
VM LAN" on page 403.

2, We booted Linux, using an iniial RAMdisk installation,

3. When wa got to the networking prompts, we entered the following details:

Welcome to Linus far $/790

Is your machine connected to a network (Yes/No) 7 yes

Select the type af your network device
1} for les oa token ring
2} for les ofa ethernet
3) for qdio asa ethernet
4} for channel to channel and escon channel connections

5) for [UCY

6} for CLAM
Enter your chatce {1-6}: 3

Please type in the channel device configuration aptians, 4.9

qethd,OxFd00,(xFd0l dxfdd?, 0,1
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qeth parameter:
gethd, 000500, 000501,000502,0,0,0

Please enter your IP address: 192.164.0.10
Please enter the met mask: 255.255,255.0

Please enter tha net address: [192.169.0.0] 192.168.0.0
Please enter the gateway address: [192.168.0.1] 192.168.0.1
Please enter the [FP address of the DNS server:

Please enter your host mane: zvnlaxd, itso. (bn. con
Please erter the (NS search domain: iteo.ibm.cam

Configuration will be:
Channel dewice + ge thd, Ox0500,000501000507 ,0,0,0
Host name 2 rvNned. 1640. 1bm.com

IP address : 14?.166,0,10

Net mask 2 f55, 255, 255.0

Broadcast address: 197, 158,0, 755

Gateway address oo: LY? 168.01
Nel addrass : 19? 146.0.0

OWS TP address

CW: search domain: iteo. ibm.com

Is this correct (Yea/Wo} 7
Yes

. When we got to the Linux shell, we entered the command ifconfig =a in
order to determine if we had a hipersockets device defined.

# ifconfig -a
hsit Link encap: Ethernet Hvaddir C00: 00:08:00: 00)

AOSHP ATUalo? Metric

RX packets: 0 errors:0 drapped:0 overruns: 2 fram:0
TH packets:0 errors:] dropped: overruns: carrier:

collisions:0 txqueuelean: 1o0

Interrupt: 14

lo Link encap:Lacal Loopback
inet addrsl2?..d.10 Maske265.0,0.0

UP LODPBACK RUNING MTs 26436 Metrics]

RX packets: 14 arrors:0 drogped:0 overruns:d frame:0

TK packets: 14 errors:0 dropped: 0 overruns: carrier:

eollisions:0 tyquevelen:d

We also entered a CP QUERY MIC command to determing the status of our

Linux quest machine's virtual Network Interface Card. As seen from the
following example, we had an established session, but did nat have an IP
address bound to the NIC.

CP Q NIC S00 IETAILS

Adapter O500 Type: HIPER Yame: WABSSTGMED levicas: 3
Port 0 MAC: O0-04-AC-00-00-05 LAM: SYSTEM ITS0LAN MFS: 16de4
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Commection Name: HALLOLE ‘State: Session Established

lewice: C500 Unit: O00 Bele: ¢TL-AEAp

Device: O501 Units (01 ele: CTL-WRITE

fewice: 802 Units 002  Aele: DATA

5. We displayed the contents of the /proc'chandey file in order to verify that the
devieas 0x500,00501 and 0x050? have been detected.

feat /proc/chanday

channels detected
chan cu cul dev dew im chan

[rg dewne typeootype omedel type model pim chpids use rey,BOSS CER LL EE LESSEE SEBS BEBE eeeBeeeeeeee eee

Ce) ee teed Oe Osho O00 De OeOeSOOAo fit
CeO] teed4e teed O38 Geb 000 Oe oA oeS00ono nM

Qeliie O00 Old Gels] Ox Dale 0005 Ged) Onyes=yes
Cole OoeS0) del oelPSl Ox0S Onl l22 Ox05 Gehl Ox0S00O0OOO yes=yes

Q001) O50 Ox10 OaLL Oe O81? O05 Od OASyes yes

6, We were now ready to activate the hiparsockets device via an ifconfig
command, as follows:

# ifconfig hei 197. 168.0.1 metmask 255.255.255.0 multicast up

hei?) Link encap: Ethernet HWaddr (000: 0 0000200
Pnet addrsl92. 1600.10 Mask:255.255 255.0

WP RURAING HOARP MULTICAST MTU:8192 Metrie:!

RX packels:0 errors:0 dropped: averruns:4 framesd
TX packets: 0 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:d

collisions: tequewelens 100
Interrupt: 14

7, Finally, we performed another QUERY WIC comumand and noted that this time,
we had an IP address bound to the virtual NIC.

#CP Q NPC 500 DETATLS

Adapter (506) Type: HIPER Name: UNASSIGNED Devices: 3
Port O MAC: =OAC=(hieLAN: SYSTEM DTSPLAN=APS: Lieb}

Commectian Mame: HALLOLE State: Session Established

fewice: G80 Unit: (0 Roles CTL-READ

Device: D501 Unit: O01 Roles CTL-WRITE

Dewice: G507 Wnit: O07 Bole: DATA

Unicast IP Addresses: 197.168,0.10

This Linux guest can now communicate with any other mamberof the virtual LAN
without requiring static routes to individual machines or specific COUPLE
statements to link it to other quasts.
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Roadmap

In this chapter we discuss somé areas we would have liked fo have investigated
further. Some research was done to test “good ideas." In some cases
experiments were done and prototypes ware coded to venty tha ideas, Wa
believe these areas coukl allow significant improvements to running Linux
images on VM, but time did not allow us to complete the work.
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17.1 Ability to reconfigure CTC and IUCV

408

In “Linux as @ Virtual router on page 68 we drew attention to the lack of ability to

reconfigure the CTC and IUCV drivers.

The way that these drivers workis thal connections are defined when the device
driver is loaded. The restrictions are different for each driver:

CT—s-The virtual CTC s must be defined at Linux IPL tima because the

current Linux Kernel dogs not properly handle dynamically defined CTC
devices. The devices do not need to be coupled to the peer usar ID
until the moment you want to activate the connection, $0 you can
postpone that decision and use the hep command to do the couple.
Thus, the restriction is only in the number of devices you want fo use.

WCY «The IWCY drivardoas not usa 5/990 devices, so it is not subject to
restrictions in the device layer of the kemel, The current driver,
however, requires all peer user IDs to be specified when the driveris
loadad. ‘You can untoad the drivar and spaciy additional pear user IDs,
but that means you must bring dayn the other IUCV connections in this
image.

We believe it would not be very difficult fo change the IUCV driver such that you
specify only tha number of connections when itis loaded, and specify he pear
user ID just before the ifeanfig command by writing into a ‘proc entry. This
would grve the IUCV driver at least the flexibility of ihe CTC driver.

Thera are also some scaling issues with the CTC driver thal prevent this fram
being affactive. When a number of connections are down and the virtual routeris
trying to establish tha connection, this appears to kaap the CTC driver fram
sending packets on the other connections that are up.

Currently a maximum of & or 10 connections is defined for the OTC and IUCY
drivers. People have suggested that this could be changed (based on the fact
thatit is defined as a constant), but that might be less trivial than it looks. The
CTC driver allocates 2 times a 64 KB buffer for each connection, so 100

connections would require 12.5 MB of storage. This would make it hard to create
a small compact Linux router that can be kept resident by 2/VM. The IUCY driver
requires the user IDs to be listed when the driver is loaded. That causes some
practical problems as well if you want to specify hundrads of user IDs,

It would be Very attractive if z/VM would provide a kind of virtual network based
on UCor some other interface to CP (as opposed to virtual point-to-point
connections). Such a virtual network should offar broadcast capability as well so
that a DHCP server (in a Linux image on VM, connected to thal same virtual
LAN} wauld provide the information to leta DHCP client in each Linux image
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configura the IP stack automatically (as suggested in 10.4.4, “Reducing tha
number of changes required” on page 220), Given the penetration of Ethernet in
the Linux arena, it would be attractive @ the Linux device driver would make it

appear as a network infartace on a virtual Ethemet LAN.

17.2 SOURCEVIPA equivalence for Linux

As discussed in 4.2.3, “Virtual IP ackdrassing’ on page 79, we can use a dummy
interface in our Linux instance to provide a persistent traffic path for TCPRAP
connections. This is used to provide a single addrassing point for applications,
even when multiple intarlaceas are used.| also allows for private |P addressing
ranges to be used in the virtual routing setup, conserving the Internet address

range.

While the dummy intedace provides resilient connectivity support for incoming
connections, it doas not assist when the Linux instance establishes an outbound

connection. This is because of the way the TCP/IP connect () function works,
Part of connect () processing uses the TCPAP routing table to determine which
interface the connection request (TCP SN packet) will be sent over. The IP
address of ihis interlace is used as the source address for the connection.

In 205 and 2/VM, this default behavior has been modified, adding extra
processing to support SOURCEVIPA. z/OS and z/VM check the configuration for
the interface chosen in connect (), and if SOURCEVIPA has been specified for
thal interface, the addrass of the appropriate VIPA willbe used as tha source
address.

- Note: This assessment of the SOURCEVIPA function in 0S and zVM has
been done simply by ookingathow the function works, notby actual
"inspectionofthe code, Noneofthe authors of this radbook have access to

faciagealneaaMPfromthis, ils

It would be possible to make the same changes to ihe Linux INET code to
support ihe same feature. There are many considerations, however, that would
have ta be considered:

» The change would have to be duplicated in TCP and UOP (and may operate
differently for both).

® IPV4 and IPV6 would need to be looked at,

> Other parts of the kernal might be affected. For example, the code that sends
the SN packet may be depandent on the interface address determined in
connect (), and would have to be changed as wall,
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® Applications that inttata connections might not pariorm as expected.

A fairly larga amount of work would De involved in making this kind of
modification to the INET code. However, al tha and of the task Linux would be

able to benefit fram the same high-availabilily connectivity as z/OS and 2/VM for
Incoming and outgoing connections.

Even without a function like SOUARCEVIPA in your penguin colony, though, you
obtain high availability for incoming connections using the dummy interface ad
previously described,

17.3 DCSS-mapped block devices

Reduction of the storage requirements (‘footprint’) of the Linux images is one of
the praraquisites for effectively running a large number of Linux images ona VM
system. One of the options for reducing the footprint is to share storage among
tha images. Sharing the read-only portions of the karnel as suggested in 10.7.1,
“Using an NSS with just the kernel on page 228 will help somewhat, but the
Kernel is only a small portion of the Linux image. It would be much more
attractive to share the application code (the shared libraries and binaries).

17.3.1 Sharing between processes

When a process needs access to an executable or shared library, an mmap{)
function call is used to map this fila into the virtual storage of the process, Thefile
is not completely read into memory before tha process starts, but portions are
brought into storage when needed (like demand paging). When the process
accesses a part of the file that is not in Linux storage, a page faull exception
passes contralto the kernel to start the 10 to read in a portion of that fila and
resume the process when the lO has completed. In the case of shared libraries,

another process might need the same portion of the mappedfile and mt would find
tha portion already in storage and not encounter a page fault. This means that
portion of the file will be loaded into Linux storage only once. Popular portions of
filas will continue to reside in storage and will happan to be available for
processes when needed.

This is something Linux does on each platiorm. ft is not uniqua to 5/390 and it
does not exploit 5/390 facilities other than the Dynamic Address Translation
hardware (referred to as Memory Management Unit (MMU) on other plathorms).
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17.3.2 Sharing between images

This sharing process, described in 17.3.1, “Shanng betwaen processes’ on
page 470, happens within a single Linux image. When Linux images are sharing
disks with coda, many of the Linux images will have read in the same portions of
tha same files, From a VM point of view, this maans that duplicates of the sama
data is in the virtual storage of each of these Linux images.If the pages are
referenced frequently enough by the Linux images, they will ba part of the
reasidant storage of the virtual machine. It would ba very attractive if VM could
play similar tricks as Linux does and map these virlual machine pages on the
same real page frames. Since Linux is using normal IO operations to read the
data,it is not trivial for VM to racognize tha pattern and partorm a form of
Mapoireg.

Some benefit may be gained from VM Minidisk Cache (MDC) that will cache
portions of the data in real storage page framas.

"Note: One could argue whather MDCiseffective in this case. Because Linux
_ imagesalready butfer these popular pagesthamsalves, MDCwill not notice
“that the pageismore popular thanother pages readonce bya Linux image.
The Linux19 tendsto berather “MDC unfriendly”(except whenusingi
seeeaateeaeareinawe_ probably shouldmeasure, Sete te hi: iceeeeeenloe

When the Linux image issues the I/O to gat the data becauseit page faults, it is
probably too late for VM to intarcapt and try to do smart things. This is further
complicated by the fact that each Linux image will read that block of disk into a
differant page of the virtual machine storage.

One option would be to use the z/VM facilities to do something similar to the
Linux mmap() function. The 2/VM facilities, however, build on the XC architecture,
and Linux for §/390 currently cannot run in that mode.

17.3.3 Using shared segments

Another z/V¥M facility to share storage is a discontiquous saved segmant (DOSS),
A Virtual machine can “attach” a DOSS, which means that a defined part of its
address space is mapped on aDCSS. The pages of the DCSS reside ina
special spoolfile and are brought in when necessary through the VM paging
subsystem, and will remain in storage when referenced frequently enough.
Multiple virtual machines share the real page frames, muchlike the map}
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approach in Linux. The DCSS ts normally locatad outside the virtual storage of
tha virtual machine (/.¢., ala virtual address beyond the size of the virtual
machine). At boot time Linux will set up tables to map whatit sees a5 real page
frames, not sagments attached to it after the boot process.

The way we can ialk Linux into using a DCSS could be to have a block device
driver. The block device driver will issue a Diagnose 64 call to attach the segment
when the device is opened. The way to access the segment would be through
the joremap() function in Linux (this is used on PC platforms to access memory
on PC] cards). The kernal currently does not export the symbol for device driver
modules to use it, but this is trivial to do in arch’'s390/kemal’s390_ksyms.c. Wa
made that change and the code appears to work as expected, in that a davice
driver module can access the data in the segment

The first attampt to implament this DCSS block device was to build a device
driver on top of the device file system (devis) so thal segment names would show
up in the ‘dev tree when attached. While this might be an elegant approach for a
production drver, tt tumed out to ba “a lot of work.

Tha second attempt involved taking the XPRAM device driver that is pari of the
Linux for 8/390 source tree, and change it to use a DOSS. The module was
changed to take tha names of the DCSS as a parameter when loading.

fg 9 01:05:34 tuxbOd kernel: dessinfoctrying to load module

Aug 9 OLS: 24 tuxifddd kernel: dessinfo: initializing:
Aug P1105: 34 tubO0d kermel: dessdebugidess: this ts 0 TUATEST

Aug 9 OL 05:94 tuxhtddd kernel: dessdebug: major 34
Aug 9 D105: 34 tuxhckid kersel: dessinfo: hardsector size: 40eHk

Aug 9 D105: 34 tuxhOd) kernel: dessdebugidiagod TUATEST ois 0 20000000 POOFTTFT

hug FP 0105: 34 tubO00d kernel: dessinfo: 1024 KB expanded memory Tound,
fg 9 Leh: 34 tuxhOtio kerael: desedebug: device(0) offset = 0 kh, size = 1074 kh
Aug F010 34 tuhO00d kernel: dessintasModule loaded successrully

While writing the redbook the device driver was already doing the ioremap() call
and it kapt the pointer to tha mapped memory for the segment. The request()
function was changed to copy fram and ta mapped memory.In fact, we do not
want to copy the page inte Linux storage. We nead to convince the systam to use
tha page sitting outside virtual storage. Some extra stuff is needed to load tha
segmantin non-sharad moda to have it writable and to issue the SAVESYS when
tha segmentis detached.

Anotherinteresting application for tha DOSS driver would be to attach a segment
that has been prapared with the mkswap command. This would be lika a swap disk
in Virtual disk (VDISK), bul without the expensive channel programsto drive it.
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17.4 Shadowed disk support

In tha case where many hundreds to thousands of Linux images are assantially
aimilar installations, with the exception of afew configuration files, it would be
advantag@ous to have some means of minimizing the number of disk davices
needed, To this and we began investigating the feasibility of a “shadowed” disk
driver. This driver would use a common master drive as read-only data, but
writes would be directed to 4 quast-specific shadow disk. Subsequent reads
would retrieve changed blocks from the shadowed disk and unchanged blocks
from the master disk,

One significant possible benefit to using a “shadowedapproachisthat it
hacomes a much simplar matter to upgrade soffware for all the systems
simultaneously. Several issues still remain; for example, configuration file format
changes will still require some careful consideration and thought. In the main,
though, it willbe highly desirable to be able to “insta-patch"all the Web servers at
once. It also greatly simplifies the management of hundreds of images by
ensuring that they are all running the same version of software.

Another use of a disk shadow is to allow axtramely simple racovary to a “known
good” stata, If one of the quest images manages to damage its configuration to
the point that it cannot be easily repaired, or oven thatit will no longer boot, all
that must be done Is to delete the shadow and replace it with a blank, new

shadow, In a matier of seconds, the system is up and running again with a known
baseline configuration. With some of the other configuration automation
tachniquas we have discussed, the newly “rabuill! machina could even
automatically make the first changes (é.g. |P address) such that when it comes
up it is already alive and well on the network. Carrying this idea even further, for
well-defined servers all carrying out a similar function (1.4., a clustar of Wab
servers) an automated procass could automatically ‘resurrect’ a failed server by
bringing online a new, freshly configured image while retaining the old shadaw
copy forthe system administrator to look at to detarmine the cause of the failure.

Combined with the DCSS driver in “DCSS-mapped block devices" on page 410,
this would not only save disk space, but would also allow portions of tha common
master driver to raside in storage that is shared among Linux images.

One aspect of the driver that is somewhat more complex is maintaining shadow

consistency with tha master disk. Ifthe master disk changes at all, then the block
map on the shadow is invalid. Some tools could be developed that will:

» Generate a new shadow based on the old shadow and master

® Aebuild shadow/masterto reclaim unused space (this will dapand on how the
file system behaves)
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* Addnew shadows to an existing shadow (multiple shadow disks to expand
shadow capacity}

® Factor common changes out of multiple shadows to generate a new, more
afficiant master

* Simplify shadow managementfor the systam administrator

A prototype implementation using the Linux md driver was developed during this
residency, but was not completed in time for significant rasults fo ba documented
inthis book, Development is continuing, and we hope to be able to publish results
al some future date.

17.5 File system access tool for systems management
Linux currently does not properly handle the dynamic LINK and DETACH of
minidisks as CMS users are used to having.

Thera is a need to allow one Linux image to access the fila system of another
(not running) Linux image. When authorized to do so, users can link to aach
other's minidisks, Unfortunately, the current implementation of Linux for S390
doos not support dynamic linking to 4 minidisk and use of this disk in the DASD
driver. Even when Linux would correctly handle tha machine check interrupts
involved with configuration changes of the virtual machina, the DASD driver
would still need to be unloaded and reloaded with new parameters (which is not
possible when the root tile system is on disk).

The possibility to do this builds on VM facilities and is therefore not present on
other Linux platiorms.

17.5.1 Possible use fortheutility

In ganaral, systams management can be simplified when a running Linux image
can dynamically access the file system on a minidisk other than the minidisks
linked to the virtual machine at IPL. The restrictions of the kere! and DASD

driver currantly do not offer this option.

Ad-hoc file system repair activities
For CMS-based applications, a VM systems programmar or application
programmer would want to link and access minidisks of service machines to
investigate issues and fix problems. A similar facility would be useful for sysiems
management of Linux imagas on VM.
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Alternative data sharing
Instead of sharing data via permanent network connections, applications can
exploit VM facilities to link fo the file systam of anothar Linux image. This should
be done while the other Linux image is net running (in which case a network
connection would not be possible, anyway).

Automated configuration changes of cloned images
When a new Linux image is craaied by copying the disks of an existing Linux
image, several files must be customized for the new image (IP address, host
name, root password). This process can be simplified if normal Linux utilities can
be used to apply these changas.

DirMaint-controlled file system copy
For minidisks in CMS format wih CMSfiles, Dirlaint can automatically copy the
files when the size of a minidisk needs to be increased, If a Linux system can
dynamically link to the old and new minidisk, the same function could be
implemented for minidisks containing a Linus fila system. This is vary important
for storage management.

17.5.2 Design outline

A program on the users Linux image (the master) will take the arguments
needed to access the minidisk (user ID, virtual address, optionally read
password, mount point). Because of the limitations of the DASD driver to
dynamically add devices, a new Linux image (tha worker) must be started when
a minidisk needs to be accessed. This new image links the proper minidisk and
IPL Linux from an NSS that also contains a RAMdisk image. The DASD driver
can row be loaded and the file systam on tha minicisk can be mounted in the
root fila systam. The new Linux image connects to the master Linux image via an
ICY connection and exports the mountedfile system via NFS, The program that
initialed this can now mount thal exported file system in its own file system.

Wilh an enhancement to pick up the IPL parameters, as shown in 10.7.3,
“Picking up IPL parameters" on page 220, we do not even nead to boot with
initrd. The additional disks can be specified in the IPL command: an extra option
could be passed to the boot scripts to indicate what action is required from the
worker,
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17.5.3 Detailed design

The IPL of the worker should be reasonably fast to make this work. We have
seen that booting a kernel with an uncompressed 30 MB RAMdisk image from
NSS can be done within 3 seconds when the pages needed are already in
storage. The RAMdisk image can probably ba made smaller, which would further
speed up the process. If necessary, the system can be |PLéd from diskif that
turns out to be faster.

To gat IUCY connections between worker and master, the proper IUCV
glatements must be in the CP directory. The netivev driver requires all peer user
IDs to be defined when the driveris loaded. These restrictions suggest that we
create a few of thase workers for each virtual machine that must use this facility.
These workers should be dedicated to this master. This simplifies securily
issues, bacause the workers can have the same authorization as the master. The

workers do not need disk space, so the cost of half a dozen workers for each
system administrator is not much.

The program to initiate this function can find the first free UC connection and
MAUTOLOG the corresponding worker. The XAUTOLOG command can be
issued using the hep command in the cpint package. An ifconfig command can
be issued to define the IUCV connection. Root authorization in Linux is normally
needed for the hep command, but that applies to the final mount command as
well.

17.5.4 Additional points for the implementation

416

Booting from AAMdIsk may be too restrictive fora full implamentation. The
alternative is to keep a separate root device for each worker. Because of the
restrictions of ihe DASD driver, the kernel must be IPLed from NSS and a small

modification must be made to the bootstrap such thatit takes parameters from
the [PL command to insert them in the commandline tor the Kemal. This is not

rocket science and has been done before, It would be very useful for other
purposes as well and greatly simplify the IPL from NSS.

To maka the facility mora ganaric, it must be possible to pass tha command fo ba
executed on the worker, By default, this would be the script to set up the network
connection with the master, but it will also be possible to have a command

axecuted without connecting the network, This results ina kind of background
processing outside the virtual machine,

To copy a file system to a new disk, two minidisks must be linked and the tar and
untar for the copy must be issued,
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An elegant solution would be if the worker could mount part of the master’s tile
system $0 that local senpts and commandsin the master could ba axacuted.
Different levels of commands and libraries could make this very complicated.

some complications with respect to UID and GID may occur whenfilas in the
target file system are modified or created.

The private IUCV nelwork belween each worker and the master is a secure
solution and there are no security nsks for the NFS expori in the worker.

The DASD driver currently has a delay of 10 seconds in the startup. The reason
for this is unclear. It should be possible to ramove this delay or improve the
process,

Most parameters will be fixed for aach worker and could be taken irom a file on
the 191 disk using the cmsfs driver (or computed from the user ID of the virtual
machine). The actual parameters for the command could be passed to the Linux
boot scripts via CP Globaly variables (for example, the TAG of a virtual device).

There are no specific raquirameants for the lavel of Linux running in the worker.
The only requirement is that it should be reasonably current, but it probably can
be an off-the-shell kemel with RAMdisk. With recent levels of Linux, the

incompatibilities between differant versions of the DASD driver seem to be fixed.

17.6 Synergy with CMS Pipelines
CMS Pipelinesis the 2M built-in productivity tool for CMS. Many CMS
applications are written to use CMS Pipelines facilities. In the hands of an
experianced plumber, CiMS Pipelines is also vary useful for ad-hoc analysis of
the oulpul of experiments, as we did while writing the redbook.

While CMS Pipelines design was originally mildly inspired by the concept of
pipes in UNIX,it has been enhanced significantly beyond that.It features
multistream pipes as well as pipes that dynamically modify the topology of the
pipeline by adding segments to the running pipeline. GMS Pipelines has drivers
to interface with various 2/V'M facilitias.

The CMS Pipelines home page is hosted by Princeton University at

http:pucc princeton. edu/"pipel ine
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The home page has pointers to several papers on CS Pipelines. It also offers
the latast version of the CMS Pipelines Runtime Library free for download to
allow customers with slightly older levels of CMSto run the latest version of CMS
Pipalinas on their system, The 2°VM cocumentation comes with two publications
for GMS Pipelines users:

» CMS Pipelines Reference, $C24-5971
» CMS Pipelines User's Guide, SC24-5970

Expenenced plumbers tend to prefer the documentation in the “CMS Pipelines
Author's Edition,” which is available on the VM Collection COs as well as on the

home page:

http: //puce princeton cdu/"pipel ine/pipel ine. book

In an earlier residency, Jahn Hartmann, the author of GMS Pipelines, created the
“Plumbers Workbench” (PW).It is a workstation application with CMSin its
back roar. It allows access to all of CVS Pipelines tram the worksiation. PB is
available for OS/2 and MS Windows workstations. John Harimann also worked

on a PWE client for Linux (including Linux for 5/390). This gives Linux
applications access both to CMS Pipelines and to CMS applications.

We did some experiments with the code and it certainly works, though the syntax
of the vimpipe command is error prone due to the overloading of the “I’ character.
To manipulate Linux data with CMS Pipaiines, the PWE client sands the data
over a TCP/IP connection to the PWB agent running ina CMS user ID. Since
Linux for $/290 can have a fast connection to the CMS usarID,this is less likely
to ba a showstopper,

For people with the appropriate skills, it could be very attractive to use those
skills for their Linux work. The ideal would ba to have a Linux implementation of
CMS Pipelines. This is currently not available,

17.7 Make DirMaint the registration vehicle

Several things need to be arranged in VM to create a new Linux image, as shown
in 9.2, “Things to do for new Linux images" on page 199. it could be attractive to
enhance DirMlaint so that it takes the role of central registration vehicle in VM.

To do this, thera would ba a need for naw options in the prototype files that invoke
exit routines to do the “things” that are needed for the new Linux images. For
example, a new slatement in the prototype file could look like this:

SD0TF sutnet-17
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This could invoke an exit that allocates a new IP address for this image in a
specific subnet, and creates the definitions in the TCP1P configuration filas,
DONS, DHCP. etc. If real network interfaces are used, the exit should probably
pass the correct DEVICE statamants to DirMlaint to have thase included In the
directory entry for tha naw image.

Bacausa wa do not know yet whal is needed, a flexible implementation should
make the statements, as well as the exit routines, user-defined.

The same processes obviously would take care of rameving the definitions when
the Linux image is deleted with DirMlaint, or when the creation process is rolled
back lor some reason.

Diseussion with people associated with Dirvaint development showed thay ara
aware of the need to make DirMaint assist in cloning Linux images. One of the
possible enhancements could be fo have the DATAMOVE virtual machine create
new minidisks as a copy of an original disk rather than format them,
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Linux Community
Development System

The Linux Community Development System (LODS) was created by a team of
[AMars in thé spring of 2001. Its purpose was to provide the opan source
community with free access to Linux on a mainframe.In this chapter, wa descnibe
tha experiences and lessons learned.
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Components of the system

The following sections discuss the system components,

Linux on a mainframe for free

The first component of the Linux Community Development System is the Linux
part—in other words, making Linux systems on 3/390 available to the open
source community. Here is the invitation as it appears on tha LCDS home page:

https!w= 1. ibn. com! servers/eserver/2series fos] inn! leds index, html

Meloone to the Linux Community Development System (the "“Service'), & Service
provided by IBM. The Service provides you with access Lo a Linux on 5/290
environment for the purpose of providing the Open Source comunity with a
platform to develop, port andfor test drive your products ar applications on
this platform. We anticipate the majority of users to include entrepreneur
ceyvelopers/vendors that otherwise night not have the opportunity to test/port
their code to the §/390 platform. However, we invite all interested parties
that meet the established terms and conditions to register and experience
‘Linux for 5/390",

Community: the global response

The LCDS home page opened for business on May 22, 2001. In three days the
page had received 27,000 hits, Nol all of those hits led to a request for a Linux
system, but as of late July 2001, there werealittle aver 600 images running on
the system. The users are a truly global community, representing thase
counties:

Angola
Argentina
Australia

Austria

Belgiurn
Brazil

Bulgaria
Canada

Chila

China

Croatia

Czech Republic
Denmark

Dominican Republic
Egypt

i
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Estonia

Finland

France

Germany
Great Britain

Greece

Hungary
lc@land

India

Indonasia

lraland

lsraal

Italy
Japan
Malaysia
Mexico

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway
Pakistan

Peru

Poland

Romania

Russia

Singapore
South Korea

Spain
Sri Lanka

Sweden

Switzerland

Taiwan

Thailand

Turkey
Ukraine

United Arab Emirates

United Kingdom
United States

Venezuela

Vietnam

Yugoslavia
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Development: whatis being tried

The users rapresent a global range of applications as well as geographies. Film
production, aerospace, pharmaceutical, insurance and banking companies are
participating, as well as many universities {rom around the workd, and gnuorg.
The following list shows the varnety of reasons users gave for wanting a Linux
aystam on S990:

Aotund prime sequencing
Samba, Apache, Sendmail
Digital document system
C++ compiles, C code front ands, general tests
Cryptography, security, intrusion detection
Java, XML, XM
Wireless, voice, ambedded devices

Working on, axpanmenting with, testing...
Want to see:

- It this works

- How easy it is
— If) can port

er Pong
® Oriental herbolagy

,FfFFFfFFFTFF
System: whatit is being run on

The operating system software that runs the LODS is zVM. This allows
hundreds of unique Linux images to exist on one physical machine. The
hardware is $/390 technology, not zSerias. The techniques learned and refined
on this system will deliver even better results as they ara deployed on 64-bit,
7S5eries hardware. The full details of the system are described in the following
section,

Technical implementation of the LCDS

Hardware specifications

CPU

The LCDS is hosted on a 9672 G6 Model 7X? machine. This hardware has [EEE

floating paint and is 31-bit technology. Itis a 10-way processor, with 32 GB of
memory. It is part of the 5/390 family,
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Network

DASD/disk capacity
The Linux images and 2VM operating system have access to disk storage on a
shark (Enterprae Storage Server) Model 2105-F20 configured with 2.1 terabytes
of capacity.

The network dasign of the LCDS had to accommodate an interesting mix of legal
and physical characteristics. The z/VM operating system had to be accessible to
IBM amployees who were setting i up and administering it.on the intemal IBM
network. The Linux quests had to be on a direct connection to the Intemet, and
there could be we connection between the two (Internet and intamal IBM). The
physical constraints included the use of an existing T7 connection to the Intamet
over a 2172 LAN Channel Station. Although there was only one physical
connection to ihe Iniamet, tha design had to accommodate hundreds of unique
IP addrasses—one for each Linux quest,
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AT&T

Internet

 IBM 3172 LAN

Channel Station

Linux Guest |
serving as
a router

network

oo 0.12.0
we100

Figure 17-1 LCDS connection fo the intemet

A total of 2000 |P addresses were obtained. These addresses are spread across
20 routers in groups of 100. All the routers fo the Linux quests ara themsalyas
Linux guests. This allows the exploitation of z/VM architecture by networking all
the Linux guests through virtual, or sofltware-definad, connections, The LCDS
uses IUCY-type connections, as opposed to Virtual Channel To Channel (VCTC).
The IWCYV connections were found to initialize quicker and recover more
automatically, for example after a reboot.

One task of the Linux routers is lo do Network Address Translation (NAT). Within
tha LCDS virtual network, the Internet addresses are translated to class A

10.10. addresses. This means the 2000 purchased Intemet addresses do nat
have to be consumed by intemal routers, name servers, and gateways.
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The other advantage of the 10.x.«.2 addresses is that they cannot be routed. Tha
network traffic isn't going to “leak”, Within the LCDS network, ICMP is turned off.
This means ping cannot be used to discover the network topology Once users of
tha LCDS are logged on to their Linux image, they can access any address on
tha Internet using any protocol that is authorized on the target server.

Within the LCDS network, the Linux quests ara architecturally isolated from each
olher. This isolation is achieved under the contral of 2/VM. Each Linux guest can
only have access to a resource that is defined to it. There are no pathways
available for a Linux quest to communicate with, access, or modify any resource
that is not defined to it.

The domain name server is within the scope of the LCDS network. Since this is a
vary dynamic setup, with Linux images being defined by the dozen, it saemed
better to control the configuration of tha name server within the LCDSstaff.

Back-routers are used to contain and shorten the network traffic arnong the Linux
quests. They allow an asset to be shared without exposing thetraffic (and asset!)
ta tha Internet.

As mentioned before, ping (ICMP) is tured aff. The only accessto log in as root
is through SSH access. Telnet and fip are enabled, and can be used once you
have suocasstully logged in.

Staff and processes

Team

The Linux Community Development System was designed, implemented, and |s
administered by a small taam based mostly in Endicott, NY. Everyone involved
made their contributions while still Keaping their day job, in keeping with the open
source community tradition. They are officially part of the Advanced Technical
Support (ATS) organization, The team members are:

John Sutera Manager
Bill Bitnar Performance, Vi Development
Pamela Bryant PROP
Sleve Gracin Networking, RedHal, WebSphere Application

Server

Stanley Jones Jr Ragistration, Lotus Notas work flow
Bob Leicht Enrollment, SSH, System
Richard Lawis VM, Networking, System
John Schniizler Jr Hardware, [OCP SSH

Jon von Wolfersdord Networking, LCDS Home Page
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Pam Bryant and ichard Lewis are based in Gaithersburg. The rest of the team
is in Endicott, a5 is the hardware.

Register
Acoass to tha LCDS is open to anyone (axcapt intemal IBMers), anywhere in the
world. A form is provided on the Internat, asking for a minimal amount of
information, including the users purpose in testing Linux on a mainframe, Ones
the form is filled out, a Lotus Note is sent to an administrative ID. This ID is

monitored by two team mambers. When a request for a Linux system is received,
it is converted fo an entry in a Lotus database. The request is reviewed, then
accepted or rajactad, An accaptad request triggers a Lotus Notes agent to
assign an ID and password, which are sent to the requestor.

Generate a system
One requirement for access to the LCDS is SSH (Secure SHell) encryption. The
requestor is responsible for getting a terminal emulator that is SSH capable, and
for generating public and private keys.

Note: The freeware program PuTTY does both, with the PuTTYgen.exe and
putty.exe programs. They can be found on the Webat:

http: /wer. chiark, qreenand.org.uk/"sqtathamputty

When requestors of a Linux system receive the note with the ID and password,
they use these to sign on to a secure Web page. This Web page is on the LCDS
ZV sysiem where the Linux guests are defined and run. The ID and password
are validated, then a new Linux quest ié generated. The automated generation
process creates a VM quest Linux user, with associated disk space,virtual
memory, and a natwork address.

The CLONEM axec takes advantage of CMS techniques such as PIPES. It also
uses drivers from the open source community. Rick Troth of BMC Software has
written a driver that allows CMS files to be read from Linux, and Neale Ferguson
of Software 4G has written a device driver that allows CP commands to be

issued from Linux (see Appendix B, “Using the hcp command” on page 437 for
more details.) This permits an archilecture where customization information is
managed from 2M, which allows ona parson to administer hundreds of

eystams from ona central focal point.

There are two other key pieces of interface technology. Thefirst is the Web page
mentioned earlier. It is CA's VM:Webgateway.It allows the requestor information
to ba collacted in the z/VM environment and propagated to each new Linux
quest. The second interlace is specialized customization to the boot process of
Linux. Richard Lewis of the IBM Washington System Center created a shell script
that runs very early in the boot process, before the network connection is started.
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The script reads the customization information on the Linux guasts A-cisk
(gathered from the Web page). It assigna the correct network address and
essentially answers the questions a user answers when installing a Linux
distribution.

Tha first access that requastors of the Linux quast have to their system is when
they SSH inte itas rool They do not have to go through SuSE or Turbo panels to
configure the distribution. This automated process provides a high leval of
security, as it shields the user from the underlying z'VM system, prevents
network configuration errors (accidental or deliberate), and reserves cantrol of
tha configuration process to the system owner.

Help, Support
Whan someone downloads Linux and insialls ton their home PC, thay
understand they aré on their own as far as technical support is concemedd, It is
their rasponsibility to find for contribute!) answers through the use of news
groups and mailing lists. The same is true on the Linux Community Development
System, Free access to a somewhat hard-to-acquire and expensive hardware
platform has been provided by IBM. The goal is to prove that Linux on the
maintrame is the same as any other Linux. “The same" ncludes the same style
of support. There is a forum on the LCDS Web site, where community members
share their oxperiances. They can daseribe problems they have encountered,
and may recerve technical help. However, no one is restricted to using only that
forum, and there is no guarantee they will gat an answer thera. Technical support
comes from the open source community al large.

It oftan happens that a Linux system crashes aftar some usertasts or
modifications. Since the requestor of an LODS Linux quest machine does not
have access to the “big red switch"(the power switch) to do a reset of the
hardware, i was necessary to provide a way fo reboot a seriously incapacitated
Linux quest. The REBOOT service machine is accessed using SSH and accepts
the name of your Linux machine as ihe login ID. There ara four options to choose
from. You can:

e Exit without doing anything.
® IPL your Linux with 4 rascue system. This reboots a Linux rascue system

from a AAM disk,

» IPL your Linux from a specified device. This performs a normal reboot.

® Force your Linux offline: do not restarf it. This torces a shutdown -h now,
which will then require a reboot with either option 2 or a,
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As of the time of writing, there were over 600 Linux guests running on the LCDS.
At no time has a reboot of one Linux guest impacted any of tha others. The
architecture of z/VM allows complete freedom for individual users to try any
high-risk change theylike, while completely isolating the other Linux machines
from any impact of that change.

Monitoring
The LCDS usage has been monitored both interactively and using accumulated
statistics. The historical data has turned up interesting facts, such as z/VM
setting a new record for paging of 258,000 pages per second. The previous
record was 45.000 pages par second. This is a testament to the robustness of
the 2/VM architecture.

Network monitoring showed no particular bottlenecks. Once network traffic is
within the virtual network of z/V/M and the Linux routers, communication is at very
high speed and bandwidth. The physical limitation is the capacity of the T1 ine. A
sample graph of the dally usage is shown i Figure A-1,

 :atheLbLett
e 3.4 5 ? 8@ 9 UT 12 *113:14«15 «WO? 181 Ma eeMini: 4.70% Maaln:"sey Avgin: 10.07% - MinQuk 87% MawQut: 97.29% AvgOua: 4.79%

Hour: (00:00 te 24000 }

Figure A-T percent utilization of the TY line
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The higher line (blue) is inbound traffic, and the lowerline (rad) is outbound
traffic. The usage pattern if a pretty typical workday series of peaks and valleys
as people comein to work, come back from lunch, and hurry to finish something
at the and of the day. The graph of weekly activity showed that Saturday was one
of the busier days—an interesting finding.

Interactive observation of the Linux quests was done by the LCDS staff. On
occasion, a spike in CPU activity would be noted and investigated, Ina
production ISP/ASP environment, this process could be automated. Tha CP
ACCOUNTfacility alse collected the CPU activily for each quest, and could have
been used to track high CPU usage,

One area that several people would lika ta explore is the possibility of using the
Monitor facility. This system interface is used in CMS to report more detailed
usage information fram within the virtual machina, CMS reports statistics on its
Shared File System, as an example, Neale Ferguson has started work on a Linux
driver to talk to the Monitor Application Data interface. Some members of the
LCDS taam hope to cooperate in refining this driver,

Termination

Users are given accass to a Linux quest for 30, 60, or 90 days. At the and of the
tire they requested, ihe image is dalated from the system. It is the users’
responsibility ta retrieve any data they wish to keep. The automated process to
retum rasources to the system is fairly basic, since thera is no requiramentfor
any information to be prasarved.

Evolution and lessons learned

The LCDS has been a very dynamic experiment, and a fast-changing
environment. 4 lot has been heared, both about 2°VM running Linux quests, and
about the nature of the Linux kemel. Several refinements to z/VM tuning were
made, and there was at least one contribution to the Linux kernel.

ziVM

The IBM labs have been doing validation of the early Linux code drops, even
before they go to the various distributors. The LODS stati has bean actively
engaged in that validation. Two areas of interest have been the DASD drivars and
how Linux behaves with mini-disk caching. There was an iléralion of the kernel
that did not respond well to mini-disk caching, but that was quickly resolved, The
code drops that are being tasted as of this writing will be out in the fall of 2001.
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Z/ViM Halease 4.10 includes an enhancement to CCW translation. Code was

written for VSE guests that improved l/0 to DASD deviess. (VSE is another
operating system.) This fast path code was only available for DASD, since VSE
systems typically do a lot of data processing, and vary little network activity. IBM
developers working with Linux under zVM realized that although VSE did vary
little network activity, Linux does a lot of network activity, They thought of making
tha |'O commands to natwork devices eligible for the fast path code, This was
done for LAN Channel Station (LCS) and CTC connections and a 40%
improvement in processor afficiency for network 'O was achieved for Linux
quests.

Linux

The Linux Karnal has a bit of logic that wakes up to check for work, It is refarrad to
asjiifies or the fifties timer pop. This results in wasteful overhead on a
mainframe processerthat is optimized to respond to interrupts. David Boyas of
Sina Nomine Associates has axperimented with altering the Hz value in the Linux
kemel. The default value is 100, bul it has been set to a value such as 16. This

means more usetul work is done, and there is less dispatching of a Linux
machine that has no work to do, simply to check for work. Setting the Hz value
too low can be a problam. Aaspansivenass goas down, and some things stop
working. At this time the LCDS timeris set to its normal default value of 100, in
order to maintain the consistency of Linux on other platiorms.

A patch has been submitted to the Linux organization that implements a much
differant scheduling technique.It is not in the platfonm-dependent code. It would
affact all platforms, and is designed to helpall platforms that have multiple
processors, but it has not been accepted into the kernel. Users or distributors do
have the option af including the patch, which applies to Linux 2.4. There is a
graat daal of intarest in this area of the coda, so a lot of novation can ba
expected. The Linus news groups and mailing lists will have the most currant
information.

Tuning both
One problem thal was encountered vary quickly was default settings for cron.
There is a security package that scans for trivial passwords, which by default was
started at midnight. On a single Linux system, this is a very conscientious thing

to do. When hundreds of Linux guests on tha same hardware all do tha same
thing, at the same time, it is a very bad thing to do! The system spiked to 1000%
busy (which means all 10 CPUs were at 100% utilization) and paging wentto
259,000's, The system did not crash. Eventually all the Linux quests completed
the scan for trivial passwords, and CPU busy retumed to normal, tt took a bit of
investigation to discover the cause of the activity, but it was simple to fix. As
upgrades are made and Linux is reinstalled, the detaults in cron ara checked for
tasks that shouk] not be scheduled to run,
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4 characteristic of Linux ts that the mora memory it has allocated, the more tt will
use that manmory forfile caching. In some architectures, this is very desirable,
However, when running under 2/VM, itis more efficient to use the mini-disk
caching capability. In fact, when a change was made to the LCDS systam to
reduce the amount of mini-disk caching storage and give it to paging,
performance actually got worse. Paging and file 0 ara covered axtansively in
Chapter 3, “Virtual server architecture” on page 45.

Structuring the file system to save space
One concem the LCDS staff had was to not use up the available disk space any
faster than could be helped. After some experimentation, the structure shown in
Figure A-2 on page 434 was chosen. The greatest amount of file spaceis used in
tha pan of the directory trae under ‘usr. Therefore, much of that part of the file
system is mounted read only (n'a).
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The attribute of being readonly is enforced at the z/VM level. Editing tha
fatetstab file and changing /usr io be read/write does not affect access to the
underlying physical device. To provide users wilh their own, privale read'wrile
files, a separate device is mounted at /ustlocal. This allows about 80% of thefile
systam to exist in one copy, shared readonly, by all 600 Linux quests.
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Perhaps the most outstanding result of running the LCDS has been to witness
tha integrity of the archilecturé. The inadvertent stress tast thal drove the system
to 1000% busy did not result in an outage. We have seen how 2/VM ensures the
isolation of aach server, This allows for the most effactive economy of scale in
consolidating servers in ane hardware footprint, while at the same time
permitting owners of the Linux quest the same freedom and autonomy they could
have on a workstation-based server.

summary

Thera are many options to the $990 Linus architecture and system design that
may be feasible for accommodating multiple Linux quests. The team utilized
existing hardware, software, Linux distributions and network topology that was
available, The LCDS demonstrates 3/990 and z/VM versatility, strength and
security within an existing UT environment that is worldwide in scope and

FaSponsiveness.
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Using the hcp command

Neale Ferguson of Software AG wrote the package cpint for Linux for 5/390 to
provide an interlace to some CPfunctions. One of the components is the hep
command, which uses the Diagnose 6 interface to issue CP commands on
behalf of the guest virtual machine that runs the Linux image. The cpint package
for the 2.2 serias kemel can be downloaded from the following Web site:

http: //penguinw. princeton.edu/prograns/cpint. tar.gz

To use the package you need to compile the programs and install them on each
of the systems where you want to use the package. This can be very impractical
if you have many differant systems.ltis possible to package the compiled
binaries and installation script in an fpr package that can be installed along with
the olher packages on each Linux system.

Creating an rpm package for cpint
An rpm package consists of the source files, palches, and the spec file that
describes how to apply the patches, how to build the binaries and how to install
the binaries on the system.

Fora Red Hat installation, the rpm files reside in the ‘usrsre/redhat! directory.In
a SuSE installation, these files ara in the /usr’sro/packages/diractory.

To build an rpm package from the source files, we need to creale a spec file:
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Example: 8-1 The cpintspec file

Vander: hab wan der Hei]

Distribution: SuSE Linux 7.0 [s390)
Hamme: epi

Packager: rab@rydheij.can

Copyright:=GPL
broup: Appl ications,System
Prowtcles : epi
Autareqpray: of
VareTons 2.2.16

Rel aase: i

Summary: Device driver for CP diagnose functions
Source: https}penguinvm.princeton.edu/program,cpint.tar.qz°
Rulldroot:=fvar/tap/cpint-root!

Sdefine eplotoajor 254

description

Author:Meale Ferquion Meals. Ferguian@Sottwaress-US4. com

The cpint package provides the cpint device driver that communicates with
WHfESA through the CP Diagmase interface. Most useful right now is the
diagnasa 8 which allows the virtual machine to [ssue CP commands to query
or modify the status of the virtual machine,

Sprep
Bsetip = cpint

build

nake

Sinstal]

linuxwers="unane =r"

rm =f SRPMBUT LDROT
nkdir =p SRAMBUILDRoOTdey
mknad $8PMBUILDROOTdev/cpemd c S{cpintmajar)
chown rootrwhee] $RPM_BUILD_ROOT,dev,'cpcmd
install -p -D hep SAPM_BUTLOROOT/sbin/
install -p -D cpint.o PAPA BUTLOROOT 1 ibémodules/$)inusvers/inise!

epost

if grep * cgint® fetefmodules.conf > fdevsnull
then

crue

else

acho “alias char-major-(cpintmajor} cpint" >= /etc/modules.cont

" Unfortunately Neale packaged also binaries in his tar fila so we untarred it, did a make clean and then tarred it again
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fsbinfdeomad -a
fi

postun

lf grep -w "epint® fete/modules.conf > (dev/null
then

grep -w -w “cpint™ /ete/modules.conf > fetc/modules.canf.new \
AB install -b -p fete/medules.conf.new /ete/medules .conf
rmicd epint > /dewsnull
/sbinfdegnad =a

fi

oH les

Sattr(hb, root, root) devs cpond

/sbinfheop
‘1it/medules/s| version; mlscicpint.a

Schangel og
* Mon dun 1] 2001 robervdheij.can

- Fixed incorrect mode for /dev/cpemd node
* Fri dun 08 2081 rob@rydheij.cam
- lke modules.cant rather than conf modules

The next step is to copy the cpint-tar.gz (and optionally any patchfiles for the
package) into the SQUACES directory, and then build the binaries rpm.

f rp =bo cpint. spec

This creates the binaries rpm in thea SPECS/s390 directory. To package the
source and patches with the spec file, you create the source rpm package. The
rpn -ba command creates both binaries and source rpm,

Installing the cpint rpm package
When the binaries rpm is created, the install is very simple:

f rpm -lWwh colmt-2.2, 16-3. 8390. rp

i you do this on another system, you don't aven have to copy the rom file over by

hand. 4 single rpa command can take care of tha FTP and install (provided you
put the rpm package in a place that can be reached via FTP):

# rpm -lvh ftps ffhostnane/!path/cpint-2.2,16-3.5390 rpm

Using the hcp command
Because the install scripts in the pm package also register the major numberfor
cpint in /etcimodulas.conf, {ha kamel module will be loaded automatically when
you issue the hep command:
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#heo gt
TIME (8 20:00:55 EDT FRIDAY OF 03/01

COMNECT= 99:59:59 VIRTCPU= O77 340.06 TOTCPUS O98;48.55

Seeing this will make the average VM user probably feel at home immediately,
but there are a faw gotchas to watch out for. Make sure you spacily the command
in double quotas when necessary:

fhico m * test
HCPMSGOZ0E Userid missing or invalid

Whal happened In this case is that the shell substituted the “" with the list af filas
in the currant directory, as it does with each shell command. Dapanding on the
number of files in the directory, you may also gat anotherindication of the
problem:

#hep om * test

Write: Cannot allocate nenory

Another one to watch out for is typing the hep command without any parameters,
This causes the virtual machine to drop in CP READ and get logged off after
some time.
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Using the Linux 2.4 kernel

In this appendix we describe how we upgraded to the Linux 2.4.5 kemel. There
are differant ways to get a Linux-2_4.5 Kemel running on your system. Wa

axparianced, howeve, that not all obvious routes to that goal ware easy to travel
for someone with minimal Linux skills.

On June 29, just before we started our work on this Redbook, another “code
drop” was dona by the IBM team in Boablingan. Part of the patches published on
tha IBM DaveloparWorks Wab site were the $/990 patches for the Linux-2.4.5
kernal. This latest patch is called linux-2.4.5-5390, jus! like the previous one
published on June 13. The size of the patch, however, has grown from 25 KB to
1.5 MB. The ‘raadme" with the patch explains the new function introduced with
this patch. One of the biggest chunks in this patch appears to be a rework of the
DASD driver.

Note: We were unableto get a system runningwilh this new DASD driveron
"existingdisks. Gacauseof this we decided to stickwith theJune13version of
- tha patch (whieh is not available onthe Web site any mare), Later experiments

suggest that this may have been causedbydevis unintendedly beingi:Untortunataly, wecid rot have Bre fo xatiaoa 6ourreepat |.process. pfi li i
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"Canefworms: Somewherealongthe fina,“theELF architecture number for
8390 has changed from Oxad00 tothe nowofficial Ox0016. The binaries
containthis numberto prevent binaries from anotherarchitectura tobe
"executed on your system {which is good). This new number is definedin,
- binutils and will cause theloaderto produce binaries markedwith thenew i
_ number, SirsaHPN aTeesneaaN_ bothtypesofbinaries, 80 this ig upwards compatible lial
“Thiseamearchitecturecodeis also present in the kernel modules,including
| tha objectcode only (OC) ones for the OSAinterface. You need to gat |ihe
_corect version ofthe modules to make sura they can be loadedor you will be

withoutyour network connection.cerawilwerkh yout‘the architecturedifference, = Teyed-}-ey-deyed- fe

Silo and the DASD driver

Changes to the joctl() functions In the DASD driver make the silo from your
2.2.16 kemelfail with the 2.4.5 kernel. From the /usr/sre’linux directory you need
to make silo again. Unfortunately, the changes in silo and the DASD driver are
incompatibla, so you should keep both versions of silo around. We renamed the
old silo to /sbin/silo-2.2.16 and copied the new one as /sbin/silo-2.4.5. This way
you are constantly raminded to use the correct version.

Thera is a bug in silo in that fails to claan up the temporary davice node. This
happens when the version of silo does not match the DASD driverin the kemel.
The error message to recognize is shown in Example C-1. You need to rn
/tup/$ilodev to run silo again.

Exammle: C-1 Error message indicating fhe left-over deviee node

silavc (Tine:428) ‘okenod ("/tnp/silodev", $_IPBLK | S_TAUSR | S_TWUSR,
fst.st_dew}' returned Lf='File exists!

i VOU want you can even write your awn shell script ‘sbin/silo to pick the corract
varsion based on the level of the kemel, The shell scrpt is shown in
Example C-2,

Later versions of $170 support a configuration fila, We did not use this because it
mainly caused us problams and did not play well with altarnate boot volumes.

Example: 0-2 Siral scriot to pick fhe correct version af silo

#! bin/sh

J- "uname -r° 44
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Another bug in $i1o is that ft Raves temporary files ike parm.6Djosgq in the ‘boot
directory. You may want to enhance your silo script such that f ramoves these
temporary tiles before running silo again.

Aitention: When you copy anew kernel to your ‘boot directory, you should
avoid overwriting the active kemal(for example, by avoiding the delaull name
“imaga"|. The way sile works is that it records the block numbers of the kernal
ina spécial bootmapfile, When Linux is booted, thease blocks are read into
memory from disk without checking the directories on the disk. If you overwrile
your active Kamel, these blocks become unused and may be overwnitten later
by other files. If you do not run silo at this point (for example, because it does
not work on your new kemel), you are close to being unable to bool your old
kernel again. For peace of mind you should implement the process outlined in
0.5, “Using an alternate boot volume" on page 206 when you play with kernal
upgrades.

In the latest 2.4.5 paiches thé silo command has disappeared, We have not yet
worked with zip], which should perform the samefunction.

Steps to upgrade SuSE 7.0 to Linux-2.4.5 kernel

Using the intermediate May 7 version of SuSE 7-0, you should be able to get
2.4.5 running following this recipe,

Untar the linux-2.4.5 sources

Get the linux-2.4.5.tar.gzfile from the Web at:

ftp: // ftp. kernel org

or your other favorite FTP site and put that in /use/sre for now. You probably
should save the current 2.2.16 sources as well, as follows:

#icd fusr/sre
# orn linux

# tar af Vinug-?.4.5. tar.gz
# om linux Vinux-?.4.5

# in -5 limux-7.4.5 linux

Apply the IBM patches
You need to download linux-2.4.5-5390_largz from the DeveloperWorks Web site
and untar that. The following assumes you do this in /root/patch245:

cd fusesre/] dn

patch -pl -1 froot/pateh245/linux-2.4.5-8390.di ff
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The CTC driverat this level of code has a small problem that, at tha vary least,
floods the console with error messages. There were also reports about sudden
hangs of the driver, which may be caused by the same bug. The patchforthis:
bug is i Example C-3. It must be applied in the same way as the
linux-2.4,5-8390.diff patch.

Example: C-3 Pateh for the ete driver in 24.5

ee= boelinum-2.4,.5/drivers/s290/netfctomain.c Wed Apr 18 23:40:07 2001
be Tinuse2.4.5/drivers/sl/net/ctemain.c Wed Jun 20 23:48:44 2001

bl 98h! Pa? ae

first = 0:

|

atomic_dec(Sskb->users) ;
- dev_kfree_skb({skb);
+ dev_kfree_skb_any{skb);

i

spin_lockf&ch->collect_lock);
if feh-=deew} [

"Restriction; TheIUGVdriverinthis 2.4.5 level appears to be broken as well in
“thal it caused a kemel oops with the first IPpacket transmitted. A newvarsion

- isbaingtested, but al ihenaieisaneeuse aeCin (and
- apply this patch}. Ee eee Le eee:

Copythe config file from your old source tree
You probably want the new kernel configured similar to what you had on the
previous one, If you have bean building the 2.2.16 kemel yourself, the config file
for the Kernel will be the .config file In ‘usr’sre/linux-2.2.165u5E. If you did not do
this already, then you find a copy of it as image.contig in your /boot directory.
Copy the config file to /usr/sre/linuxoldcontig and run make oldconfig now, You
will be prompted for the new configuration options that were net in your old
kernal.

Build the kernel and modules

You can now build the Karnal and modules, starting in the /usr/sre/linux'. This
procass may take a while, depending on the processing resources you have
available:

eed fusin/srcs imum

# make image modules modules_install

Because of the incompatibility with silo and the new DASD driver as explained
in “Silo and the DASD driver on page 442, you should also build silo and make
yourself the shall script forit:

# fake sila
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fe cp arch/s390/tools/silo/silo /sbinfstla-2.4,5

Prepare the boot disk
Unlass you ara very certain of what you are doing, you should prapare yourself
an altemate boot disk as explained in 9.5, “Using an altemate boot volume" on
page 206 and mount this al ‘boot. Copy the new kernel lo the /boot directory and
run sile with your normal parameterfile:

focp Systemmap /boot/!Systen.map-2.4.5
f ep arch/si90/boot/image boot! image-2.4.5
fed /boot

# silo -d fdev/dasd? -f image-7.4.5 -p parmfile

Install your network driver
Depending on the type of network interlace used in the system, you may need to
get the version of one of the Object Coda Only network drivers from the
DeveloperWorks Web site, You can create a /lib/modules/2.4.5/oce directory for
these (if you put them in the kemel directory they may disappear when you runa
Bake modulesinstall again). If you add the network drivers afler running the
make modules_install, then you need to run depmod -a again.

Attention: Do not pick the 2.4.5-2 version of the network drivers. These
versions use the new Ox0016 ELF architecture code which does not work wilh

the mrodutils and kernel we have here.

i you use a CTC or IUCY connection to the system, the driverwill have bean built
already by the make modules step.

Shut down and reboot

YOu can now shut down your Linux system and boot from the new boot disk.
Though the massages during bootwill be slightly diffarant, things should look
fairly normal with this boot.If it fails to get your network driver going you should
log on from the virtual console as root and run depmed -a again.

About the timer patch
During the weeks we were writing this redbook, there was a lively discussion on
the Linux-290 mailing list about the possible benefit of the so-called “timer patch.”
Afew months before that Martin Schwidefsky from IBM Boablingen posted a
possible wey in which Linux for 6/390 could do without the 10 m5 timertick. The

description of the proposed patch can be found on the Web at:

https // Tan. net 2o01412kone] phos
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The patch ramoves the global variable *|iffies” that is used by the keel and
device drivers for time measurement. Instead, it provides a macro called “jifias"
to compute the current value using (he STCKinstruction. Though Martin posted
portions of the patch to the kemel mailing list, there still is work to be done ff you
want to implement this yoursell.

For the work on the redbook we had access to a preliminary version of tha patch
that Martin proposed. This patch is not part of the mainstream kernel sources, It
is unclear whether this is going to happen at all,

The patch must be applied just like the linux-2.4.5-s290.diff, on top of what you
have there now:

fed fusr/sre/ linux

# patch -pl <1 /root/patches245/tiner-2.4.5-$290 dff

Unfortunately, the les.o driver for 2.4.5 has a dependency on the “jifies* symbol
thatisremoved by the timer patch. The qdio driver doas not have this
dapendency, so we expect this should continue to work (but wa were not able to
try it), Sinee the source for the les driveris not part of the kernel sources, wa
cannot rebuild it ourselves. Apart fram the qdio driver the only altamative lat now
is the CTC driver,

The version of the timer patch that we used failed to export a symbol, thus
causing unresolved references if you want to build the CTC driver as a module.
The patch in Example O-4 fixes this problem. Apply it just like ihe timer patch
before rebuilding the kernal.

Example: 0-4 Exnorting the “init_timer_oc” symbol

--- boetl inux-?.4.S/arch/ss0/kernel/s390_ksyns.c Wed Apr 1) 21:07:78 2001
tet | inus-2.4.5/arch/soo! kernel /s290 ksymg.c=Sun dul 29 17:07:02 2001
ba -f, 48,7 O68

Finclude <asm/ checksum, he

finclude <asm/delay.h>
Flnclude <asnsetup. he

+#include <asm/ in. he

fif COMFIG_IP_NULTICAST
Finclude <net/arp.h>
Fendi f

ba -20,7 #21,7 ob

EXPORT SYMBOL (_zb_findmap);
EXPORT SYMBOL( copy from user Timup);
EXPORT SYMBOL( capy to user Tixup;

+EXPORTSYMBOL(  doremap) ;
ja
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* Semaphore ops
*f

After applying the timer patch you shoukd run make dep again, followed by a make
image modules madules_install] as before. Than write the new kemel and map
to your /boot directory and run silo,

Using the device file system

The ‘dey directory as we know it contains the entries thal describe the hardware
devices for your Linux image. To be more precise,‘dev contains an entry for each
hardware davice you could possibly have in your Linux image, You see lots of
idevidasd* antrias beacause some Linux image could have 20 disks and need an
inode to access the device. To have all ‘dey inodes in the private disk space al
each Linux imageis difficult to maintain. It also is a waste of disk storage, even
though the entries themselves ara rather small

It is not practical to put ‘dev on an AO shared disk because some applications
need to change the owner of the device entry. This is not possible on an R/O
shared disk. For specific cases (like tty devices) there is a viriual file system, but
amore attractive solution is tha device file system (Devis). The patches for Devis
were done by Richard Gooch and have been included in the 2.3.46 kernal.

Devis is a virtual file system, similar to the proc file system mounted in Linux as
proc. The entries shown in such a file system with the 1s command do not really
exist Specitic antry paints of the device driver for the file system (like procts of
davis) are called when a directory listing is required, Other eniry points are called
when you read or write a Tile" in the virtual fila system. If you type the command
cat /proc/uptime, that value is computed because you want to displayit. Just as
proc provides the peapholes to eqpase Kemel variables to the applications,
devis shows the device configuration of the Linux image to the applications. The
device fila system is mounted on the ‘dev mount point, so with devts running ‘dev
contains only the devices presentin your configuration at that moment.

The davice drivers must be aware of davis. They must call the corract devis
functions to register and they must provide the proper data structures to hold the
device information. Whenever devis needs information about a diractory in the
device tila system, it invokes the appropriate functions of the davice driver, For
compatibility, a devisd packageis available that provides access to tha old inades
through the new devis interlacas.

The DASDO driver with Linux for 8/990 has been anhanced to suppor davis as
wall. The difarance is obvious when you use the df command to show the
mounted file systems.
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Exenipie: C-5 Davice names shown wilh devis

TUXEOe  /proc # df
Filesystem Lk-blocks Used Available Uses Mounted an
/dev/dasd/O1A0/partl 1f4118 bdebeh IMRT? 3B% /
fdev/dasd/O1AL/ part] 1415848 1169952 174576 87s fusr

Because the DASD driver keeps the active devices in a specific subtree of the
‘dev fila system, it is easy to see what disks are accessible to the Linux image.

Example: C-6 Full ist of disk devices in the system

TuxXe0O02 s/proc # find #devidasd
fdew/dasd

fdev/Jdasdten

fdev/dasdfieno/dise

fdev/dasd/0200 part]
dew/dasd/O1A0

fdew/dasdOLAdise

/dev/dasd/OLA0! partl
dev!dasd/OLA

fdev/dasd/O1Al/dise

/dev/dasd/O1Al part]
dew/dasdO10

dew/dasd/O10!dise
idev/dasd/O100/partl

The listing in Example C-6 shows the entrias in /dewdasd for this particular
system, The DASD driver creates a subdirectory named after the davice address.
In this subdirectory 6 one entry for the raw device (the dise entry) and one for
aach partition on the disk. In addition to the subdirectories named after the
device address, there is also a /dewdiscs directory, shown in Example C-?, that
lists the disks in sequential order. These entries are links ta the corresponding
entries in the /devdasd directory.

The /devidises directory is the standard Linux devis structura. This is not spactic
to Linux for 6/390. On another platform these entries would be links to SCS] or
IDE davices.

Example: 0-7 Available cisk devices in ‘dewoises

tush: sfdavidises # ls -]
tatal o

drwer-xr-x 1 root roat Ofiec 31 1989 .

drwer-sr-x 1 root root Ofiec SL 1969 ..

Ir-xr-xr-x 1 root roat 12 Dec 31) 1969 diset -> ../dasdego

|rexr-xrex 1 root root 12 Dee 31 1969 disel -> ..dasdeA

|reur-kr-x 1 root raat 1? bee 31 1964 dise? -> ..'dasd/01al
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Irsxr=tt=x 1 reat root 1? bec 31 1969 dised => ..fdasdico

The FAQ at the following Web site is recommended reading materialif you want
to gat started with the davicefile system:

http://www. ato? cdi.au"rqaochs linusdocsdevts. html

Installing the device file system on SuSE
Weinstalled the device file system on a SuSE 7.0 system upgraded with a
Linux-2.4.5 kemel as described in Appendix ©, “Using the Linux 2.4 kernel’ on
page 441. Thefirst slep is to configure the kemel to support a device file system
(but not enable the option to mount'dev automatically).

With this Kernel active you can install devisd (from the SuSE distribution).
Because the device fila system mounts on top of the /dav diractory, anythingin
there becomes unaccessible, The devisd package contains the devisd daemon
that provides the compatibility interlace. This way the old programs will continue
to work, even when you mount devis ovendey.

Attention: The startup script /sbin‘init.d/boot.devts use by SuSE refers to a
file ‘sbin‘init.d’myqrep (because grep lives in /usrbin, which is not yet
available at that point during startup). The installation of devisd did nat put the
file there, 0 we copied it over from /usr'share/doc/packages/devisd’ to gatit
working

Whan you have verified that davisd is working properly at the next raboot, you
can enable the option davis=<mount in the kernel parameter fila (and run silo
again).

Attention: We found thal mingetty did net work with devs forus, despite the
comments about devis in tha coda (if looks like support was added for some
devices needed as virtual console, but not the ‘dewconsole we have with
Linux for S/390). This resulted in error messages about sdev/console
permissions. The easiest way out forthe moment was to remove mingetty and
use sulogin instead in /ete/mitab.
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Related publications

The publications listed in this section are considered particularly suitable for a
more detailed discussion of the topics covered in this radbook.

IBM Redbooks

For information on ordering these publications, see ‘How to get IBM Redbooks"
on page 453,

» Linu for S390, $G24-4987

http: wee. ibm.comredbooks/abstracts/sq2449a7 , html

®=Linux for zSerias and 5/990: Distributions, 8G24-6264

http://w. ibm. com!redbooksfabstracts/sq246264., hon]

» IBM @server zSeries 900 Technical Guide, SG24-5975

http: //wew. ibm. comredbooks/abstracts/sq245975. html

® OSA-Express Implementation Guide, 3G24-5948

https! ew. ibm. comredbooksabstracts /sqe4594., hin]

Other resources

These publications are also relevant as further information sources:

» 2‘VM W4710 General Information, GG24-5991

» 2/VM TCRAIP Planning and Customization, $C24-5981

» 2/VM TCPAP Programmer's Reference, 3C24-5983 (available soficapy only}

e 2/VM TCPAP User's Guide, 5024-598? (available softeapy only)

Referenced Websites

These Web sites are also relevant as further information sources:

» The Linux for 5/390 davaloparvorks page:

httes /ww. software. ibm. comdevelopervorks,opensource] (nu390/index. shtnl

» The Coda Web site:

http: //wew.coda.cs mu. edu
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The paper ‘Linux IP Networking - A Guide to the Implementation and
Modification of tha Linux Protocol Stack" by Glann Herrin, May 2000:

http://kernelnewbies.arg/documents/ ipnetwarking/) inuxi pnetwork ing. htm!

The paper “Addressing Secunty Issues in Linux" by Mark Chapman,
December 2000, and the paper “Linux Security State of the Union” by Robb
Romans and Emily Ratliff, May 2007, both available at:

http: Joss software. ibn. con/developer/onensource/ 1inux/ papers. php

The Linux kernal FTP site:

ftp: // ftp. kerne] org

Thé OpenLDAP organization:

http://w. open Idap.ory

The NET-SNMP home page:

http: /fnet-snmp. sourceforge. net

Linux Devis (Device Fila System) FAQ:

http: wwatt cs) ro. au!"rgoach ys | 1inux,/docsdew ?s. html

Linux Documentation Project home page:

https fw, | nuadoc .org

Advanced Maryland Automatic Network Disk Archiver (Amanda) home page:

http://www, amanda.org

Gnuplot Central home page:

httpsaww gnuplot.org

Multi Router Traffic Grapher (MATG) home page:

http://people.ee.ethe. ch/"oet) her/webtools/mrtg/

NetSaint home page:

http://www. netsaint.org

OpenAFS home page:

http://www openats arg

Samba home page:

http://www. samba.org

Bynari home page:

http://www. bynard . net

A resource for leaning how the kernel works with regard to TCP/IP:

http:/kernel newbies.org/documents/ ipnetwarking/Tinusi pnetwork ing. html
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» CMS Pipelines home page:

http:puce princeton. edupl pel ine

» Dante home page:

http://www. inet .no/dante

How to get IBM Redbooks

Search for additional Redbooks or Redpieces, view, download, or order hardcopy
from tha Redbooks Web sita-

ibe, con! redbooks

Also download additional materials (code samples or diskette/CD-ROM images)
from this Redbooks site.

Redpieces ara Redbooks in progress: not all Radbooks become Redpieces and
sometimes just a few chapters will be published this way. The intent is to get the
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